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Abstract
School shootings are becoming familiar events in America. School children live in a world
where they fear violence and practice active shooter drills even during kindergarten. With no signs
of the violence abating, it is of critical importance for the public to understand why these attacks
are occurring.
The purpose of this study is to examine the writings of school shooters for the presence of
masculine ideologies and gender role conflict.

Using the qualitative directed content analysis

methodology, gender role conflict theory, and a feminist theoretical perspective, the writings of
seven school shooters were analyzed.
Little research attention has been paid to the sex and gender roles of the shooters. School
shooters are almost universally boys exhibiting what can be defined as gendered behavior. This
study examined the patterns of gender role conflict in school shooters’ lives. The findings found
the presence of masculine ideology and distorted gender role schemas, three of the four outlined
patterns of gender role conflict, and gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations in their
writings. The results provided evidence that the shooters in the sample wrote about gender role
conflict and the resulting stress it caused in their lives. The limitations of the study and implications
are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Statement of the Problem

A school shooting is defined as an attack at an educational institution that involves a
firearm (Vossekuil, Bryan et al., 2004). Although they are experienced worldwide, school
shootings have been classified as a “uniquely American crisis” (Cox & Rich, 2018). Between the
sentinel Columbine shooting of 1999 and the Sandy Hook Elementary School shooting in 2012,
there were a total of 31 school shootings in the United States, while only 14 occurred in the rest of
the world. Between 1999 and 2018, over 214,000 children were exposed to gun violence at 216
schools in 36 states and the District of Columbia and 141 of those children were killed and 284
were injured. By May of 2018 more people, children, and staff were killed in schools than were
killed in military service (Cox and Rich, 2018). Early 2018 was a deadly time for school shootings
with 13 shootings in k-12 settings that resulted in with 32 killed and 65 injured (Cox & Rich,
2018).
The ultimate goal of studying school shooters is to prevent the violent events. Studying
school shootings is critically important to understand the possible motivations of shooters and
potentially identify youth who are at risk for such violent expression. Characterized by the public
as “monsters”, why the shooters commit acts of mass violence have remained a mystery to forensic
experts. No theories or conceptualizations have been developed that explain school shootings.
Some of the shooters came from wealthy two parent households while others were from single
parent homes. Some were loners while others reportedly had friends and established social
networks.
School shootings have been interpreted as an extreme form of suicide (Eliason, 2009)
because shooters often end their life at the scene. Murderers commit suicide only 4% of the time
1

(Eliason, 2009; FBI, 2011), while global terrorists commit suicide only 3% of the time (Office of
the Director of National Intelligence, 2012). In contrast, mass shooters who attack in public places
and kill more than two people commit suicide at the scene 38% of the time, perhaps indicating that
very few mass shooters attribute much value to their own lives (Lankford, 2015). Experts claim
that many surviving shooters are clinically suicidal, but either changed their minds or failed in the
attempt (Newman, 2004).
Studying school shooters is also important because they have fundamentally changed the
educational climate of our students. Lockdowns and active shooter drills are interrupting the
learning environments and making schools feel less safe. An increased understanding of the
possible motivations of shooters may help reclaim the sanctity of the school environment for
children and educators. Additionally, children and school staff who are exposed to a shooting are
likely to suffer traumatic stress symptoms such as anxiety, depression and ongoing fears about
their safety. Such symptoms can be short term, but some can result in long term psychiatric
conditions. Even in the short term, trauma can be severely distressing and have a profound
negative impact on academic achievement, psychiatric wellness, and emotional and social
development of students (Beland & Kim, 2016).
School shootings are almost exclusively perpetrated by boys. Despite this, gender and
gender roles are notably absent in the existing research and requires further examination. This
research studies how gender roles impacted school shooters. This research theorizes that boys who
carry out school shootings show evidence of gender role conflict in their writings. While most
boys do not commit school shootings, the findings of this study can inform school counselors,
psychologists, and families about the social and emotional needs of boys. Recommendations could
also be made on how schools, parents, and others could change the endorsement of restricting
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masculinities by offering alternative examples of masculine expression and the dangers of
destructive competition .
Law enforcement and forensic professionals may be interested in these findings of this
study, specifically if the results show that shooters wrote about gender role conflict and stress,
which is correlated with aggression (Amato, 2012; Jakupacak, Lisak & Roemer, 2002; Cohn &
Zeichner, 2006). Such written expressions of gender role conflict variables can be used to identify
potential risk factors of violent expressions or other interpersonal difficulties.
Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
The purpose of the study is to examine the writings of seven school shooters for gender
role conflict. Gender role conflict, aggression, and domestic violence are theorized to be
interrelated (O’Neil, 2015). Restrictive gender roles and gender role conflict have been empirically
linked to many problems experienced by boys and men including suicide, depression, anxiety and
alcohol use and drug dependence (O’Neil, 2015). Although empirically demonstrated, the belief
that men and boys have emotional and psychological problems related to socially constructed
gender roles and expectations is difficult for the general population to accept. This study’s goal is
to gain a better understanding of the gender role conflict of school shooters and its possible
relationship to violence toward others.
The study is a qualitative directed content analysis investigating of gender role conflict
concepts in school shooters. Directed content analysis is a methodology used to explore a
phenomenon using existing theory as a guide. The theoretical framework for this study is gender
role conflict theory (O’Neil, 1981 a, b; 2008; 2015). Using this existing theory as a guide, key
concepts and variables are identified as predetermined categories (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein,
1999). The correlates of masculinity and gender role conflict, distorted gender role schemas, the
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four patterns of gender role conflict, and gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations were
the initial categories.
The following research questions guided this study:
1. Are the gender role conflict correlates, masculine ideology correlates, and distorted gender
role schemas present in the writings of school shooters?
2. Are the four patterns of gender role conflict (regarding success, power, and competition
among men, restrictive emotionality, restricted affection between boys and men, and
conflict between family and school) present in the writings of school shooters?
3. Are gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations present in the writing of school
shooters?

This dissertation follows a prescribed sequence. Chapter 2 reviews Feminist theory, providing
a historical perspective of its origins, including the ideas of early writers and contributors. Chapter
2 also discusses relevant research and theory regarding the social construction of gender as well
as the gender socialization process for boys and girls. A history of school shootings is discussed
as well as relevant research completed on shooters and their possible motivations. Gender role
conflict theory and the operational definitions used to guide the research methodology is detailed
and research on men’s gender role conflict and violence is reviewed. Chapter 3 describes the
research methodology of the study including the sample and data analysis. Chapter 4 presents the
findings and Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the results detailing the implications for
stakeholders, including gender scholars, educators, and forensic experts.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter is a critical review of the existing literature on feminist theory, school shooters,
and gender role concepts and research. First, Feminist theory and the social construction of gender
is discussed. Second, the history of school shootings is review as well as research on school
shooters. Third, the emotional socialization process of boys and girls and its implications are
discussed. Fourth, the gender role conflict theory is presented and the terminology is defined.
Feminist Theory
This paper uses a feminist theoretical perspective to discuss the topic of school shootings
and masculinity. Focused on gender inequality, feminist theory is a framework for analyzing
women’s and men’s roles in the social and cultural space they live in, including employment, home
and work roles, interests, and hobbies. Gender roles infuses all aspects of life, and therefore
feminist theory applies to a number of fields, including literature, philosophy, political science,
and psychology.
Feminist theory acknowledges the critical role that gender, social class, and race/ethnicity
play as an organizing principle for contemporary life (Caufield & Wonders, 1994). Early feminist
theories emerged as early as 1794 with Mary Wollstonecraft’s “A Vindication of the Rights of
Women” and Sojourner Truth’s “Ain’t I A Woman” in 1851. These publications offered some of
the first formal criticism to what it means to be a woman. Susan B. Anthony questioned male
gendered language in her “Speech after Arrest for Illegal Voting” (as cited in Kolmar & Bartowski,
2005). She questioned the very authority of the United States Constitution, suggesting if women
could not benefit from the law, such as voting, and owning property, how then could they be
punished by it? These early feminist theorists were joined later by Simone de Beauvoir, the
existentialist who suggested in her seminal book The Second Sex that women were defined as
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“other” and in doing so, less than. Betty Friedan later shocked the world when she suggested in
The Feminine Mystique that the traditional trappings of life as a housewife and mother left many
women unfulfilled (Friedan, 1974).
Feminist theory critically examines gender roles and the complicated process by which
they are constructed and reinforced. The feminist perspective assumes that gender is not an
essential or natural fact but rather a product of a complex interplay between historical and cultural
life contingent upon the subordination of women (Daly et al, 1988). Feminist theory suggests that
biological sex is a fixed, finite variable while gender role definitions and expectations are fluid
and change over time and space, denoting why biological sex alone cannot explain gender
differences (Danner & Carmody, 2001).
Feminist theory acknowledges that institutions and systems, including education and the
study of behavior, are gendered in that they reflect men’s views of the world (Daley et al, 1988)
as a default. Using feminist theory as a framework allows the placement of gender at the center
of academic study and inquiry. Eigenberg, Mullins & Scarbourough (1994) suggest feminist
inquiry comes in the form of two critical questions: a) Are gender and the effects of gender
socialization examined in a study or theoretical discussion? and b) Would the answer to this
research question be the same if gender was included in this analysis?
Using this feminist perspective of the social construction of gender roles allows events or
social problems to be examined with special attention to the how people or events are impacted by
gender. Feminist theory is grounded in feminist principles which share the common goal of
equality between the sexes. Feminism and its accompanying movements can be largely credited
with historic changes for women over time, including establishing the right for women to vote and
own property, earning equal pay and fair wages, entering into and holding legal contracts, ensuring
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access to appropriate health care and reproductive services and many more. Feminist campaigns,
while understandably have focused on realizing and advocating for the rights of women, are now
including men and the restriction of traditional male gender roles as a political and social reality.
Noted feminist and writer, bell hooks argues in her book The Will to Change: Men, Masculinity,
and Love that patriarchy “has damaged men in the past and will continue to damage men in the
future” (2004, p 31).
Emphasizing gender not only highlights and deconstructs how girls and women are seen
but it also makes “men and masculinity visible” (Dannor & Carmody, 2001 p.90). Using the lens
of gender, the arrests rates of men and acts of violence committed by them tell a different story.
Dannor and Carmody (2001) state that: “A gender aware investigation of school violence focuses
attention on boys, who are the great majority of offenders as gendered beings – that is, as males
who move through the world exploring, asserting and defending their masculinity” (p. 90). This
kind of analysis helps create a more nuanced narrative around the disproportionality of boy school
shooters.
Looking at the phenomenon of school shootings through a feminist theoretical lens is
important for several reasons. Placing gender at the center of the discussion powerfully changes
the tenor of the dialogue. There is one factor that the youth involved in school shootings have in
common; they are overwhelmingly male. Although there have been three school shootings
incidents where a girl was identified as the shooter, there is evidence to suggest that those crimes
were more interpersonal in nature and lacked the methodological violence and planning found in
other school shootings incidents perpetrated by males (The Associated Press, 1996, CBS
News.com, 2001). The sex of the school shooters, although seemingly obvious, has not attracted
much formal attention by scholars or researchers. Jackson Katz indicates that: “The gender of the
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perpetrator is the single most important factor and yet it’s not talked about in that way in most
mainstream conversations” (as cited in Murphy, 2012).
Girls like boys suffer trauma, mental health disorders, and other problems, but do not take
up weapons and shoot their classmates. One can surmise, then, that it is those psychological and
psychosocial factors experienced AS A BOY that is the determining factor. In other words, the act
of shooting might be interpreted as a gendered response to the factors present in boy’s lives.
Using the feminist perspective, social construction of gender roles is defined as the
conception that knowledge and reality are socially situated and arise from the interaction between
the environment and one’s own cognition and behavior (Bandura & Walters, 1963) rather than
essential individual traits considered to be innate to the biological sex. Therefore, socially
constructed gender roles or expectations, are known to be true only “…..because people tacitly
agree to act as if they exist” (Pinker, 2002, p. 202). Gender roles, then, and resulting behaviors in
response to them can be interpreted as not fixed or inner psychological traits but rather are socially
constructed norms. In fact, true gender or sex differences over domains tend to be smaller than
other demographics, suggesting that observed differences between the sexes might actually be a
result of socially constructed thoughts, ideas, and expectations (Spade & Valentine, 2011). This
research explores and defines the psychological and sociological concepts of socially constructed
masculinity and male gender roles as it relates to the young men who perpetrate school
shootings. Placing gender at the forefront of the discussion around school shootings changes the
tenor of the discussion by including shooters’ experience of gender and gender roles into the
analysis.
The Social Construction of Gender
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Men and boys in America are held to a strict code of conduct that is taught from infancy
on and reinforced through day-to-day interactions with families, peers, and even strangers. The
identity of American masculinity commonly includes a reverence for physical strength and
prowess, power and competition, and the ability to appear emotionally strong by not expressing
emotions (David & Brannon, 1976). Additionally, the sanctions for boys and men who do not
adhere to the masculine stereotypes, norms and standards can be sure and swift, resulting in
bullying, isolation from peers and family, poor health, and even physical harm. There is no
question that this restrictive identity has damaging effects on men and boys and negative
consequences for all people, (O’Neil, 2015, Kimmel, 2011; Smiler, 2006). There has been
significant social resistance to the concept of men and boys as victims of this rigid masculine
identity in the mental health community and the general population. Cultures have an intimate
relationship with gender definitions, subscribing to gender roles that have been valued over
generations and vilifying those who do not follow the prescribed norms. It is theorized that men
and women are socialized to demonstrate these valued cultural gender roles, specifically around
emotionality, competition, and relationships (O’Neil, 2015, Kimmel, 2011; Smiler, 2006).
Girls and women in the United States are expected to be oriented to relationships while
boys and men to be more tasks oriented, assertive, and/or aggressive (Brody & Hall, 2000; Fivush
& Buckner, 2000; Gilligan, 1982; Jordan, Surrey, & Kaplan, 1991; Zahn-Waxler, Cole, & Barrett,
1991). As a result, girls and women may be more likely than boys and men to express vulnerable
emotions that support relationships. Vulnerable emotions invite comforting and soothing
behaviors from others (Barrett & Campos, 1987; Izard & Ackerman, 2000). Additionally,
emotions that boys and men are more encouraged to display, such as anger, are actually a threat to
relationship development. As a consequence, boys and men are less likely to be encouraged to
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engage in behaviors that facilitate relationships and solicit comfort. Boys are, through no fault of
their own, lacking the skills to build supportive relationships and emotions that solicit soothing
and comfort. This reality calls into question the fundamental emotional health of boys and their
ability to lead functional and fulfilling lives. Kindlon and Thompson (2000) indicate that “Boys
suffer deeply as a result of the destructive emotional training our culture imposes on them; many
are in crisis, and all need help” (p. 5).
There are many possible negative outcomes of this socialization process for all
people. Without the proper support and comfort to manage emotions, boys can be emotionally
isolated, suffer academically, be unprepared to handle difficult emotions, and feel a fierce need to
prove and defend themselves and their masculinity (O’Neil, 2015; Kimmel, 2011; Smiler
2006). In psychology and mental health professions, the study of men and boys has, in large part,
been based on stereotypical masculinity (Kimmel, 2011; O’Neil, 2015; Smiler, 2006). A large gap
exists in what we know about the emotional realm of boy and men and more specifically, how
being defined as stereotypical masculine traits impacts boys and their ability to function
emotionally. For only the last 25 years has scholarship existed on the male gender role and the
psychological conflict of adhering to the prescribed roles and expectations. This scholarship
emanated from the women’s movement and feminist theory and served as a road map for
psychologists and researchers to focus on masculinity and the male gender role as a construct
dependent on a complicated interaction between temporal, social, racial, and economic factors.
The previous section outlines how social development of boys has resulted in a
combination of limited capacity for emotional regulation and the inability to seek comfort or help.
This leaves boys and men isolated and alone while facing difficult emotions and/or mental health
issues.

10

History of School Shootings
School shootings are not a new occurrence in our nation’s history, although the term
“school shooting” was not developed until the late 1990’s. The earliest recorded incident of gun
violence at a school took place on June 26, 1764. Three men shot and killed the teacher and ten of
the eleven children at a school in Greencastle, Pennsylvania (David, 2005). There was not another
such incident recorded until 1850, but that particular event began a trend of reported school
shootings that has not since subsided.
Despite its long history in our nation, school shootings did not come into sharp public
awareness until the late 1990’s. From 1997-1998, there was a rapid succession of 6 school attacks
over the course of the 9-month school year (Langman, 2009). The perpetrators were minors who
brought violence into their own schools by killing their friends and classmates. The youngest
shooter of the year was only 11 years old. This, however, is not the youngest school shooter on
record; six-year-old Dedric Darnell Owens fatally shot classmate Kayla Renee Rolland on
February 29, 2000 (Davies, 2008).
The 1990’s shootings culminated in an event that forever changed how the nation
experienced school shootings. On April 20, 1999, a shooting at Columbine High School that left
15 dead, including the gunmen, and wounded more than 20 others was captured live on television.
The American public was devastated by the witnessed event, prompting a vehement debate over
gun control laws and an exhaustive search into what could have caused the young men to carry out
such an act.
Several theories were explored as possible explanations for this terrible crime. There has
been speculation that the boys, 17-year-old Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, were bullied at school
and that the event was an act of victim retaliation. The media suggested that the boys were a part
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of a social outcast group known as the “Trench Coat Mafia” (Cullen, 2009). The public also
wondered if the killings had anything to do with “Goth” adolescent culture, alternative music, or
violent video games. Parents protested alternative rock and roll, singling out artist Marilyn
Manson because of his goth style and clothes that they suspected were having a bad influence on
their children’s style and behaviors. None of these theories were ever proven (Cullen, 2009;
Langman, 2009, Vossekuil, Bryan, et al., 2014).
The shooting at Columbine High School provided a national spotlight on what was a yet
unexamined phenomenon. Since that time, school shootings have been analyzed and examined by
the Department of Education, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Secret Service, the
Department of Justice, and many other stakeholders in an attempt to gain an understanding of how
to predict or prevent such events (Vossekuil, Bryan, et al., 2004). Despite these efforts, school
shootings have continued to happen and have since become deadlier. On April 17, 2007 Seung
Hui Cho killed 32 students and then himself at Virginia Tech University, perpetrating the deadliest
school shooting in our nation’s history. On December 14, 2012, Adam Lanza, after killing his
mother at home, entered an elementary school and killed 20 kindergarteners and first grade
students in addition to 6 female school personnel in Newtown, Connecticut (Lysiak, 2013). Since
the deadly shooting at Newtown, there have been 239 school shootings, an average of 5 a month,
including mass shootings (where four or more people were killed) and non-mass shootings (Patel,
2018).
Research on School Shootings and Shooters
Research conducted on school shootings has largely focused on creating appropriate
emergency responses (Vossekuil, Bryan et al.,2004), psychoanalytic analysis (Langman, 2009),
and mental health services access (Lysiak, 2013). Shooters have also been written about through
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the political landscape of gun control, military culture, and pop culture. This section reviews the
existing literature pertaining to the study of school shootings and school shooters. Much of the
contributing research of school shootings has been impressionistic and based on media portrayals
of the shooters after the events (Consalvo, 2003). A study of the media coverage of the Columbine
school shooting (Consalvo, 2003) found the media portrayal of Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold
emphasized details of their past that were not relevant to the shooting event, such as video games
and the music they listened to, thereby ignoring other factors such as the school system and
gender. Consalvo (2003) also discussed the relationship between the school system and the
development of masculinity. Schools have been noted to be “important players in the shaping of
modern masculinities (Connell, 1998 p. 155) with an emphasis on such things as prioritizing sports
and sports culture.
In a qualitative case study of two school shootings, Fox and Harding (2005) suggested that
the organizational structure of the schools led to a loss of information or lack of response to
children who were socially or emotionally troubled. Calling it organizational deviance, the authors
suggest that harmful outcomes may occur when organizations, in this case schools, do not conform
to their goals or expectations (Fox & Harding, 2005).
Much of the existing literature on the causes of school shootings have focused on the
commonalities among shooters in an effort to build a profile of youth who are at risk for violence.
In one of the earliest attempts to understand the contributing factors shared by youth who
perpetrate school shootings, McGee and DeBenardo (1999) reviewed 14 cases of school mass
shooters and characterized the shooters as “classroom avengers”, and as loners with little or no
history of violence. McGee and DeBenardo (1999) concluded that the primary motive of shooters
was to enact revenge on a peer or parent that has wronged or humiliated them. Although this was
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an early analysis based on a small sample, this study identified important characteristics that were
believed to be factors in the shootings: recent psychological stressors in the lives of the shooters,
the shooters being male, and the shooters’ interest or preoccupation with violence and access to
firearms.
The Departments of Justice and Education summarized the available information about
shared behaviors of the shooters (Vossekuil et al., 2004). In a review of 37 targeted school
shootings that occurred in 26 states, the researchers paid “particular attention” to examining the
“detectable or knowable” behaviors and communications that occurred before the attack. The
hope was to identify any common or identifying factors that could alert parents, educators, and
even other students to anyone who may be at risk for perpetuating a violent school
incident. Reviewing a number of mostly primary sources, including mental health records, school
and journal writings, and interviews with 10 perpetrators, researchers concluded that there is no
accurate “profile” of a youth who intends to commit a school shootings. In fact, the youth varied
in all characteristics including demographic and background. The ages ranged from 11 to 21; and
the perpetrators were 76% white. A majority of the attackers (63%) came from intact or two parent
homes, dispelling the commonly held belief that that youth raised in single homes or without
fathers were more likely to perpetuate such a crime. Only 2% of the youth lived with a foster
parent or another specified legal guardian. Although 71% of the youth felt as though they had been
bullied, persecuted, or threatened, 41% of the perpetrators were considered mainstream students.
Only 12% had no close friends and only 34% of them considered themselves loners.
A commonly held belief is that the youth at risk for such acts are not engaged or involved
in organized school activities, but researchers found that 44% were involved in some kind of
organized extracurricular. The boys were not necessarily discipline problems at school. In fact,
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two thirds of them had never had any discipline problems at all. Additionally, the boys showed no
measurable difference in academic performance, friendship patterns, school interest, or school
discipline before the attacks. Only 34% of the boys received a mental health evaluation prior to
the attack despite the fact that 61% of them had had suicidal attempts/thoughts and desperation.
The Vosselkuil et al., study also found that the boys may have had difficulty with handling “losses
or other personal failures”. The study found that 98% of the boys had experienced a significant or
perceived loss before the event. The losses included the loss of status or failure for 66% of the
boys, a loss of a loved one or significant relationship (including a romantic one) for 51%, and a
major illness (afflicting either themselves or someone in their life) for 15%. Furthermore, the
review also indicated that 83% of the boys experienced these losses and struggled to handle it and
manage the stress.
Levin and Madfis (2009) developed a five-stage model explaining the causes for youth
who commit a school shooting. Barring a psychotic break such as a hallucination, they suggest
the following: a) chronic strain (negative experiences within the school), b) uncontrolled strain of
everyday life not mitigated by pro-social experiences, c) acute strain (experience of loss perceived
as catastrophic) d) planning (time spent planning a large violent event), and e) massacre at school
(carrying out the attack with proficiency with and access to weapons). The authors suggest that the
violent event presents a solution to the shooters perceived damaged self-worth, a way to
demonstrate their masculinity, and an effort to regain power, pride and attention (Levin & Madfis,
2009).
In an FBI review of 14 shootings and 4 near-shooting incidents that were
prevented, O’Toole (2000) identified 47 descriptors shared by many attackers including 28
personality characteristics and behaviors, 7 family and school dynamics, and 5 social dynamics.
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Some of the characteristics noted included bigotry, isolation, difficulty handling anger, an interest
in violence, and a noted lack of empathy. Although the study identified the shared characteristics,
it failed to identify a solid profile of youth at risk for a shooting event.
In a review of 37 adolescent teen mass murderers, Meloy, Hempel, Mohandie, Shiva, &
Gray (2001) enumerated common traits and behaviors of school shooters. Among the
commonalties were a preoccupied interest in fantasy and weapons, substance abuse, and without
a history of depression or antisocial behaviors. Langman (2009) psychoanalyzed ten attackers and
fitted them into three typologies: traumatized, psychotic, or psychopathic. Rather than looking at
attackers as a homogenous group, Langman suggested that: a) attackers classified as traumatized
experienced abusive homes and had difficult home lives, b) attackers classified as psychotic
demonstrated characteristics consistent with schizophrenia spectrum disorders, and c) attackers
classified as psychopathic had a lack of empathy and conscience as well as narcissism.
Past reviews of school shooters indicate they had an interest in violence, a lack of empathy,
and feelings of isolation and alienation. While these commonalities are helpful, they cannot be
used to build a profile of a school shooter. The commonalities of school shooters are shared by
many adolescent boys that never act out violently.
Each significant shooting event stimulates discourse that shootings are caused, in part, by
a limitation of appropriate mental health assessment, and/or access to services. While psychotic
illness occurs in men and women at similar rates, women are diagnosed with more common mental
health disorders including anxiety, depression, phobia and obsessive-compulsive disorder. This
disparity in this diagnosis rate may suggest that men’s mental health issues or presentations may
not be widely known or identified by health professionals (Wilkins, 2010). These differences can
be interpreted as a gendered response to men and their mental or emotional health.
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Summary
The previously reviewed studies identified possible motivations of school shooters and
potential predictors that could assist the public in identifying and circumventing a youth from
committing acts of violence. Commonalities in school shooters include: isolation, a propensity
and pronounced interest in violence, and a lack of empathy, which are hypothesized to be the result
of the socialization process of being a boy. Based on the reviewed studies, it is clear that research
is needed to explicitly address the importance of gender roles in school shootings and why all
school shootings are perpetrated by boys. This study fills a much-needed gap in the previously
reviewed literature and assesses the role of gender role conflict in the shooters’ lives.
Gender Role Conflict Terminology
In this section, the gender role terminology is defined as a context for the proposed
research. The terms defined are as follows: masculinity ideology and gender role schemas; gender
role conflict and its domains, situational contexts, and gender role devaluations, restrictions, and
violations.
Masculine Ideology
Masculine ideology “represents the primary values and standards that define, restrict, and
negatively affect boys’ and men’s lives” (O’Neil, 2015, p.19) and refers “to beliefs about the
importance of men adhering to culturally defined standards for male behavior” (Pleck, Sonenstein,
& Ku, 1995, p.19). Masculine ideology is predicated on the endorsement and internalization at
the individual level of these traditionally defined thoughts (Pleck et al., 1995, p.19). These
ideologies can have negative effects on the interpersonal lives of men. Over 400 studies have
linked masculine ideology and GRC conflict to negative psychological outcomes for boys and men
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(O’Neil, 2015). For the purposes of this research, these negative psychological outcomes can be
referred to as correlates to GRC and MI and were assessed in the narratives of the school shooters.
Sixteen dependent variables that have been correlated with gender role conflict are:


Depression



Anxiety and Stress



Low self-esteem



Biases against sexual and racial minorities



Stereotyping and sex role egalitarianism



Attitudes towards help seeking



Traditional attitudes towards women



Alcohol and substance abuse



Shame and guilt



Stigma



Intimacy, self-disclosure, and relationships with fathers



Discrimination and Internalized oppression



Negative attitudes, abuse, and violence towards women



Attachment, bonding, and family individuation



Hopelessness, self-destructiveness, and suicide (O’Neil, 2015).

Six dependent variables that have been correlated with masculinity ideology are:


Loneliness



Bias against racial minorities/racism



drinking and alcohol use



overt hostility and aggression
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difficulty with father relationships



negative attitudes towards help seeking (O’Neil, 2015).

Gender Role Schemas and Distorted Gender Role Schemas
Gender role schemas are the defining masculine concepts of masculinity within society and
culture that make up the individual man’s ideas and perceptions of femininity and masculinity
defined by gender roles. These schemas, or thoughts, are rooted in self-concept and can reflect
one’s own personal feelings of adequacy as a male or female (O’Neil, 2015). Men may be working
with distorted schemas or thoughts, which result in exaggerated ideas about being a man and real
or perceived pressure to meet traditional or stereotypical masculinity expectations. These
“exaggerated thoughts and feelings about masculinity and femininity as they apply to major life
issues” (O’Neil, 2015, p. 99) are a result of “fear and anxieties about not measuring up to traditional
gender roles” (O’Neil, 2015, p. 99). Twenty distorted gender role schemas have been previously
defined and include: success, achievement, competence, control, power, competition, strength,
personal worth, personal communication, women’s and men’s work roles, health care, fatherhood,
sexuality, intimacy, emotionality, homosexuality, dependence, vulnerability, and performance
(O’Neil, 2015).
For the purposes of this research, reference to these schemas were assessed in the narratives of the
school shooters.
Gender Role Conflict
Gender role conflict has a four decades long history. The theory has been supported by
over empirical 400 studies (O’Neil, 1981a, 1981b, 1982, 1990, 2008, 2015; O’Neil, Egan, Owen,
& Murry, 1993; O’Neil Good, & Holmes, 1995). Gender role conflict (GRC) can be defined as
the “psychological state in which socialized gender roles have negative consequences for the
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person or others” (O’Neil, 2015, p. 42). GRC happens when rigid or restrictive gender roles result
in personal restriction, devaluation, or violations of self or others that limits human potential. The
four overlapping domains of GRC are:


Cognitive: relates to thoughts and questions about gender roles which varies on the basis
of each individual man.



Emotional/affective: includes how a man feels about gender roles, including how
comfortable or conflicted he feels about his own gender role identity.



Behavioral: includes ways in which men respond to and interact with others and themselves
that produce negative outcomes that can be intrapersonal or interpersonal.



Unconscious: includes the thoughts, feelings, and behaviors related to gender role conflicts
that is beyond awareness (O’Neil, 2015, p. 43).

These domains are experienced in situational contexts of GRC including: a) GRC experienced
within the man (intrapersonal), b) GRC expressed towards others (interpersonal), and GRC
experienced from others (interpersonal), and c) GRC experienced during gender role transitions
(O’Neil, 2015, p.43). The domains and situational contexts represent the complexity of GRC and
provide challenges in measuring it with quantitative or qualitative research.
The domains and context were operationalized by theorizing six patterns of GRC but only four
patterns were empirically derived (O’Neil, Egan, Owen, Murry, 1986) and include:


Success, power, and competition: This conflict relates to the chronic concern or
preoccupation with personal achievement, having/exerting authority over others, and
comparing oneself to other men.
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Restrictive emotionality: This conflict outlines the difficulty men have expressing their
emotions to others that limits relationships and intimacy.



Restricted affection between men: This conflict relates to the strict limitations placed on
boys and men expressing thoughts and feelings to one another, including support and
affection.



Conflict between work and family: This conflict focuses on the difficulty men have in
balancing work, outside responsibilities and family that can result in stress and health
problems and restrict self-esteem and development.

For the purposes of this research, these can be referred to as patterns of GRC and were assessed in
the narratives of the school shooters.
The correlates of GRC are those dependent variables that have been correlated with GRC.
The 400 GRC studies have been correlated with many dependent variables including: (O’Neil &
Denke, 2015) including: depression; anxiety and stress; health seeking attitudes; low self-esteem;
alcohol and substance abuse; shame and guilt; stigma; intimacy, self-disclosure, and relationships
with fathers; marital satisfaction, family dynamics, and couple’s gender role conflict;
discrimination and internalized oppression, negative attitudes, abuse, and violence towards women
and others; attachment, bonding, and family individuation; hopelessness, self-destructiveness, and
suicide; traditional attitudes towards women; stereotyping and sex role egalitarianism; biases
against sexual and racial minorities.
For the purposes of this research, these dependent variables are referred to as correlates to gender
role conflict and were assessed in the narratives of the school shooters.
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Gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations can be defined as the negative expression
or critiques of the self or others when one has deviated from the restrictive gender role norms
established by masculine ideology (O’Neil, 2015). The three personal experiences of GRC are:


Gender role devaluations result in a diminished sense of self or loss of status. Devaluation
can exist within oneself, come from others, or be directed towards others. Devaluations can
include any remark or communication that attempts to emasculate or diminish one’s
masculinity. Self-devaluations can result in emotional distress and/or interpersonal
problems.



Gender role restrictions are the confines or expectations placed on self or others due to
stereotypical masculine and feminine ideals. These restrictions can be attempts to control
the behaviors of others to comply with traditional masculine ideology. Men can restrict
themselves or others through words, actions, or behaviors that endorse rigid gender role
norms. This can include excessive control, negative criticism, and emotional abuse.



Gender role violations occurs when men harm themselves or others due to traditional
masculine ideology or GRC. Men can violate themselves or others, causing physical or
emotional pain. Men’s overwork that causes physical harm is an example of self-violation,
while discriminatory behavior and violent acts towards women, homosexual men, and
other men are examples of violations towards others.

For the purposes of this research, the presence of these constructs was assessed in the school
shooters narratives.
Empirical Research On Men’s and Boy’s Gender Role Conflict
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The relationship between gender role conflict and harmful beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors
has been found in over 400 empirical studies (O’Neil, 2008; 2015). Higher rates of gender conflict
have been related to depression (Good & Mintz, 1990), difficulty in intimate relationships (Sharpe
& Heppner, 1991), poor attachment with parents (Blazina & Watkins, 2000), and anxiety (Sharpe
and & Heppner, 1991). Most empirical studies of gender role conflict have been conducted with
college aged or adult men. Less research has been conducted on the role of gender role conflict in
adolescent boys and young men, though what research that does exists is consistent with the
finding that higher rates of reported gender role conflict have poor outcomes such as lower selfesteem (Addelston, 1995), and anxiety (Reichert & Heppner, 2001) for adolescent boys.
Studies have demonstrated the relationship between GRC and violence. GRC has been
found to be related to sexual aggression and forcing sex (Kaplan, 1992; Kaplan, O’Neil, & Owen,
1993: Serna, 2004), and coercion and abusive behaviors (Schwartz et al., 1998; Senn et al., 2000).
GRC has also been found to be correlated with acts of physical abuse, intimidation and threatening
behavior (Schwartz & Waldo, 2003). Higher GRC was found to distinguish violent men from
nonviolent men (Walls & Walker, 2002). In a study of men who have committed crimes, the
tendency to use violence while in prison was correlated with higher GRC (Amato, 2012). The
relationship between GRC and domestic abuse is particularly salient because violence against
women, specifically domestic violence, has been found to be linked to mass shootings. In 57% of
mass shootings, the shooter had killed an intimate partner or family member (Lysiak, 2013). GRC
and violence have a documented connection that merits further consideration, particularly with
regard to the role it plays in school shooters.
Masculine identity and ideology has been examined in several studies in efforts to explain
men’s aggression. In a study looking at the effects of masculine identity, gender role stress was
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found to have a moderating effect on aggression. For example, Cohn & Zeichner (2006) found
that men who endorsed higher level of gender role stress were more aggressive. That is, masculine
identity and gender role stress were found to predict aggression in men. The study found that
gender role stress contributed to aggression in both men who endorsed traditional masculine
identities and those who did not, suggesting that both identities use aggression for different
purposes. The highly masculine man may use aggression to maintain their position or identity and
the men who are experiencing gender role stress may use aggression in an effort to appear strong
and dominant (Mahalik et al., 2003). Similarly, a study of masculine ideology and gender role
stress (Jakupcak, Lisak, & Roemer, 2002) found the presence of gender role stress is a significant
predictor of aggression and that traditional masculine ideology alone is not. In a study examining
violent men, Amato (2012) found conformity to traditional masculine norms and gender role
conflict to be predictors of violence.
Gender role conflict has been found to be related to sexual aggression, dating violence, and
other relationship problems. Rando, Rogers, and Brittan-Powell (1998) found that sexually
aggressive men scored higher on certain gender role conflict subscales, including success, power
and competition and restricted affection between men. Similarly, a study found that men higher
scores of the gender role conflict subscale success, power, and competition had a higher rate of
sexual harassment tolerance (Kearney, Rochlen, & King, 2004).
For the purposes of this research, these dependent variables are referred to as correlates to gender
role conflict and were assessed in the narratives of the school shooters.
Assessing Unconscious Gender Role Conflict
Gender role conflict (GRC) is an unconscious reality for most men, therefore adequately
assessing it empirically is challenging for multiple reasons. GRC as an unconscious reality, implies
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that men are unaware of their masculine conflicts and how stereotypes and restrictive gender roles
contribute to their interpersonal and intrapersonal problems. If you are unaware of your GRC, it is
hard to write about it but aspects of unconscious can be interpreted in written narratives. Assessing
unconscious GRC is the next step in the 40 year-old research program.
The cognitive, emotional, and behavioral aspects of men’s GRC have been pursued in the
past quantitative research using the Gender Role Conflict Scale (GRCS). GRCS studies published
in psychological journals now exceeds 225. These studies have shown that GRC is correlated with
many negative outcomes for men psychologically. No studies have assessed unconscious GRC
primarily because the Gender Role Conflict Scale (O’Neil et al., 1986) does not assess it. Finally,
no other unconscious measures of the men’s struggle with their masculinity/femininity currently
exist.
Summary
Feminist theory and the social construction of gender are useful in assessing school
shooters. As a behavior observed almost exclusively in boys and young men, this research
considers school shootings within the context of their masculinity ideology and GRC rather than
the existence of individual personality traits or stressors. This emphasis on gender is an
important departure from more individualistic analysis. Acknowledging the complex interaction
gender development and stressors have on individual functioning provides a richer understanding
of violent expression.
School shooters have become a national problem and little is known why these shootings
occur. Identifying youth who are at risk for school shootings has remained an elusive goal for
schools, communities, and forensic experts. Emphasis on gender provides a framework that
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focuses on the social processes that restricts boys’ full emotional development and may help
explain why school shootings happen so frequently.
Research on school shooters is limited and little is known about them empirically from
both a quantitative and qualitative perspective. Inquiry into how school shooters have experienced
gender and any resulting or related stressors extends the literature. This focuses academic attention
onto the fact that school shootings are a behavior observed almost exclusively in boys. GRC
concepts and masculine ideology provide a meaningful and unique way to analyze the contributing
factors that may result in school shootings. Correlates of GRC and masculine ideology, patterns
of GRC, and gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations can be helpful in understanding
school shooters.
The research review shows an empirical link between GRC, gender role stress, and
masculine ideology and negative outcomes for men and women. Of particular importance is the
empirical relationship between gender role conflict/stress, aggression and sexual harassment of
women and violence toward other men. The presence of gender role conflict, resulting stress, and
adherence to masculine ideology as a predictor of aggression in school shooters is worthy of study.
Using the past GRC theory and research, it is hypothesized that school shooters express directly
or indirectly both masculinity ideologies and GRC in their writings they left behind after their
violent shootings.
There is a significant body of empirical research demonstrating GRC is correlated to
psychological problems in men as well as an increased propensity towards violence. We can
hypothesize that GRC is a contributor to school shootings as well. Furthermore, GRC is difficult
to assess because GRC in men’s lives is unconscious and many times beyond their
awareness. Qualitative methods assessing GRC can provide critical information into men’s own
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lived experience of GRC. Research on school shooters is necessary if we are to create prevention
programs, therefore this study is important and timely. The methodology in Chapter 3 provides
details about how school shooters’ GRC was assessed based on the three research questions
mentioned in Chapter 1.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this study is to examine the experience of gender role conflict (GRC) in
school shooters. This kind of analysis moves past identifying shooters’ psychopathologies or
motives to analyzing socialized GRC emanating from restrictive masculinity ideologies. More
specifically, this study explored the writings of school shooters in the context of gender role
conflict theory (O’Neil, 1981a, 1981 b, 2008, 2015). The theory includes the following concepts:
masculine ideology and the correlates of GRC, distorted gender role schemas, the four patterns of
gender role conflict (conflict regarding success, power, and competition among men, restrictive
emotionality, restricted affection between boys and men, and conflict between family and school)
and gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations. Using gender role conflict theory,
feminist theory framework, and a directed content analysis methodology, this study examined the
writings of seven school shooters for gender role conflict. Quantitative research has significant
limitations in providing explanation of complex and unmeasurable aspects of human behavior like
unconscious GRC. Qualitative research’s advantage is that it can discover important insights
through interviews, observations, and narrative scripts that quantitative studies cannot. Without
direct measures of unconscious GRC, qualitative research is the best approach to understand how
men’s thinking and writings relate to GRC.
Research Design and Methodology
The methodology of this study is a qualitative content analysis (QCA), which is the
interpretation of textual data using the process of coding. This approach is used to discover
knowledge and understand an identified phenomenon using language and contextual clues
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(Downe-Wamboldt, 1992; Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Content analysis has five advantages
(Fraenkel & Wallen, 2006) including: a) the process is unobtrusive, b) studies use observational
data, c) social phenomenon that took place earlier using records and documents is used , d)
efficienct in terms of time and resources, and e) data that is available and can be replicated. There
are also some drawbacks to this methodology, including: a) the data and analysis is limited to
recorded information, b) internal validity assumes that other researchers would similarly code and
analyze the data, and c) available records do not always provide a comprehensive look at past
social phenomenon (Fraeknel & Wallen, 2006). Regarded by researchers as a flexible method of
analyzing text data (Cavanagh, 1997), content analysis is made up of several analytic approaches,
conventional (inductive), directed (deductive), and summative methods (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005;
Mayring, 2000, 2014).
Directed content analysis is a methodology used to explore a phenomenon using existing
theory as a guide. Deductive in its approach, directed content analysis uses an existing theory to
guide data analysis. The theoretical framework for this study is gender role conflict theory
(O’Neil, 1981 a,b; 2008; 2015). Using this existing theory as a guide, key concepts and variables
are identified as predetermined categories (Potter & Levine-Donnerstein, 1999). Gender role
conflict and masculinity ideology variables, the four patterns of gender role conflict, gender role
schema distortions, and gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations as defined earlier are
the categories. Additionally, Assarroudi, Babavi, Ebadi, and Vaismoradi (2018) formulated a
three phase, 16-step model for conducting direct content analysis. This project utilizes the
methodology outlined by Assarroudi, et al. (2018) using the following 16 steps:
Preparation phase:
1. Acquiring the necessary general skills
2. Selecting the appropriate sampling strategy
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3. Deciding on the analysis of manifest and/or latent content
4.
5.
6.
7.

Developing an interview guide
Conducting and transcribing interviews
Specifying the unit of analysis
Being immersed in the data

Organization phase:
8. Developing a formative categorization matrix
9. Theoretically defining the main categories and subcategories
10. Determining coding rules for main categories
11. Pre-testing the categorization matrix
12. Choosing and specifying the anchor samples for each main category
13. Performing the main data analysis
14. Inductive abstraction of main categories from preliminary codes
15. Establishment of links between generic categories and main categories
Reporting phase:
16. Reporting all steps of directed content analysis and findings
Prior to data collection, approval from the Internal Review Board (IRB) was sought. This
study did not require formal review by the IRB and is not considered human subjects research (See
Appendix A).
Research Questions
The following research questions were developed to assess school shooters’ gender role conflict
including:
1. Are the gender role conflict correlates, masculine ideology correlates, and distorted gender role
schemas present in the writings of school shooters?
2. Are the four patterns of gender role conflict (conflict regarding success, power, and competition
among men, restrictive emotionality, restricted affection between boys and men, and conflict
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between family and school) present in the writings of school shooters?
3. Are gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations present in the writings of school
shooters?
These three research questions were assessed using categorization matrix or coding guide
described later in this chapter.
Sampling Method and Size
This study used a purposive sampling methodology in selecting cases based on defined
characteristics of the population. In this study, the population identified are school shooters, which
is an example of extreme or deviant case purposive sampling (Coyne, 1997). Purposive sampling
is used when the research requires cases to be selected “purposefully” that are rich in information
regarding the phenomenon under study (Patton, 1990). When the research study or design include
cases that are rare or unusual, extreme or deviant case purposive case sampling is recommended.
In this study, school shootings’ experience of gender role conflict is studied. Purposive sampling
of extreme or deviant cases provides an opportunity to conduct in-depth, applied research of needs,
behaviors of a small population as well as highlight concepts of powerful issues and concerns
(Patton, 1990). Purposive extreme/deviant sampling is not meant to be random or representative
of a larger population. Generalizations, therefore, cannot be made to the other populations and
therefore a limitation of this sampling technique.
Patton (1990) suggests that the sample size could be best determined by the time and
resources that are available and the objectives of the study. The writings were chosen because
they offered a body of material sufficient for this kind of analysis. They also offered a variance in
age, life experience, and ethnicity. Additionally, samples were chosen to cover variant times over
time to provide insights about gender role conflict over several decades, beginning with 1991 and
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ending in 2014. Data saturation occurred when further reading of the samples did not contribute
to new findings. Data that were excluded included writings by girls, writings that were fiction or
stories, and writings less than three pages long.
The data analyzed for this study is the writing samples of seven young men who have
perpetrated school shootings and have written documents for analysis. All of these writing samples
have

been

transcribed

and

posted

by

Peter

Langman,

PhD

on

the

database

https://schoolshooters.info. Dr. Langman is a sought-after expert on the psychology of school
shooters; he has created a database including articles, resources, and writings of the shooters. His
website Schoolshooters.info is a “compendium of documents relating to a wide range of active
shooter incidents in educational settings” (schoolshooters.info, retrieved 12/2/18). Dr. Langman
has organized over 400 documents with 600,000 pages that cover over one hundred shooters. Dr.
Langman, a psychologist who has worked with potential school shooters, provides the documents
in an effort to provide insight and understanding of the phenomenon for educators, psychologists,
police, and other stakeholders. The writings of the perpetrators can be found under the tab
“Original Documents” and “Shooters’ Words”, and the writings are organized by each person.
Description of Attackers Included in the Review
The writing samples of seven perpetrators of school shootings were analyzed in this research and
include:
1. Eric Hainstack: Eric was 15 years old when he committed the shooting at Weston High
School on September 29, 2006. Eric discharged a weapon that killed the school principal.
Eric is the only school shooter that has self-identified as gay. Eric’s parents divorced when
he was two years old, and he went to live with his father and stepfather when he was four.
His mother’s parental rights were subsequently terminated for not paying child support.
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Eric’s home was investigated for child abuse and as a result Eric was forced to live with
paternal grandmother before returning to his grandmother in 2002. Eric alleges he was
bullied at school for being poor and suffered emotional and physical abuse at the hands of
his disabled father. Eric survived his shooting spree. (Leuders, 2008).
2. Dylan Klebold: Dylan was 18 years old when he and his friend Eric Harris carried out the
shooting at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado on April 20, 1999. Dylan came
from a home with two loving married parents. Although he was reported to be a shy child,
he was described as sweet and cute (Cullen, 2009, Langman, 2009). The son of pacifists,
Dylan was involved in such pro-social activities as little league baseball and boy scouts
when he was younger. Dylan had been accepted to college and attended the high school
prom soon before the shootings.
3. Eric Harris: Eric Harris and his friend Dylan Klebold carried out the shooting at Columbine
High School in Littleton, Colorado on April 20, 1999. Eric was the son of a retired Air
Force pilot and had moved several times as a child. (Cullen, 2009, Langman, 2009). Eric
was described as more troubled than Dylan and had threatened a student at school. Eric
was described as a very bright and had been born with a sunken chest, that made him selfconscious about his appearance.
4. Kip Kinkel: Kip Kinkel, the child of Spanish teachers, struggled in school from early on, a
stark contrast to his academically gifted sister (Fancher, 2006, Langman, 2009). Kip, after
repeating the first grade, was diagnosed with dyslexia and identified as a special education
student (Langman, 2009). When he was 15, Kip stole a handgun from his father, murdered
his parents, and drove his mother’s Chevy Tahoe to Thurston High School in Springfield,
Oregon. He shot and killed 4 students before he was wrestled to the ground by another
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student. Kip survived the attack and was imprisoned for his crimes
5. Elliott Rodger: Elliott Rodger was 22 years old when he carried out a shooting in the
University of California in Santa Barbara on May 23, 2014 that killed 6 and wounded 14.
The son of a white British filmmaker father and Malaysian researcher mother, Elliott
openly claimed in his manifesto that women’s consistent refusal to have sex with him was
the reason for his crime (Langman, 2016). His parents divorced when he was five and he
struggled with his relationship with his father after Mr. Rodger’s second marriage. Elliott,
by his own admission, hated his stepmother but had a loving relationship with his mother.
Elliott was openly hateful towards women and frustrated over his lack of sexual prowess.
The media dubbed him “the Virgin Killer” (Hess, 2014).
6. Kimveer Gill: Kimveer Gill was 23 years when he perpetrated a shooting at old Dawson
College in Montreal, Canada. Kimveer committed suicide after killing one student and
wounding 19 others. The son of Indian immigrants, Kimveer is described as “quiet and
unassuming” (Langman, 2009). Kimveer was noted to be obsessed with the Columbine
shootings. Although he himself was never violent, he told others that he wanted to be a
mercenary. He enrolled in the army but was quickly discharged with no known reason
(Courvette, 2006). Kimveer was active in the online community VampireFreaks, posting
often about his life thoughts and mood (Langman, 2009). He identified with Goth culture
and was described as increasingly depressed in the weeks before the shooting.
7. Gang Lu: Gang Lu was 28 years old when he perpetrated a shooting at the University of
Iowa on November 1, 1991, killing 4 school administrators and 1 student before taking his
own life. Awarded his PhD in physics from the University in May of 1991, Gang was
reportedly very angry that his dissertation did not receive a prestigious award. He was
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worried about not receiving the money associated with the award, fearing that the loss
would force him to return to China (Mann, 1992).
Data Collection
The writing samples of the participants were gathered from the web page: schoolshooters.info.
They were saved as word documents for coding purposes. The writing samples are described
below:
1. Eric Hainstack wrote letters from prison to the news media after the attack. These letters
were analyzed for gender role conflict and included 5 pages.
2. Dylan Klebold kept a handwritten journal. A transcription of this document was analyzed
for gender role conflict. The transcribed journal is approximately twenty-two pages long.
3. Eric Harris kept a handwritten journal discovered after his death. A transcription of this
document was approximately fifteen pages long.
4. Kip Kinkel posted four pieces of writing onto online sources. A transcription of those
postings was approximately four pages long.
5. Elliot Rogers wrote a lengthy manifesto that he mailed to news organizations before he
perpetrated his attack and his manifesto was two hundred pages long.
6. Kimveer Gill was active in the online community VampireFreaks.com. He posted thoughts
and answered questionnaires on the site. His postings were 5 pages long.
7. Gang Lu wrote a statement in English that was to be read after his attack and subsequent
suicide. He wrote a letter in Chinese to his sister. The statement and the letter in translation
are both approximately three pages long.
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The writing samples were retrieved from the website schoolshooters.info and saved as word
documents. The writing samples were saved onto a personal laptop computer’s hard drive as well
as a thumb drive to ensure the data was saved and accessible.

Data Analysis
The documents are public and do not require special permission to access. As the
documents are public and identifiable, the identity of the participants does not need to be
safeguarded or stored confidentially. To conduct the data analysis, a categorization matrix or
coding guide was developed using the categories defined by gender conflict theory (O’Neil, 2015).
Table 1 describes the code abbreviations and definitions used in the analysis.
Table 1
Codes Abbreviations and Definitions
Code
Definition
GRC
Gender Role Conflict: psychological state in which socialized gender
roles have negative consequences for the person or others
MI
Masculinity Ideology: Primary values and standards that define, restrict
and negatively affect boys/men lives using correlates with MI and GRC
(see Coding Instructions)
DGRS
Distorted Gender Role Schemas: exaggerated thoughts/feelings about
being a man that produce stress and anxieties (see Coding Instructions)
SPC
Success, power, and competition: comparing self to others
RE
Restrictive emotionality – restricted ability to express emotions to
others and self
RABBM
Restricted affection between boys and men: restricted thoughts and
feelings to and from others/between re: support, affection, touch
CBWFR
Conflict Between Work and Family Relations: Balancing work / school
with family that results in stress, health issues, and diminished self
esteem

GRDBO

Gender role devaluations: of self that emasculate and diminish one’s
self esteem
Gender role devaluations from others: that diminish and emasculate

GRDOO

Gender Role devaluations: of others: that diminish or emasculate

GRDOS
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Code
GRROS

GRRBO
GRROO
GRVOS
GRVBO
GRVOO

Definition
Gender Role restriction of self: restriction of self due to restrictive
gender roles (examples include excessive control, negative criticism,
and emotional abuse)
Gender Role restriction by others
Gender role restriction towards others
Gender role violation of self: harm to self due to restrictive gender roles
Gender role violation by others
Gender Role violation of others

These codes were used when analyzing the shooter’s narratives including the pilot study described
below.
Pre-test or Pilot Study
Using the 16 steps for conducting a directed content analysis defined by Assarroudi, et al.,
(2018), the researcher pre-tested the categorization matrix by conducting a pilot study. This was
done in an effort to become familiar with the methodology, find any necessary improvements or
ambiguity in the proposed coding guide, and to increase validity of the study. The pilot study was
conducted by selecting pages of writing samples by Eric Hainstack and Eric Harris. The pilot was
conducted by the researcher and the developer of the gender role conflict theory, the identified
content expert. Both parties read and coded certain parts of the data, using the coding guide.
Coding was done separately and then discussed and compared between coders. As a result of the
pilot study, the coding guide was updated to provide additional information during the coding
process. Specifically related to Research Question 1, it was decided to use the psychological
problems that have been correlated with men’s GRC and masculinity ideology (O’Neil, 2015).
Therefore, this study analyzed the text for the presence of GRC and masculine ideology correlates
by identifying in the narratives the written words related to psychological constructs significantly
correlated with GRC from the past research literature. Research question 1 was modified to reflect
these correlates and are enumerated here: depression; anxiety and stress; health seeking attitudes;
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low self-esteem; alcohol and substance abuse; shame and guilt; stigma; intimacy, self-disclosure,
and relationships with father; marital satisfaction, family dynamics, and couple’s gender role
conflict; discrimination and internalized oppression; negative attitudes, abuse, and violence
towards women and others; attachment bonding, and family individuation; hopelessness, selfdestructiveness, and suicide; traditional attitudes towards women; stereotyping and sex role
egalitarianism; biases against sexual and racial minorities; loneliness; drinking and alcohol use;
overt hostility and aggression; adversarial sexual beliefs and rape myths; and negative attitudes
towards help seeking.
Specifically related to Research Question #3, detail was added to the gender role
devaluations, restrictions, and violations allowing for differentiation between devaluations,
restrictions, and violations of self, towards other, and by others. The updated coding guide was
updated to incorporate the above changes based on the pilot study is found in Appendix B and C.
Coding instructions were developed for further guidance (Appendix D).
Manifest Content
The shooter’s GRC can be determined by direct quotes from the narratives indicating GRC
is part of their conscious lives. Using the pre-established rubrics and coding schema for GRC, the
narratives specifically (and directly) would have to mention the GRC construct with words. A
direct quote that mentions specific gender role conflictual thoughts, feelings, and behaviors (like
SPC, Re, devaluation, restrictions, masculinity ideology) related to masculinity and femininity
would count. If biological sex was implied in the narratives, then a case was made for the presence
of GRC. Direct evidence of GRC in the narratives using the coding rules need to have either GRC
or sex specifically stated in the narrative to be considered GRC.
Latent Content
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When the shooter’s GRC is unconscious, repressed thoughts and emotions about gender
roles are beyond his awareness and difficult to put into actual words verbally or in written form.
With latent content (indirect evidence), the narrative does not have to specifically mention sex and
gender in the narratives. The researcher interprets the gender role conflict concepts that may not
explicitly fit the GRC coding categories, but can be interpreted as GRC using other words.
Secondly, latent evidence can also be obtained by identifying in the narratives the written words
related to psychological correlates of GRC from the past research literature.
Direct quotes (manifest content) explicitly related to the codes defined by gender role
conflict were highlighted and coded. Other quotes that were interpreted by the researcher (latent
content) to be related to the codes defined by Gender Role Conflict were highlighted and coded.
The coding process took place over three weeks.
Using Assarroudi, et al., (2018) 16 steps of directed content analysis, this researcher was
immersed in the data by reading the texts. The writing samples were read and coded using the
codes from the matrix/coding guide. The text was marked with the corresponding codes identified
in the coding guide. Each writing sample was read several times to cross check the earlier codes
and to check for any missed categories in the writings. Related to GRC and masculinity ideology
correlates, the appropriate correlate was noted (example- alcohol abuse). For distorted gender role
schemas, the appropriate scheme was noted (example: DGRS - power). The writings were
interpreted for manifest and latent content. Notes were taken to provide additional insights and
help guide later data analysis. When data existed that could be classified under several categories
all possible codes were noted and guidance was sought about how the narrative should be best
categorized and then the necessary changes were made. When all seven writing samples were read
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and coded, text passages were organized by shooter according to code. The tables were created
and organized by codes by each shooter.
Summary
This study utilized a qualitative directed content analysis using Assarroudi et al. (2018) sixteen
step process. Gender role conflict theory was used to define pre-determined masculinity and GRC
categories. A categorization matrix and coding system were developed to analyze writing samples
from seven school shooters. The data analysis process was tested with a pilot study and the coding
system was modified to include what GRC and masculinity ideology has been correlated within in
the past (O’Neil, 2015). This articulated process permitted a systematic analysis of the school
shooters’ narratives and the results reported in Chapter 4.
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Chapter IV: Results
This chapter is a review of the findings and first the purpose of the study is restated. Second,
the manifest (direct) findings and latent (indirect) findings are discussed. Third, the findings of
each research question is reported in tables and supportive quotes are presented in narrative form.
Finally, a summary of the findings is provided.
The purpose of this study was to examine the writings of school shooters for the presence
of gender role conflict. More specifically, the study examined the experience of the gender role
conflict of school shooters through the following categories: gender role conflict (GRC) and
masculine ideology correlates, distorted gender role schemas, the four patterns of gender role
conflict (restrictive emotionality, restricted affectionate behavior between men, success, power,
and competition, and conflict between family and school), and gender role devaluations,
restrictions, and violations. Through the use of a feminist theory framework, gender conflict theory
categories, and direct content analysis methodology, this study examined the writings of seven
school shooters. The study addressed three major research questions:
1. Is gender role conflict and masculine ideology correlates and distorted gender role schemas
present in the writings of school shooters?
2. Are the four patterns of gender role conflict (conflict regarding success, power, and
competition among men, restrictive emotionality, restricted affection between boys and
men, and conflict between family and school) present in the writings of school shooters?
3. Are gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations present in the writing of school
shooters?
This chapter presents the direct content analysis and provides evidence related to the three
research questions using shooters’ quotes and coding definitions discussed in Chapter 3. In
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general, the data revealed the boys were suffering from gender role conflict in their daily lives.
The conflict was expressed as name calling of self and others, drinking alcohol to manage
emotions, loneliness, and feelings of being misunderstood by the world they lived in. Overall the
boys expressed anger, isolation, and an inability to get their emotional needs met.
As expected, most of the quotes were latent or indirect references to GRC and the related
constructs. GRC is mainly unconscious in nature which means that it may not be outlined
explicitly in their writings. With latent content (indirect evidence), the narrative does not have to
specifically mention sex and gender role in the narratives, though some latent quotes did. Some
of the writings were examples of manifest data and explicitly mentioned the GRC categories. Two
hundred seventy-three of the total quotes were categorized as latent and 47 were categorized as
manifest. The designation of the quotes as latent or manifest can be found in the attached tables
(See Appendices E-K). The quotes presented below provide a rationale in narrative form on how
and why the quote fits the gender role definitions.
Research Question 1: Are the gender role conflict correlates, masculine ideology correlates, and
distorted gender role schemas present in the writings of school shooters?
Table 1 shows the GRC correlates identified in the writings of the shooters. The correlates
that were evident in the writing were: a) negative attitudes towards women b) biases against racial
minorities c) negative attitudes towards help seeking d) use of alcohol and drugs and e) complex
and difficult relationships with fathers. Each of these GRC correlates found in the school shooters’
writings is discussed in the following sections.
Table 1
GRC Correlates Identified in the Writings of the Shooters
GRC Correlates
Negative
attitudes
towards women

Kinkel

Harris

Klebold

X

Lu

Gill
X
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Rodger
X

Hainstack

Biases against racial
minorities
Negative
attitudes
towards help seeking
Use of alcohol/drugs
Relationship
Father

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

with
X

X

X

Note. X indicates a presence of the correlate in the text.
Gender Role Conflict Correlate: Negative Attitudes Towards Women
Three of the seven shooters expressed negative attitudes towards women in their writings.
Kimveer Gill wrote about what he considered to be a manipulation tactic by women when stating
“They make you fall in love with them….then they run away” (Gill, p. 8). He also seemed to
struggle with what he considered to be men’s mistreatment of women and blaming women for it.
In a passage regarding the inferiority of Hip Hop music, Kip wrote “Why don't the men respect
the women, why are the men always calling the women "bitches" and "hos"?, but more
importantly, why do these women like to be talked to like this, and treated like this?” (Gill, p.23).
Eric Harris wrote about women’s biological or essential inferiority compared to men, going as far
to suggest if they do not accept their subordinate place, they should kill themselves. He writes
“Women, you will always be under men. It’s been seen throughout nature, males are almost always
doing the dangerous shit while the women stay back. It’s your animal instincts, deal with it or
commit suicide, just do it quick” (Harris, p.8).

In a passage about who he planned to kill in his attack, Eric wrote about the random nature
of the killings and mentioned as a single regret that killing the pretty girls could be a waste because
of their lost sexual value. For example, he wrote “Pity that a lot of the dead will be a waste in some
ways, like dead hot chicks who were still bitches, they could have been good fucks”. Kimveer
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stated that girls in in Hip Hop videos “are acting like whores, sorry, let me rephrase that...all the
girls are whores” (Gill, p.23).

Elliott Rodger was clear about his contempt for women and he blamed them for his
suffering throughout his manifesto. He considered women’s rejection of him as their failing. His
attack was actually targeted against what he considered to be the most beautiful, blonde sorority
girl on campus, as this particular type of women was responsible for his suffering. Elliott found
this type of girl to be the most attractive and discussed at how he deserved no less than this. He
described his violent plan’s second phase to be a “war on women” (Rodger, p.241). He writes “The
Second Phase will take place on the Day of Retribution itself, just before the climactic massacre.
... My War on Women. ... I will attack the very girls who represent everything I hate in the female
gender: The hottest sorority of UCSB” (Rodger, p.241).
Elliott blamed women for his unhappy teenaged years when he stated that “My teenage
years were completely denied to me by the cruelness of women.” Elliott felt he needed and
deserved the girlfriend and sex that he imagined he was entitled to. He felt that his rejection was
the fault of women and their flaws. He expressed his feelings in this way “What I truly NEEDED,
was a girlfriend. I needed a girl’s love. I needed to feel worthy as a male. For so long I have felt
worthless, and it’s all girls’ fault. No girl wanted to be my girlfriend.” As it became apparent that
women were not giving what he wanted, Elliott began to believe that this was an inherent flaw
among all women. He wrote “Females truly have something mentally wrong with them. Their
minds are flawed, and at this point in my life I was beginning to see it. The more I explored my
college town of Isla Vista, the more ridiculousness I witnessed. All of the hot, beautiful girls
walked around with obnoxious, tough jock-type men who partied all the time and acted crazy.
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They should be going for intelligent gentlemen such as myself. Women are sexually attracted to
the wrong type of man. This is a major flaw in the very foundation of humanity” (Rodger, p. 157).
Gender Role Conflict Correlate: Bias against Racial Minorities
Three of the seven shooters expressed ethnocentrism and other racist concepts in their
writings. All three of the identified shooters that expressed ethnocentric statements used Nazi
references and other racist language. Kimveer Gill actually wrote words and phrases in German
like “HEIL.HEIL.HEIL” as a reference to their admiration for the Nazism and their effort to
subordinate and exterminate others (Gill, p. 3, 7, 13, 18). Kimveer wrote with admiration of the
Aryans of Germany and Austria, although he himself was of Indian descent. For example, he
wrote
The people of Germany and Austria. Their men have an iron will. They are brave,
courageous, fearless, and determined. This makes the Aryan men the greatest warriors of
all time. Their women are godesses. They are beautiful, intelligent, kind, caring, and
elegant. This makes the Aryan women godesses on this earth. Show respect when in their
presence (Gill, p.8).
Kimveer also put down people of color by demeaning their music and using racially charged
language. He wrote “Hip hop isn’t music. It’s just animals jumping up and down, like monkeys”
(Gill, p.23).
Eric Harris used German phrases throughout his writing and used Hitler’s plan to
exterminate Jewish people as a possible blueprint for his own plot of rampage by stating “If you
recall your history the Nazis came up with a “ final solution” to the Jewish problem. Kill them all.
Well, in case you haven’t figured it out yet, I say ‘KILL MANKIND’ no one should survive”
(Harris, p.9). He also expressed openly racist language about African Americans by writing
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“Blacks ARE different. Like it or not they are. They started out on the bottom so why not keep
them there…Fuck you, we should ship yer black asses back to Afrifuckinga were you came from”
(Harris, p.8).

Elliot Rodger wrote about his rage that minorities and people of color got what he thought
he deserved, sex with blonde white women. Elliott was of mixed racial descent. His father was
white and his mother was Malaysian Chinese. For example, he wrote:

How could an inferior, ugly black boy be able to get a white girl and not me? I am beautiful,
and I am half white myself. I am descended from British aristocracy. He is descended from
slaves. I deserve it more. I tried not to believe his foul words, but they were already said,
and it was hard to erase from my mind. If this is actually true, if this ugly black filth was
able to have sex with a blonde white girl at the age of thirteen while I’ve had to suffer
virginity all my life, then this just proves how ridiculous the female gender is. They would
give themselves to this filthy scum, but they reject ME? The injustice! (Rodger, p.157).
Gender Role Conflict Correlate Negative Attitudes Towards Help Seeking
Three of the seven shooters wrote about negative thoughts or beliefs about seeking help.
Eric Hainstack wrote about how his father took him off his medications that worked (presumably
for mental health symptoms) and would not allow him treatment because of the cost. It might
have been that the cost was prohibitive for the family to seek treatment, but these quotes are
included here to indicate that his father refused to find him adequate treatment. He stated “That
is my dad. He takes no responsibility for his part of getting me to this spot. All the abuse, all the
lies, taking me off meds that worked because he didn’t want to spend the money, not allowing
me to continue treatment because he didn’t want to pay” (Hainstack, p.3).
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Elliott Rodger was in mental health treatment for much of his life and struggled to see the
benefit of it by expressing the following
I don’t know why my parents wasted money on therapy, as it will never help me in my
struggle against such a cruel and unjust world. The doctor ended up dismissing it by
prescribing me a controversial medication, Risperidone. After researching this medication,
I found that it was the absolute wrong thing for me to take. I refused to take it, and I never
saw Dr. Sophy again after that” (Rodger, p.157).
Eric Harris also wrote about how he was prescribed medicine from a doctor to help him
and he was resistant, finding it a flaw in others if they did not reflect his way of looking at the
world. His words were “My doctor wants to put me on medication to stop thinking about so many
things and to stop getting angry. Well, I think that anyone who doesn’t think like me is just
bullshitting themselves” (Harris, p. 5).

These passages suggest that outside help, particularly for their emotional or mental health
needs, was not valued by their families or themselves. Elliot Rodger and Eric Harris seemed to
struggle with the notion that the issue was an internal one, continuing to find the world to blame
for their struggles. This external blaming is an example of how the defense mechanism of
projection was operating in their minds. Additionally, even if projection was operating, managing
their conflicts through medication was interpreted as a personal affront to controlling their thoughts
and this was not something they were willing to do.

Two of the shooters described wanting help in their writings and it is unclear if this was
ever expressed to anyone else. Kin Kinkel wrote three times in one passage about wishing for help.
For example, “It is clear no one will help me…Why aren’t I normal? Help me…Please, Someone
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help me” (Kinkel, p. 1, 2). Similarly, Dylan Klebold wrote “No one will help me” (Klebold, p.
23). While they are not explicitly stating an overt negative attitude towards help seeking, it is clear
they were aware they needed help and either did not know how to get it or did not feel safe
expressing their need to others.

Gender Role Conflict Correlate Use of Alcohol and/or Drugs
Five of the seven shooters discussed the use of alcohol and/or drugs as a way to manage or
cope with their unpleasant feelings, making this the most commonly expressed gender role conflict
correlate represented. Dylan Klebold wrote about his use of alcohol and his nickname, given to
him by Eric Harris, was “VoDka” in reference to his favorite drink. He used this nickname as his
signature when he ended his writings.
Kimveer Gill posted on the site Vampire Freaks late at night or early morning and he spoke
several times of drinking in those hours while listening to his music. He wrote “I love Metal
(music). I love it so much Drinking Jack and coke and listening to Metal As long as I have my
drink and my Metal, nothing else matters” (Gill, p.14).
The majority of the shooters used alcohol regularly when feeling very alone. Alcohol or
drug use is commonly interpreted as a normal developmental behavior in adolescence and for boys
particularly. The high rate of alcohol use reported in the shooters’ own writings suggests that
drinking paired with isolating behaviors in young should men require further assessment.
Gender Role Conflict Correlate Relationship with Fathers
Three of the seven shooters wrote about their relationship with their fathers. In a letter to
his attorney, Eric wrote of his very conflicted feelings about his father and his struggle to reconcile
his emotions. He expressed the following “I love my dad because he is my dad. I am not really
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sure why. After everything he has done to destroy me (sic) life and what he continues to do to this
day, I should hate him. I’ll be honest I don’t like him much” (Hainstack, p.3).
Elliott Rodger’s parents were separated when he was very young and he visited back and
forth between them. Elliott was clear about his disdain for his stepmother and often felt that his
father picked her and his new life at the expense of him. Elliott had an argument with his
stepmother that caused a rift between them and he took this very hard. He wrote
I was very resentful of my father for the way he treated me during that last incident, and I
will never forgive him for it. My father effectively abandoned me at one of my most crucial
points in my life. Though in fact, he was never really present in my life to abandon me in
the first place. When I think about it, he was always absent from my life. When my whole
world took a downward spiral into darkness after I hit puberty, he never made any effort to
save me. He just didn’t care. I would never let what happened to me happen to a son of
mine, if I had a son... though from the way things have been going, I’ll never have a chance
to have a son, because girls don’t want to have sex me. I would make such a better father
than my own father” (Rodger, p. 131).
In a passage about going to a gun show to secure the weapons for the shooting, Eric Harris
spoke about how he wishes he had experienced the gun show that with his father and it seems clear
that this was not shared or expressed to his father when he stated “I would have loved it if you
were there Dad. We would have done some major bonding. Would have been great” (Harris, p.17).
His written expression can be interpreted that bonding with his father is what he wanted. This
passage also suggests that his father was interested in guns as well and something they could have
shared. It is unclear from his writings if or how Eric was influenced by his father’s interest in
weapons, but this seemed something Eric wished to share with him.
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Masculinity Ideology Correlates
Table 3 summarizes the masculinity ideology correlates expressed in the writings of school
shooters. Four of the seven shooters wrote about masculine ideology related to overt hostility and
aggression. Each of these masculine ideology correlates found in the school shooters’ writings is
discussed in the following sections.
Table 3
Masculinity Ideology Correlates
Masculinity
Kinkel
Correlates
Overt hostility
and aggression
X
Loneliness
X

Harris

Klebold

Lu

X

Gill

X
X

X

Rodger

Hainstack

X
X

Note. X indicates a presence of the correlate in the text.
Masculine Ideology Correlate: Overt Hostility and Aggression
Four of the shooters wrote about their overt hostility and aggression. Eric Harris was
openly angry and hostile during much of his writings with a preoccupation with violence. When
writing about his classmates, Eric wrote about the violence he would like to inflict on them
I want to tear a throat out with my own teeth like a pop can. I want to gut someone with
my hand, to tear a head off and rip out the heart and lungs from the neck, to stab someone
in the gut, shove it up to their heart, and yank the fucking blade out of their rib cage! I want
to grab some weak little freshman and just tear them apart like a wolf, show them who is
god. Strangle them, squish their head, bite their temples in the skull, rip o their jaw, rip off
their collar bones, break their arms in half and twist them around, the lovely sounds of
bones cracking and flesh ripping, ahhh . . . so much to do and so little chances (Harris,
p.17).
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Eric expressed open hostility towards those whom he found to be unworthy, referring to them here
as robots. For example, he wrote
You are a robot. You don’t take advantage of your capabilities given to you at birth. You
just drop them and hop onto the boat and head down the stream of life with all the other
fuckers of your time. Well god damn it I won’t be part of it! I have thought too much,
realized too much, found out too much, and I am too self aware to just stop what I am
thinking and go back to society because what I do and think isn’t “right” or “morally
accepted.” NO, NO, NO. God fucking damn it NO! I will sooner die than betray my own
thoughts. But before I leave this worthless place, I will kill who ever I deem unfit for
anything at all (Harris, p. 5).
The lengthy manuscript of Elliott Rodger was riddled with overt hostility and aggression. Elliott
clearly felt slighted and aggrieved about not having access to love and sex. He was openly hostile
towards those who had what he missed in his life. For example, he expressed wishing violence
towards couples he was envious of when he wrote
I wanted to do horrible things to that couple. I wanted to inflict pain on all young couples.
It was around this point in my life that I realized I was capable of doing such things. I
would happily do such things. I was capable of killing them, and I wanted to. I wanted to
kill them slowly, to strip the skins off their flesh. They deserve it. The males deserve it for
taking the females away from me, and the females deserve it for choosing those males
instead of me (Rodger, p. 163).
Eric felt justified in his hostility and was explicit and consistent in expressing his envy and revenge
as his motivation for his shootings. He spoke often and with increasing violence of his overt hatred
of couples who were experiencing love and physical intimacy, comforts he felt were inaccessible
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to him. His hostility and anger became more difficult for him to manage, resulting in his planned
rampage.
Kimveer Gill had a hostility that was more general in nature and he applied it globally. He
wrote “I hate this world I hate the people in it I hate the way people live I hate god I hate the
deceivers I hate betrayers I hate religious zealots I hate everything. I hate so much” (Gill, p.9).
His hostility is in direct contrast to some of his other writing, which had a surprising sensitivity
towards others. This contradiction could indicate an internal conflict between his ability to
empathize with others and feeling angry at them, all at once.
Kip Kinkel wrote about his hostility and hate against the world in general. He wrote about
how hate was an easier emotion for him to feel than love:
It is easier to hate than love. Because there is much more hate and misery in the world than
there is love and peace. Some people say that you should love everyone. But that is
impossible. Look at our history it is full of death, depression, rape, wars and diseases. I
also do not believe in love at first sight. But I do believe in hate at first sight. Therefore
love is a much harder feeling to experience (Kinkel, p.2).
He may have been thinking that suffering is a reason to hate and maybe his own suffering was an
explanation for his own hostility.
Masculine Ideology Correlate Expressed through Loneliness
The shooters not only felt alone, they were painfully aware of their isolation and inability
to connect with anyone in a meaningful way. The connections that they did make, such as Dylan
Klebold and Eric Harris, may have even reinforced or mirrored their feelings of isolation in one
another.
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Kip Kinkel opened his journal by expressing his loneliness, writing “I sit here alone. I am
always alone” (Kinkel, p. 1). Dylan Klebold expressed similar feelings of isolation by stating
simply “I don’t fit in here” (Klebold, p. 3). Kimveer Gill wrote his loneliness and isolation by
stating “I am locked in an invisible cage within my head. There is no chance of escape” ( Gill,
p.6). These boys were resigned to suffer their disturbing thoughts isolated and alone.
Elliott Rodger not only wrote about feeling lonely, he wrote about purposefully using video
games in an effort to assuage this. In other words, he knew he struggled in the social realm and
knowingly compensated by playing video games, which only exacerbated his isolation. He writes
about his playing the World of Warcraft, an online video game that he played for much of his
adolescence
This was the point when my social life ended completely. I would never have a satisfying
social life ever again. It was the beginning of a very lonely period of my life, in which my
only social interactions would be online through video games, with the sole exception
being my friendship with James. The ability to play video games with people online
temporarily filled in the social void. I got caught up in it, and I was too young and naïve to
realize the severity of how far I had fallen. I was too scared to accept it. This loss of a social
life, coupled with the advent of puberty, caused me to die a little inside. It was too much
for me to handle, and I stopped caring about my life and my future. I even stopped caring
about what people thought of me. I hid myself away in the online World of Warcraft, a
place where I felt comfortable and secure (Rodger, p.75).
Distorted Gender Role Schemas
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Table 4 presents the distorted schemas found in the school shooters’ writings that included: a)
power, b) intimacy, c) sexuality, and d) success. Each of these distorted schemas found in the
school shooters’ writings and are discussed in the following sections.

Table 4
Distorted Gender Role Schemas in School Shooters Writings
Distorted Gender Kinkel
Harris Klebold Lu
Gill
Role Schemas
Power
X
X
X
X
Intimacy
X
X
Sexuality
Success
Note: X indicates a presence of distorted gender role schemas in the text.

Rodger

Hainstack

X
X
X
X

Distorted Gender Role Schema: Power
Five of the seven shooters had distorted gender role schemas, or exaggerated thoughts or
beliefs about gender as it related to power, making it the most represented of the distorted gender
role schemas. Three of the five shooters who expressed distorted power schemas referred to
themselves as “GOD” or “GOD-Like”, although they also wrote in contradictory terms about their
feelings of complete powerlessness to change their circumstances.
Three of the five shooters explicitly connected their feelings of power with weapons or
obtaining weapons. Elliott Rodger wrote about the first time he was able to purchase a gun and
how this gave him a feeling of power he had been longing for. He stated that “After I picked up
the handgun, I brought it back to my room and felt a new sense of power. I was now armed. Who’s
the alpha male now, bitches? I thought to myself, regarding all of the girls who’ve looked down
on me in the past” (Rodger, p. 215). His reference to being the alpha male reinforces that he had
previously felt subordinate or less masculine than the men who had access to women and sex, the
alpha men.
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Gang Lu also wrote about power through weapons. In his statement about the shooting
translated from Chinese, he writes “Private guns make every person equal, no matter what/who
he/she is. They also make it possible for a individual to fight against a conspired/incorporated
organization ….Usually an ordinary individual is too weak, both politically and financially, to
oppose a giant organization” (Lu, p. 2). This quote is particularly salient as Gang Lu’s motivation
for the shooting was his perception that he had been slighted by his university faculty and
administrators and passed over for a prestigious award he felt he deserved. The university was the
organization he felt he needed the weapons to fight against, suggesting he felt powerless against
the institution.
Eric Harris also wrote about how having a gun made him feel more powerful when he wrote
“I am fucking armed. I feel more confident, stronger, more God-like” (Harris, p. 18).
These passages suggest the shooters felt vulnerable and used weapons to fortify themselves.
They seemed to enjoy the sense of power from being armed.
Distorted Gender Role Schema: Intimacy
Three of the seven shooters wrote about their distorted sense of intimacy. Elliott Rodger’s
manifesto was full of distorted thoughts about what he felt intimacy would bring him. He
desperately wanted a girlfriend but was aware he lacked the social skills to interact with girls and
women. This made him simultaneously sad and angry and he expressed this often in his writings.
For example, he writes
I started walking along the shore, taking in the magnificence of the gentle, moonlit ocean.
It was so... romantic. I kept walking and walking with no destination in mind. The romance
of it all filled me with despair and longing. I wanted a girlfriend to experience that moment
with me, but no girl wanted to be my girlfriend. The only thing I could do was imagine
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how heavenly it would be to have a beautiful girl by my side. It is such a shameful tragedy.
I ended up walking for two hours, and at the end of it I was crying to myself because I felt
so sad” (Rodger, p. 136).
He felt that a blonde girlfriend was the only way to end his suffering and loneliness. His thinking
process about intimacy represents a distorted gender role schema about intimacy that produced
tears that may have been a way of reducing his internal tensions.
Dylan Klebold also had a distorted sense of intimacy. Throughout his journal, he wrote of
being in love and having a soulmate he wished to spend eternity with. Although he did date a girl
for a short time, it is unclear if his longing or love was ever expressed. He wrote in the passage
below about it with such longing and it is clear this relationship was salient to him, real or imagined
The thing I have concluded is that fate will decide when we should be together.. it should
end the same way, with us unknowing, in limbo. I love you. Always have, will. The
scenarios, images, pieces of happiness still come. they always will. I love her she loves me.
I know she is tired of suffering as I am. It is time. It is time. I love her ..the journey, the
endless journey started, it has to end. We need to be happy to exist truly. I see her in
perfection..I exist as less than nothing without her. –O. my humanity, –O. I don’t know if
I should call her (Klebold, p. 37).
Dylan’s statement suggests that he felt an intimate relationship with this girl would be the only
thing that could save him or mitigate his current circumstances, which included feeling alone and
isolated. Dylan struggled between feeling hopeful for love and angry that he would never
experience it. This hope and anger may have caused some internal conflict for him.
Distorted Gender Role Schema Sexuality
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Elliott Rodger’s manifesto was riddled with his distorted thoughts about sexuality. Elliot
had an extreme reaction to the topic of sex from a young age. He wrote about his first exposure to
sex as inadvertently viewing a pornographic video and he called it the “worst day of my life”
(Rodger, p. 73). He wrote
This was among the very first glimpses I had of sex. Finding out about sex is one of the
things that truly destroyed my entire life. Sex... the very word fills me with hate. Once I hit
puberty, I would always want it, like any other boy. I would always hunger for it, I would
always covet it, I would always fantasize about it. But I would never get it. Not getting any
sex is what will shape the very foundation of my miserable youth. This was a very dark
day (Rodger, p. 73).
Elliott became obsessed with the thought of having sex with a woman and even the sight
of an attractive woman or couples kissing would trigger an extreme emotional reaction, including
crying or rage. He wrote about how having sex would solve his problems. It might be that he
meant that he thought having sex would take away his distressing feelings and provide some relief
from his suffering and isolation. Elliott blamed the sex act for everything that was wrong with not
only his life but the entire world when he wrote
I look at the human race and I see only vileness and depravity, all because of an act known
as... sexuality... Sex is by far the most evil concept in existence. The fact that life itself
exists through sex just proves that life is flawed. The act of sex gives human beings a
tremendous amount of pleasure. Pleasure they don’t deserve. No one deserves to
experience so much pleasure, especially since some humans get to experience it while some
are denied it. When a man has sex with a beautiful woman, he probably feels like he is in
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heaven. But the world is not supposed to be heaven. For some humans to actually be able
to feel such heights of heavenly pleasure is selfish and hedonistic (Rodger, p. 256).
Elliott’s functioning or social limitations may have made the topic of sexuality difficult for him to
manage. Sex was clearly a substantial trigger for him, almost an obsession, suggesting he needed
help around his sexuality.
Distorted Gender Role Schema Success
Elliott Rodger wrote almost obsessively about women denying him intimacy and his failure
to have girlfriend. Shortly before the shooting occurred, Elliott began to believe that winning the
lottery and becoming a millionaire was the only way he would have access to the women he
coveted. He began to travel to other states to win the highest stake lotteries and spent a great deal
of money on hundreds of tickets. He felt that this was his last hope. In a passage about seeing a
very attractive couple, Elliott formed his plan, which he truly believed was his only hope. He wrote
I immediately thought about that couple, and how impossible it was for me to have the
same experience as that guy. Impossible, as I was at that point. But it would be possible
for me to get a tall, blonde, sexy girlfriend if I was a multi-millionaire! Oh yes, it would be
very possible. Becoming a multi- millionaire is the ONLY way I could have such an
experience, and winning the lottery was the ONLY way I could become a multi-millionaire
at my age. As I stared at the Powerball jackpot that was over $500 million, I knew that I
HAD to win it (Rodger, p. 213).
The findings presented above suggest the shooters wrote about the masculine ideology and gender
role conflict correlates and had distorted gender role schemas. An unexpected finding was the use
of alcohol by five out of the seven shooters. Issues related to distorted thoughts about power and
intimacy were also prevalent.
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Research Question 2: Are the four patterns of gender role conflict: success, power, and
competition (SPC), restrictive emotionality (RE), restricted affection between men (RABBM), and
conflict between work and family relations (CBWFR) present in the writings of school shooters?
Table 5 presents a summary of the patterns of GRC found in the school shooters’ writings and are
discussed in the following sections.

Table 5

Patterns of Gender Role Conflict

Patterns of GRC Kinkel

Harris

Klebold

Lu

Gill

Rodger

Hainstack

SPC
X
X
X
X
X
X
RE
X
X
RABBM
X
X
X
CBWFR
Note. X indicates the presence of a pattern of gender role conflict in the text. SPC (Success, power,
and competition, RE (Restrictive Emotionality), RABBM (Restrictive Affection Between Boys
and Men), and CBWFS (Conflict Between Work and Family Relations).

Gender Role Conflict Pattern of Success, Power, and Competition
Six of the seven shooters wrote about success, power, and competition, making this the most
common GRC category in the shooters’ narratives. These narratives were written in several ways,
ranging from not winning an award to competing with other boys and men for sex and girls. Three
of the shooters discussed openly how they felt jocks were treated better than they were and that
the competition for success was unfair and a significant disadvantage for them. Although there is
evidence to suggest that the boys may have been well liked at school and in their communities
(Cullen, 2009; Langman 2009, Newman, 2004), it is clear that they did not feel as though they
were. The shooters appeared to be suffering from an internalized sense of persecution, real or
imagined. The status of “jock” seemed to be something that they could never attain and that
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offered special advantages, such as better and increased access to girls. Dylan Klebold wrote that
jocks had better lives than he did when he wrote “I see jocks having fun, friends, women, LIVEZ”
(Klebold, p. 3).
Kimveer Gill also mentioned jocks in his writings and a frustration over how he felt they
were privledged and treated better than others, including himself. He asks this question
Why does society applaude jocks? I don't understand. They are the worse kind of people
on earth. And the preps are no better, they think they're better than others............but they're
not. And all of society applaudes the jocks and preps. As if we are all supposed to be like
them (Gill, p.4).
Elliott Rodger spoke about coming upon a group of like aged students playing a game
outside at the community college he attended. He was overwhelmed with rage when he saw the
good-looking men and women having fun in a way he never thought he never could, saying that
the boys “all looked like typical fraternity jocks, tall and muscular. The kind of guys I’ve hated
and envied all my life” (Rodger, p.198). Jocks seemed to represent a group of young men who the
boys were in competition with and it seems clear they felt as though they had lost. Elliott went on
to write about how those boys were rewarded by hugs from pretty girls and when he once got a
hug, he found it to be: “The best feeling ever. I was one hundred-times more satisfied from getting
a hug from a pretty girl than getting a high five from a popular boy” (Rodger, p. 54). Hugs and
attention from pretty girls seemed to be the spoils that went to other more successful boys and men
like the jocks, and he was not happy about that situation.
Gang Lu’s entire writings were made up of SPC. Gang Lu even named those he felt had
slighted his success at the university, made him look bad, and diminished his status at the
university. Gang Lu felt as though his advisor and others at the university set out to humiliate him
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by rejecting him for an award that he was counting on winning. Gang Lu obsessed over what he
felt was the inadequacies of others and his rage about that. In his statement, he identified his
advisor by name and spoke about their bitter feud in this way

I arrived at some conclusions different from his original expectation. As a result, he became
so mad that he refused to let me graduate in time for a precious job opportunity and is
withholding my thesis result from being published in JGR where he serves as the chiefeditor. When he couldn’t find any more excuses to prevent me from graduation, he failed
intentionally to notify me as it should be that I am supposed by tradition to give a 10-15
minutes talk on my thesis defense before the committee members ask me questions. In fact
he told me of it until one minute before my defense started. I was taken by surprise and I
had to make up a talk instantly and presented it on blackboard instead of on transparency
projector. As the result, my thesis was not passed by the committee after my defense and I
was exposed brutally to both personal humiliation and emotional anguish (Lu, p.4).

This humiliation was intolerable to Gang Lu and he wrote in his final letter to his sister in
China that he had “persevered until I had taken my doctoral degree. This was an honor for the
whole family.”

This sense of humiliation, of lost honor perhaps, was the main motivation for

Gang Lu’s shooting.

Eric Hainstack wrote about his frustration that he had not been received the appropriate
help or support to be successful given his Special Education designation. In a passage describing
how the several systems had failed him, he wrote “I am blaming him (father), the teachers, social
services, and the school as a whole for never listening to me. I went to these people a dozen times.
But I wasn’t an A student or a star on the high school sports teams. No one ever listened”
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(Hainstack, p.1). Eric clearly felt not as though his diminished status in the school did not afford
him the help he felt he needed because he did not measure up to smarter students and those playing
sports.

Gender Role Conflict Pattern: Restrictive Emotionality

In some respects, the very fact that the shooters kept a journal of their thoughts and feelings,
that was not be shared with others, suggests restrictive emotionality. Journal writing itself should
not be considered pathological. In fact, it can be used as a healthy expression of emotions in a safe
way. However, the shooters clearly expressed no outlet for their feelings of isolation and used
their journals to communicate with themselves. The shooters likely used the journals as an
emotional outlet because they did not know how to express their emotions to others in a way that
brought comfort or eased their stress. The school shooters written communications to themselves
can be interpreted as an aspect of restrictive emotionality.

Three of the seven shooters wrote about purposefully restricting their emotions. This
restrictive emotionality most often was expressed by liking a girl and not being able or willing to
tell her. Kimveer Gill wrote about a girl he remembered fondly from high school and how he
suspected she did not share his feelings. He wrote

I wonder what happened to Barbara Borelli from High School? Not that I ever really knew
her much. But when you're in High School, you don't really realize, that after graduation,
you're never ever going to see most of those people ever again. If I'd a known that, I would'a
at least told her I liked her. Maybe hung out with her a bit after school, would'a been fun.
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Meh, she probably didn't like me anyway. She was always full of energy, running here and
there. LOL. I wonder if she's still like that. Guess I'll never know (Gill, p.5).

This passage suggests a sense of regret of his unexpressed feelings for Barbara, not realizing he
would never have a chance to tell her. His regret is quickly followed by an expression of rejection
“she probably didn’t like me anyway” as a way to feel better about not telling her.

With a similar sentiment, Dylan Klebold wrote about wishing for romantic love in his
journal in way that almost seemed forlorn. At one point, he discussed that his emotions are all
gone and he may have attempted to turn off or restrict his feelings to avoid feeling rejected. He
wrote “(she) seems perfect for me. I seem perfect for her. I was delusional and thought she waved
at me at the last day of school. Oh well.. my emotions are gone. So much past pain at once, my
senses are numb. The beauty of being numb” (Klebold, p.24). The restriction of his emotions
seemed to have resulted in an absence of feelings, the numbness he describes. His numb feelings
may have been an important precursor to carrying out his violent act.

Kip Kinkel also wrote about his conflict between his feelings of wanting to connect or love
and his anger when he wrote “Every time I talk to her, I have a small amount of hope. But then
she will tear it right down. It feels like my heart is breaking. But is that possible. I am so consumed
with hate all of the time. Could I ever love anyone? I have feelings, but do I have a heart that’s not
black and full of animosity?” (Kinkel, p.1).
One hypothesis is that the boys restricted their feelings and longing for love to avoid
disappointment or rejection. As stated earlier, the boys had many unexpressed feelings and used
their journals/writings as a vehicle for emotional expression. They were able to express their
emotions in their writings but did not know how to share these feelings, perhaps because of fear
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of humiliation or rejection when emoting. Kip Kinkel wrote explicitly that his expressed feelings
for a girl would make him an object of ridicule when he wrote “I think I love her, but she could
never love me. I don’t know why I try. Oh fuck. I sound so pitiful. People would laugh at this”
(Kinkel, p.1).
Gender Role Conflict Pattern: Restricted Affectionate Behavior between Men
Three of the seven shooters wrote about restricted affectionate behavior between men. The
boys who expressed this spoke about their wanting intimacy with their male friends as they aged.
Dylan Klebold had a friend that he missed terribly and he also expressed his bitterness towards
this friend’s girlfriend, whom he felt replaced him in the following way
It is not good for me right now (like it ever is) . . . but anyway . . . My best friend ever: the
friend who shared, experimented, laughed, took chances with & appreciated me more than
any friend ever did has been ordained . . . “passed on” . . . in my book. Ever since (girls
name redacted) (who I wouldn’t mind killing) has loved him . . . that’s the only place he’s
been with her . . . if anyone had any idea how sad I am ... I mean we were the TEAM. When
him & I first were friends, well I finally found someone who was like me: who appreciated
me & shared very common interests. Ever since 7th grade, I’ve felt lonely . . . when (he)
was around, I finally felt happiness (sometimes) we did cigars, drinking, sabotage to
houses, EVERYTHING for the first time” (Klebold, p. 8-9).
While it is not uncommon to lose a friend or feel sad when friendships change, Dylan expresses a
deep loneliness since seventh grade, suggesting the relationship was not replaced by another
intimate friend. Adolescence is a time when relationships between boys may change due to
increased competition and by not needing anyone and this may be part of what Dylan was
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expressing. The loss of a close friend is not defined as restrictive affectionate behavior between
men, but the inability to develop any male relations is indicative of a problem in this area.
Eric Hainstack wrote an entire letter to a reporter about a friend he made in prison after the
shooting. The only shooter in the sample to identify as gay, Eric spoke lovingly about his friend
Brannon, who seemed to take on a nurturing role with Eric. He knew his writing about his friend
would not be accepted well so he began with this disqualifier “This might sound funny or stupid
but I want people to know about Brannon. He has done a whole lot for me” (Hainstack, p.5). He
went on to describe how his friend took care of him in tangible ways that he experienced as loving.
For example, he wrote “He cleans the room and does the dishes even. He taught me how to brush
my teeth and use dental flos (sic). He talks to me and lets me talk to him” (Hainstack, p. 5). Eric
clearly communicates that Brannon is not gay, suspecting the reader would assume that he was by
writing “Brannon isn’t gay, but he never made fun of me”. This relationship was important to Eric
and he wanted to share it but wanted be clear that the relationship was not romantic so it would
not be considered “sounding stupid” by others.
Elliott Rodger struggled socially in general but his same sex friendships were riddled with
competition, particularly if he felt the friend was likely to attain Elliott’s elusive goal, a beautiful
girlfriend. Elliott recalled a friend in third grade when he wrote
I played with the son of this friend. He was named Riley Anapol, and he was two years
younger than me. A First Grader. I played with some other younger kids there as well,
peers of Riley, and I had a good time. Riley became a common friend for a while. The
significance of this is that Riley Anapol would eventually become someone I would harbor
a great hatred for. Riley would grow up to get lots of girls, and I would grow up to be
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rejected by girls. But back then he was a friend, a peer, and we were playing together as
equals. It’s funny how the world works (Rodger, p. 30).
As implied in this quote, Elliott restricted his relationship with other males if he felt they would
exceed him, particularly in regard to access to women and girls. This kind of restriction contributed
to his isolation and very limited contact with other boys.
Elliott also struggled when his friends paid attention to others, referring to himself as
having a jealous nature. He writes:
At the age of nine my jealous nature sprung to the surface. During playdates with James,
sometimes he would have other friends over as well, and I would feel very jealous and
upset when he paid more attention to them. Feeling left out, I would find a quiet corner and
start crying (Rodger, p. 34).
Elliott struggled socially in general, but his relationships with boys and men were restricted by his
deep sense of competition among and between them.
Gender Role Conflict Pattern: Conflict Between Work and Family Relationship
This is the only gender role conflict pattern not present in the text of the writers. This may
be due to their developmental phase with their ages ranging from 14 to 24. The conflict between
conflicting expectations and balancing them may be something that appears later in life.
In summary, three of the four GRC patterns were present in the writings of the school
shooters, including success, power and competition, restrictive emotionality, and restricted
affection between boys and men.

The most represented pattern was success, power and

competition with six of the seven shooters expressing this pattern in their writings. With the
majority of shooters expressing conflict around success, power, and competition, this pattern of
gender role conflict was clearly salient in the lives of the boys before the shootings. The boys
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also showed evidence of restricting their emotions, thereby further isolating themselves from
emotional expression that could have solicited comfort or support. Additionally, the presence of
restricted affection between boys and men suggest that the relationships the boys had with one
another were also impacted by a reduced capacity for emotional expression and affection.
Research Question 3: Are gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations present in the
writings of school shooters?
Table 6 presents the gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations found in the school
shooters’ writings that included a) gender role devaluations of self, towards others, and by others,
b) gender role restrictions of self, towards others, and by others, c) gender role violations of self,
towards others, and by others. Each of these categories found in the school shooters’ writings is
discussed in the following sections.

Table 6
Gender role devaluations, restrictions and violations
Categories Kinkel
GRDOS
X
GRDOO
X
GRDBO
X
GRROS
X
GRROO
GRRBO
GRVOS
GRVOO
X
GRVBO

Harris
X
X
X
X

X

Klebold Lu
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Gill
X

X
X

Rodger
X
X
X
X

Hainstack

X
X
X
X

X

X

Note. X indicates a presence of gender role devaluations, restrictions or violations in the text. GRDOS
(Gender Role Devaluation of Self), GRDOO (Gender Role Devaluations of Others), GRDBO Gender Role
Devaluations by Others), GRROS (Gender Role Restriction of Self), GRROO (Gender Role Restriction of
Others), Gender Role Restriction by Others), GRVOS (Gender Role Violation of Self), Gender Role
Violation of Others), GRVBO (Gender Role Violation by Others)

Gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations were present in all of the school
shooters’ writings except for gender role restrictions of others. The writings were full of hostile
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and aggressive language, including name calling, put downs, and threats toward others and also
self-destructive statements. Essentially, they expressed their hostility and unhappiness (or
projected it) and turned it back on themselves with self-destructive statements.
Gender Role Devaluation of Self
Four of the seven shooters wrote about themselves in a devaluing way, often related to their
expressed problems. Kip Kinkel referred to himself as “repulsive” and after killing his parents he
stated “I am a horrible son. I wish I had been aborted” (Kinkel, p.2). Dylan Klebold put himself
down often in his writing. He found himself flawed and did not know how he became that way.
For example
I wonder how/when I got so fucked up w my mind, existence, problem — when Dylan
Benet Klebold got covered up by this entity containing Dylan’s body ... as I see the people
at school —some good, some bad —I see how different I am (aren’t we all you’ll say) yet
I’m on such a greater scale of difference than everyone else (as far as I know, or guess)
(Klebold, p.5).
In a passage about the good and bad in his life, Dylan places the blame of his “big problems” on
himself, namely not doing well in school, feeling unaccepted by others, and not excelling in sports.
He considers these personal failings and devalues himself when he wrote
Oooh god I HATE my life, I want to die really bad right now — let’s see what I have that’s
good: A nice family, a good house, food, a couple of good friends, & possessions. What’s
bad — no girls (friends or girlfriends), no other friends except a few, nobody accepting me
even though I want to be accepted, me doing badly & being intimidated in any & all sports,
me looking weird & acting shy —BIG problem, me getting bad grades, having no ambition
of life, that’s the big shit (Klebold, p.5).
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Eric Harris explicitly stated that he made fun of others because he did not feel good about
himself. He expressed this way:
I make fun of people who look like me, sometimes without even thinking sometimes just
because I want to rip on myself. That’s where a lot of my hate grows from. The fact that I
have practically no self-esteem, especially concerning girls and looks and such” (Harris,
p.15).
Eric did not find himself to be attractive to girls and this made him sad, angry, and devaluing of
others and himself.
Elliott Rodger wrote about himself disparagingly throughout his lengthy manifesto. His
writing reflected dichotomous thinking between his self-loathing and sense of aggrieved
entitlement. His sense of inferiority was triggered by others he felt were more popular or well
accepted and this made him resentful and angry. In a passage regarding his experience in sixth
grade, Elliott writes about his shyness, particularly with girls and how even when he was treated
nicely by other children, he still felt like a failure. He wrote:
I was extremely shy with girls and could barely have a conversation with them, but I still
interacted with girls more during this year than I would for any following year. The cool
kids treated me nicely, despite my reputation as the “quiet kid”. I always felt like a loser
compared to them, and I hated them for it, though I still wanted their approval. I wanted to
be one of them... I wanted to be their friend (Rodger, p.61).
Kip Kinkel wrote about how he considered himself unworthy of love. He blamed himself
for not having love in his life. Kip was abused significantly as a child and he had internalized his
suffering as what he deserved when writing the following:
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When you love someone something it is always taken away from you. I also would like to
add that I hate each and every one of you. Because everything I touch turns to shit. I think
if you think you fall in love with someone at first sight it might just be lust. Love at first
sight is only in movies. Where the people in the movies are better than you. That is why
you go to a pone [pawn] shop and buy an AR-15 because you are going to execute every
last mother fucking one of you. If I had a heart it would be gray (Kinkel, p.2).
Gender Role Devaluations of Others
Six of the seven shooters wrote about devaluing others, making this the most common
gender role conflict category for this research question. This devaluation was expressed as name
calling or put-downs of others. Elliott Rodger writes about his first day of Sixth Grade and meeting
up with some boys he knew from summer camp
On the first day, I noticed some people I met during summer camp start school there as
Sixth Graders. One of them was Patrick Dib, the younger brother of Alex Dib. I would
always view Patrick Dib as an obnoxious, rude lout. He was very ugly too, and it annoyed
me that he carried himself around as if he wasn’t a freckled, chubby-faced imbecile
(Rodger, p. 66).
He was irritated that this boy did not act as though he were unlikeable, very much the way Elliott
felt about himself. Elliott projected his own feelings of self-worthlessness on this other boy and
seemed aghast that others did not feel as badly about themselves as he did.
The shooters felt that their way of looking at the world was elevated or more sophisticated
than those around them. This perceived flaw in others often caused conflict for them since they
often felt their own inferiority. In writing about a doctor feeling he needed medication, Eric Harris
writes that the doctor’s assessment is wrong. He goes so far to say that his way of thinking is
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superior and those do not think the way he does are inferior. He felt that these inferior people
deserve to die. For example, he wrote “Well, I think that anyone who doesn’t think like me is just
bullshitting themselves. Try it sometime if you think you are worthy, which you probably will you
little shits, drop all your beliefs and views and ideas that have been burned into your head and try
to think about why your here. But I bet most of you fuckers can’t even think that deep, so that is
why you must die” (Harris, p. 5).
Dylan Klebold also wrote similarly about his greater understanding of life. In a passage
about good and evil in the world, Dylan writes about his superior or greater understanding by
stating:
The fight’ between good & evil has continued. Obviously, this fight can never end. Good
things turn bad, bad things become good, the ‘people’ on the earth see it as a battle they
can win. HA fuckin morons. If people looked at History, they would see what happens. I
think, too much, I understand, I am GOD compared to some of those un-existable brainless
zombies (Klebold, p. 8).
Gang Lu felt slighted by his university and how they made decisions about his research
and awards and wrote extensively about these issues. He felt as though those decisions benefited
those who were less worthy than him and in this way, he devalued them. In a passage about a
professor that gave awards to others that he considered less deserving, Gang Lu wrote
Dwight R. Nicholson gave his student a distinguished graduate fellowship even he is not
qualified according the graduate college requirement. Nicholson also gave an engineering
undergraduate without even a Bachelor degree a 1/2 time graduate research assistantship
in physics. What a outrage! He committed fraud (unethical conduct) (Lu, p.6).
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This enraged Gang Lu because he was a graduate student and an undergraduate got the fellowship.
He also devalued the professor by suggesting ethical misconduct.
Kip Kinkel and Kimveer Gill both wrote about their disdain for others in more general,
global terms. Kip writes “Every single person I know means nothing to me. I hate every person
on this earth. I wish they could all go away. You all make me sick. I wish I was dead” (Kinkel, p.
1). Kimveer writes “I hate this world I hate the people in it I hate the way people live I hate god I
hate the deceivers I hate betrayers I hate religious zealots I hate everything” (Gill, p.9).
Gender Role Devaluation By Others
Four of the seven shooters felt devalued by others and used this as a justification or reason
for their feelings of upset and anger. Dylan Klebold wrote about feeling confused by how or why
people/girls do not seem to like him. He stated “I don’t know why I do wrong with people (mainly
women) —it’s like they are set out to hate & ignore me, I never know what to say or do” (Klebold,
p. 5). He clearly felt that others hated him on purpose, which made him feel powerless. He felt
that others, particularly women, did not like him as a result of something he had done. He felt
ignored and devalued by them, though it may have been largely imagined.
Eric Harris felt devalued by others as well and was clear this was a motivator for his anger.
For example, he stated
Everyone is always making fun of me because of how I look, how fucking weak I am and
shit, well I will get you all back, ultimate fucking revenge here. You people could have
shown more respect, treated me better, asked for my knowledge or guidance more, treated
me more like a senior, and maybe I wouldn’t have been so ready to tear your fucking heads
off (Harris, p. 15).
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He felt people knew he had a diminished self-esteem because of his appearance and people in
school made fun of him because of that. For example, he wrote “Therefore people make fun of
me.. constantly.. therefore I get no respect and therefore I get fucking PISSED” (Harris, p. 15).
Kip Kinkel felt as though he was being persecuted against by others, even though he
acknowledged that no one overtly devalued him. For example he stated “I feel like everyone is
against me, but no one ever makes fun of me, mainly because they think I am a pscycho” (Kinkel,
p. 1). It is unclear whether or not these self-devaluations were real or imagined, but it was a
critical personal issue.
Elliott Rodger wrote often about how he felt others devalued him. He was particularly
sensitive to how he was perceived by others in evaluating his looks and/or his lack of prowess with
women. Elliott lived with several housemates and he felt vulnerable to their judgement regarding
his lack of sexual conquests. He writes about how they made fun of him for being a virgin
Every time they went out they kept yelling to me how they’re going to sleep with hot girls
that night. I knew they were just lying to make me jealous. They always made fun of me
for being a virgin. At night, they frequently made noise to wake me up. I was literally being
bullied, and it was truly horrific. I wanted to kill them both, but of course I was smart
enough not to go through with that desire. All I could do was remember every single insult,
so I can get revenge in a more efficient way in the future. That is who I am. I don’t act
stupidly or rashly. I remember every insult (Rodger, p. 171).
Elliott felt persecuted by others for being a virgin and was ashamed that others saw him in a
negative way. Elliott projected the shame he felt onto others and believed he was ridiculed for his
lack sexual conquests.
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Gender Role Restriction of Self
Four of the seven shooters wrote about restricting themselves. Kip Kinkel wrote about
wanting love but restricting himself to living in an isolated world without it, possibly in an effort
to avoid further rejection and the resulting unpleasant emotions. For example, he wrote
My cold black heart has never and will never experience love. I can tell you one thing about
love. It does more harm than good. I plan to live in a big black hole. My firearms and
(illegible) will be the only things to fight my isolation. I would also like to point out that
Love is a horrible thing. It makes things kill and hate (Kinkel, p. 2).
Eric Harris wrote about planning his attack and having to stifle any emotions that might
keep him from acting it out. Feelings of remorse and empathy were emotions he wanted to repress
or restrict, as it would keep him from what he needed to do to receive respect. He writes
I have a goal to destroy as much as possible so I must not be sidetracked by my feelings of
sympathy, mercy, or any of that, so I will force myself to believe that everyone is just
another monster from Doom like FH [Former Human, mob in Doom] or FS [Former
Sergeant] or demons, so it’s either me or them. I have to turn off my feelings (Harris, p.
12).
Dylan Klebold wrote about how he was restricted by not sharing his true self with the
world, again in fear of being rejected or scorned. He writes
I know that I am different, yet I am afraid to tell the society. The possible abandonment,
persecution is not something I want to face, yet it is so primitive to me. I guess being
yourself means letting people know about inner thoughts too, not just opinions & fashions
(Klebold, p. 37).
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What Dylan exactly thought about himself that was so unlike others is unclear but it is likely he
felt alone with the intensity of his restricted feelings and negative thoughts.
Elliott Rodger wrote about feeling restricted and his fears of not meeting the masculinity
norms related to attracting a girlfriend and having sex. Elliot often felt behind in his social,
physical, and sexual development and this was very difficult for him. On a camping trip in fifth
grade, he wrote about how a group of boys were looking at pictures of women in a magazine and
how he was so uncomfortable, but acted interested to avoid sanctions by the others. He wrote
Nighttime in the cabin was like having a sleepover with five people, and it was a new
experience that excited me. Before bedtime, Michael Ray took out a magazine that had
pictures of beautiful model women, and all of the boys gathered around and looked at them.
So... even at the early age of ten, boys were starting to be attracted to the female body. I
didn’t understand this... I hadn’t yet reached that stage. I pretended to be interested just so
that I wouldn’t appear uncool. All of those boys probably lost their virginity by sixteen.
Damn them (Rodger, p. 49).
He knew at 10 years old to modify (restrict) his true feelings to the magazine pictures so he would
not appear less masculine. Elliott was deeply driven to restrict his authentic responses to things if
he felt his vulnerability was exposed. He considered his lack of traditional masculinity a source of
deep shame.
Gender Role Restriction by others
Elliott also felt very restricted from realizing his full masculine potential because women
would not have sex with him. He experienced this as a collective effort of women to deny him sex
and this kept him from the life he was meant to lead. He expressed these feelings:
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I wanted a happy, healthy life of love and sex. But if I’m unable to have such a life, then I
will have no choice but to exact revenge on the society that denied it to me. I hated all of
those obnoxious, boisterous men who were able to enjoy pleasurable sex lives with
beautiful girls, but I hated the girl’s even more, because they were the ones who chose
those men instead of me. It was their choice. They are the ones who deprived me of love
and sex (Rodger, p. 211).
Gender Role Restriction of Others
There was no evidence of gender role restriction of others in the writings of the seven
shooters.
Gender Role Violation of Self
Two of the shooters wrote about gender role self-violations. In a passage directly following
the difficulties in his life, including how he is unattractive to girls and unsuccessful at sports, Dylan
Klebold wrote about cutting himself “I was Mr. Cutter tonight – I have 11 depressioners on my
right hand now, & my favorite contrasting symbol, because it is so true & means so much”
(Klebold, p. 5). This personal violation (cutting) seemed to be a direct result of his perceived lack
of adherence to prescribed gender roles.
Elliott Rodger struggled in educational settings for most of his life. In his later years at a
community college, he became completely triggered at the sight of beautiful girls that he
considered to be unattainable or couples in his classes. It became so intolerable for him that he
would secretly drop out of classes to avoid facing it, causing him to lose credits and face family
pressure regarding his education. He wrote
I couldn’t stand seeing that damnable couple in my class anymore. I never understood what
that pretty girl saw in her brute of a boyfriend. That guy was able to experience his college
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life with his beautiful girlfriend by his side, while I was all alone. It made me feel so
inferior. I had to watch them together, every single day. The torture was unbearable. When
I got home from college one day, I dropped my class in a rage (Rodger, p. 124).
This passage can be interpreted as a self-violation because Elliott deeply compromised actualizing
his own potential. Elliott could not tolerate reminders of his lack of masculinity and violated his
own future development to avoid it.
Gender Role Violation of Others
Five of the seven shooters wrote about gender role violations of others. Elliott Rodger
began to lose control of his anger and resentment. He began violating and attacking other people,
such as throwing cups of coffee on a kissing couple and attempting to throw what he considered
popular and beautiful people off of a ten-foot ledge. Perhaps his most disturbing violation was
Elliott’s plan to include his younger brother Jazz in the killing spree. Elliott was devastated that
his younger brother seemed more successful than he was and would get women, ultimately
humiliating him. Elliott was deeply jealous of his younger brother and was very worried that the
child would be more successful. He wrote the following in response to a conversation with his
stepmother
I talked about how Jazz was already so socially savvy for his age, and how I’ve always
envied him for it. She told me he will never have any problems with girls, and will lose his
virginity while he’s young. I had to sit there and listen to the bitch tell me that my little
brother will grow up enjoying the life I’ve always craved for, but missed out on. It is very
unfair how some boys are able to live such pleasurable lives while I never had any taste of
it, and now it has been confirmed to me that my little brother will become one of them. He
will become a popular kid who gets all the girls. Girls will love him. He will become one
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of my enemies. That was the day that I decided I would have to kill him on the Day of
Retribution. I will not allow the boy to surpass me at everything, to live the life I’ve always
wanted. It’s not fair that he has the chance to have a pleasurable life while I’ve been denied
it. It will be a hard thing to do, because I had really bonded with my little brother in the last
year, and he respected and looked up to me. But I would have to do it. If I can’t live a
pleasurable life, then neither will he (Rodger, p. 236).
Kimveer Gill wrote using violating language about both men and women, which was in
contrast to some of his other passages who called for people to be kind to one another and displayed
a level of sensitivity. He expressed the following
What's with all the bitches? It's almost as though there was some sort of bitch convention
somewhere, and 85% of the women went and all agreed to be bitches forever. The other
15% were spared. But having all these bitches in one room gave them a great power. A
power not yet seen in this world. It's a special attack move of theirs. It transforms them into
super bitches. It's so powerful, that they can only remain in that state for a short period of
time, then they go back to being ordinary bitches. What's with all the assholes? It's like
they invited all the men to a huge arena, where all the sports were playing, Soccer, baseball,
basketball(for our negro friends), hockey, and others. 85% of the men showed up. And they
must have all made a pact to be assholes, and fucktards for the rest of their lives. The other
15% who didn't show up were spared. These creatures were also given a super power of
thir (sic) own. They are able to transform into motherfuckers, backstabbers (Gill, p. 24).
Kip Kinkel wrote about thoughts of hurting others in direct response to believing he was
incapable of love.
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Could I ever love anyone? I have feelings, but do I have a heart that’s not black and full of
animosity? I know everyone thinks this way sometimes, but I am so full of rage that I feel
I could snap at any moment. I think about it everyday. Blowing the school up or just taking
the easy way out, and walk into a pep assembly with guns. In either case, people that are
breathing will stop breathing. That is how I will repay all you mother fuckers for all you
put me through (Kinkel, p. 1).
Eric Harris wrote with anger and hostility throughout his journal but he was very clear that
he felt others were subordinate to him and because of that, they deserved to be hurt or even die.
He writes about those who he considers unworthy of existing
People that only know stupid facts that aren’t important should be shot, what fucking use
are they. NATURAL SELECTION. Kill all retards, people with brain fuck ups, drug
addicts, people who can’t figure out how to use a fucking lighter. Geeeawd! People spend
millions of dollars on saving the lives of retards, and why. I don’t buy that shit like “oh,
he’s my son, though!” so the fuck what, he ain’t normal, kill him. Put him out of his misery.
He is only a waste of time and money, then people say “but he is worth the time, he is
human too.” No he isn’t, if he was then he would swallow a bullet cause he would realize
what a fucking [illegible] he was (Harris, p. 1-2).
On the day before the shooting at Columbine, Dylan Klebold wrote about what was coming
and referred to his potential victims in dehumanizing form, perhaps in an effort to make the thought
of killing them easier. He wrote the following statement
One day, one is the beginning, [?] the end. Hahaha. Reversed, yet true. About 26.5 hours
from now the judgment will begin. Difficult, but not impossible, necessary, nerve-wracking
& fun. What fun is life without a little death? It’s interesting, when I’m in my human form,
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knowing I’m going to die. Everything has a touch of triviality to it. Like how none of this
calculus shit matters. The way it shouldn’t. the truth. In 26.4 hours, I’ll be dead, & in
happiness. The little zombie human fags will know their errors, & be forever suffering and
mournful. HAHAHAH, of course I will miss things. Not really (Klebold, p. 39).
Gender Role Violations by Others
Two of the seven shooters reported gender role violations by others. Elliott Rodger was
explicit in his experience that he was denied the life he deserved by women and the men who
picked others over him. He experienced this rejection as a violation. For example
If only one pretty girl had shown some form of attraction to me, the Day of Retribution
would never happen. I’d never even consider it. The Day of Retribution is mainly my war
against women for rejecting me and depriving me of sex and love. If only one girl had
given me a chance, tried to get to know me, let me take her out on a date... None of this
would have to happen. It was so hard to accept that things would have to resort to me
having to perform this act of Retribution I was planning (Rodger, p. 222).
Gang Lu wrote about being passed over for awards and what he considered to be his unfair
treatment by the university as a violation. He believed that the university was actually to blame for
his actions. He writes
The department/college/university authorities have been in a conspiracy to isolate me,
delay my complaint so I might be forced to leave here and they could claim the case
dismissed because the absence of the plaintiff . I regret that I have to take extraordinary
measure to resolve this matter, but it is simply not my fault. The University of Iowa
authorities should be blamed for the unfortunate outcome (Lu, p. 7).
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Eric Hainstack wrote about his father’s rejection of him because of his sexuality and this
can be considered a gender role violation. In a letter to a reporter, Eric wrote about a visit from
his father at the prison where he spoke to him in the following way
He said gays will all go to hell. That gays are bad people. He knows I’m gay… He wants
to tell me that God hates fags. That I’ll go to hell.. never once offering to help. I want
people to know him for who he really is (Hainstack, p. 3).
Summary of the Results
Gender role devaluations were present in the writings of the shooters with 5 of the 7 shooters
writing about devaluing others. Gender role restrictions were present in the writings with gender
role restriction of self being the most represented kind of restriction in the writings of four of the
seven shooters. Gender role violations were present in the writings of the shooters with five of the
seven shooters indicating they were violated by others. The quotes of the boys suggest intense
psychological turmoil that was missed by the people in their lives. The boys were able to hide or
mask their suffering by acting as all boys do, by keeping to themselves, drinking, or not speaking
about their emotions.
Conclusion
There are several major findings from the school shooter’s writings. First, success, power, and
conflict (SPC) was found in the majority of the school shooters’ writing. The shooters seemed to
be very impacted by how they measured up against others, particularly other boys. This quest for
success and power forced the boys to compete for the attention of girls. It also impacted their
feelings of self-worth and may have made them feel like a failure. Second, a majority of the boys
endorsed the use of alcohol. Their alcohol use was explicitly paired with loneliness and it is this
combination that may suggest the boys were medicating themselves from unpleasant emotions.
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Third, the boys expressed gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations in their writings.
They put themselves and others down with name calling and recrimination, demonstrating their
feelings of disconnection from others. Fourth, the boys wrote about their loneliness and isolation
from others. In general, the findings suggest the majority of the boys wrote about drinking, their
feelings of failure and isolation, and used disparaging language about themselves and others. A
more expansive analysis of the results is found in the discussion in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5: Discussion, Conclusions and Implications of the Study

This research study, using a feminist framework, gender role conflict concepts and
qualitative direct content analysis methodology explored if young men who perpetrated school
shootings wrote about their own gender conflict in their writings. This chapter includes (a)
discussion of the findings, (b) conclusions, and (c) implications and recommendations of the
research, d) the limitations of the research, and e) future research.

Three research questions were developed about school shooters including: 1) Are gender
role conflict correlates, masculine ideology correlates, and distorted gender role schemas present
in the writings of school shooters? 2) Are the four patterns of gender role conflict (conflict
regarding success, power, and competition among men, restrictive emotionality, restricted
affection between men, and conflict between family and school) present in the writings of school
shooters? 3) Are gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations present in the writing of
school shooters? Based on the results in chapter 4, each research question is discussed below.

Discussion of the Three Research Questions

For research question 1, whether the correlates of gender role, masculinity ideology, and
distorted gender role schemas were present in the writings of school shooters the results indicated
the following. First, gender role correlates were present in the writings of the school shooters,
specifically negative attitudes towards women (3 of 7 shooters), biases against racial minorities (3
out of 7 shooters), negative attitudes towards help seeking (5 of 7 shooters), use of alcohol/drugs
(5 of 7 shooters), relationship with fathers (3 of 7 shooters). Second, masculine ideology correlates
were present in the writings of school shooters, specifically anger and hostility (4 of 7 shooters)
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and loneliness (4 of 7 shooters). Third, distorted gender role schemas were found in the writings
of school shooters, specifically power (5 of 7 shooters), intimacy (2 of 7 shooters), sexuality (1 of
7 shooters), and success (1 of 7 shooters).

For research question 2, whether the patterns of gender role conflict (success, power
competition, restrictive emotionality, and restrictive affectionate behavior between men, and
conflict between work and family) were present in the writings of school shooters and the results
indicated the following. First, 3 of the 4 patterns of gender role conflict were present in the writings
of school shootings, specifically success, power, and competition (6 of 7 shooters), restrictive
emotionality (2 of 7 shooters), and restrictive affection behavior between men (3 of 7 shooters.
Second, the gender role pattern of conflict between work and family relations was not present in
the writings of the school shooters in this sample.

For research question 3, whether gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations were
present in the writings of school shooters the results indicated the following. First, gender role
devaluations were present in the writings of school shooters, specifically gender role devaluations
of self (4 of 7 shooters), gender devaluations of others (6 of 7 shooters), and gender role
devaluations by others (4 of 7 shooters). Second, gender role restrictions were present in the
writings of school shooters, specifically gender role restrictions of self (4 of 7 shooters), gender
role restrictions by others (2 of 7 shooters). Third, gender role violations were present in the
writings of school shooters, specifically gender role violations of self (2 of 7 shooters), gender role
violations of others (5 of 7 shooters), and gender role violations by others (2 of 7 shooters).
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Discussion of the Specific Results

All but two gender role conflict concepts were identified in the text to some extent with
seven predominantly represented. Only conflict between work and family relations and gender
role restrictions of others were not present in the school shooters writings. The five dominant
concepts include: a) success, power and competition, b) distorted gender role schemas, c)
masculine ideology, d) gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations, and e) restrictive
affectionate behavior toward men. These concepts are discussed below in descending order,
meaning that the first received the most support and the last received the least support.

Success, Power, and Competition

Collectively, six of the seven shooters in the sample wrote about the impact of competition
for success and power. This most often was expressed as competition they felt from other boys
for achievement and access to girls and women. Success, power and competition was also
expressed in the boys feeling as though they were not considered popular or successful. They were
acutely aware of areas where they felt they fell short, particularly regarding prowess in sports and
academics. They wrote about how these issues limited their lives, particularly in developing
intimate or romantic relationships with girls and women, demonstrating how linked success and
power is with attracting a desirable partner. The shooters expressed how difficult it was for them
to see other boys or young men be successful where they were not, and this was a stressor for all
but one of them in the sample. Their failures, perceived or real, created emotional distress,
resulting in envy and feelings of rejection. These negative feelings were difficult for them to
manage and they could not identify sources of support, rendering them to be isolated and insecure.
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Distorted Gender Role Schemas: Power

Six of the seven shooters in the sample wrote about their distorted gender role schemas.
These exaggerated thoughts were most commonly expressed with issues of power, with five of the
seven shooters lamenting they did not have it, and writing about how they struggled to get it. Three
of the shooters explicitly wrote about feeling more powerful when they became armed, suggesting
they felt vulnerable and exposed without lethal weapons. They expressed distorted thinking about
being God-like and wanting others to fear them, most likely to overcome their overwhelming
feelings of inadequacy articulated in their writings.

Gender Role Correlates: Alcohol and Negative Attitudes Toward Women and Other Men

Six of the seven shooters wrote about their masculine ideology and how this impacted
their functioning. Most notably, five of the shooters spoke about the use of alcohol as a way to
manage their unpleasant emotions that all of the shooters disclosed. The use of alcohol as a means
of anesthetizing their emotions was clear and suggestive of a lack of healthy supports and/or
coping mechanisms.

Masculine ideology related to negative attitudes towards women was

expressed by five of the seven shooters in terms of angry thoughts and feelings towards women.
They were frustrated by wanting to be close to girls and women but had underdeveloped
interpersonal skills to develop intimate relationships. They were also frightened of being rejected
and had anger and resentment towards both sexes. The shooters reported diminished connection
with other boys and men and increased competition with them. The shooters may have had a
waning support system within their same sex peers and were looking to other male or female peers
to meet their needs. Whatever the reason, they expressed anger at other males and girls in their
writings.
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Gender Role Devaluations, Restrictions, and Violations of Self and Others

Six of the seven shooters wrote about gender role devaluations of others, although four of them
also devalued themselves. The most common devaluation took the form of diminishing or
disparaging remarks in the writings. The boys often wrote of their superiority over others, even
when others did not share this view of them. They wrote about of their superior understanding of
life and their confusion about why this superiority was not mirrored back to them by girls, the
schools, and others. The written disclosures conveyed intense suffering because of selfdevaluations and the devaluations of others. These devaluations may have been expressed to
overcompensate for their isolation and their perceived failures. Four of the seven shooters
devaluated themselves in their writings, showing how they vacillated between expressing
superiority overs others and their own felt inferiority. Four of the seven shooters also wrote about
being devalued by others and gave examples of being put down or rejected, mostly by peers. The
world they experienced was one of insults and devaluations of themselves and others.

Five of the seven shooters wrote about gender role violations and more specifically, about how
they wished to violate others. Their feelings of failure and rejection made them simultaneously
sad and angry. Lashing out at others through aggressive language or acts may have discharged
some of these negative emotions. The shooters articulated a wish for others to be hurt or damaged
in the same way they were. Revenge was a common thread among them. They felt that they were
being treated unfairly compared to others. They also struggled to understand why other boys and
men received support and affirmation and concluded this situation was their personal, intrinsic
failure. They considered these failures to be fixed or finite, meaning they believed that the current
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circumstance would never change. This may explain their need to violate others. For them, there
was really no other way out of their anger and pain.

Four of the seven shooters wrote about gender role restrictions of themselves. They described
circumstances where they did not act or speak in a way that was authentic or real. The shooters
reported restrictive emotionality and not being able to express themselves to others although they
wished they could. They clearly needed help managing their difficult emotions but their restrictive
emotionality kept them locked in emotional turmoil.

Restricted Affection Between Boys and Men

All of the young men wrote about the difficulties in managing relationships in their lives.
Three wrote about losses in same sex relationships, most likely due to homophobia and their
distorted beliefs that boys must not be emotionally close to anyone, especially one another. There
is no question that this loss of same sex friendships and the resulting loss of social support greatly
impacted some of the young men and could be defined as traumatic.

Implications of the Research

This section discusses the implications of the findings related to gender role conflict, a
general lack of emotional and social support, the presence of hegemonic masculinity in the life of
school shooters, and the mental health of the school shooters.

Gender Role Conflict and School Shooters

The writings of these young men highlight that while gender role conflict may not always be
the cause of their violent act, it certainly was a contributing stressor for them. Most notably, is
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the interaction between their experiences of being boy and their feelings of complete isolation.
Masculine ideology and gender role conflict are clearly present in the writings of the shooters.
O’Neil (2015) hypothesized that the process that boys experience to become men causes
psychological conflict that specifically results in emotional isolation and internal strife. This
research provides evidence that school shooters’ gender role conflict was present during the
decisions they made to kill others.
The school shooters’ writings also suggest that they had gender role conflict in their personal
and interpersonal lives. In his updated information processing model, O’Neil (2015) discussed
gender role related situations and their broader impact on male behavior and the larger society.
Using psychosocial theory, and gender role related situations, O’Neil suggests that information
stored on how to be a man is stored in “databases” of memory, rules, social schema and knowledge.
The young men wrote specifically about several of the psychosocial, developmental gender
situations that had a great negative impact on their emotional well-being and behavior. These
situations include: experiencing negative attachment and bonding, failing at an adolescent task,
being rejected by one’s peer group, being bullied, being devalued as a man, and loss of an intimate
relationship. The shooters’ isolation and sadness associated with these specific situations are
present in the writings of the shooters and are arguably the greatest contributor to their suffering.

Lack of Social Support

The writing of the shooters clearly documented their complete social and emotional
isolation. The writings were completely void of social supports or pro-social activities. Sadly,
they wrote about wishing for social supports through same sex friends and heterosexual romantic
relationships. Previous research on school shooters reviewed earlier (Levin and Madfis, 2009;
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O’Toole, 2000; Vossekuil et al., 2004) also found that the attackers were isolated and alone. This
isolation is certainly reflected in the in the seven school shooters’ writings. This fact, coupled with
the shared gender trait of being a boy, suggest that boys are uniquely lonely and alone without the
ability to express or communicate emotions needed to elicit the support they need.
Hegemonic Masculinity and School Shooters
The concept of varied masculinities has been discussed about by Raewyn Connell (1995)
and defined as hegemonic masculinity. Hegemonic masculinity is characterized by dominance
over subordinate masculinities and women (Connell 1995). This concept is relevant to this study
because with hegemonic masculinity, there is a hierarchy of masculinities and the shooters felt that
they were at the bottom of this hierarchy. The expectations and criteria that culminate in what a
man is “expected” to be in a particular culture is also defined as hegemonic masculinity. More
specifically, the hegemonic definition of masculinity is constructed in relation to various
subordinated masculinities as well as relationships with to women (Connell, 1995, Kimmel &
Aronson, 2008). For instance, the “ideal” man is one who holds in his feelings because hegemonic
masculinity occurs in direct contradiction to any feminine traits, such as emotionality. Hegemonic
masculinity is constructed as the ideal and unattainable, thereby guaranteed to create tension and
distress among boys and men who, unavoidably, cannot reach that ideal. There are competing
masculinities within the power structure including subordinate, complicit, and marginalized
masculinities. The dominant position in relation to others is undeniable and it subordinates not
only women but other men who are not holding up their end of the contract, that is, being enough
of “a man.”
The young men were acutely aware of a hierarchy of masculinity and where they fell on
the spectrum. Many of them discussed that “jocks” had access to those things they never would,
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most notably to girls and intimacy with them. This feeling of being permanently shut out of any
access to heterosexual love or sex due to their diminished masculine status likely resulted in
increased anger and agitation in the young men. The shooters may have already have felt lonely
or isolated and their perceived reduced status (subordinated masculinity) as boys reinforced their
anger and loneliness. Regardless, they seemed emotionally ill equipped to manage the emotional
upheaval they were experiencing around relationships while suffering with the cruelly competitive
world of boys, all vying for status and success. Even if the young men had been able to build the
supportive relationships with other boys, their relationships with other males was confounded by
a sense of competition with them limiting them to be a supportive of each other.
Mental Health and School Shooters
The results indicate that pressures associated with masculinity and gender role conflict
cannot be considered as the only stressor in the lives of these young men. The young men may
have been suffering with a co-morbidity of complicated circumstances, such as depression or
family strife that contributed to emotional distress and loneliness that precipitated the shooting
event. The mental health of the shooters is important to consider in shooting events, although the
vast number of males struggling with mental illness are not violent. However, we cannot dismiss
the relationship between mental health issues and being male. The gender role social socialization
of boys has resulted in a lethal combination of a limited capacity for emotional regulation and the
inability to seek comfort or help.
Besides the mental state of the shooters, the gendered response to mental health may be more
important. Whatever the other life or mental health contributors to the shootings were, the
intersection of being a boy is significant. In addition to having mental health struggles, there was
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an added stressor of having to appear traditionally masculine, specifically implying carrying the
psychological burdens alone.
While this analysis is related to how these young men wrote about their lives, society’s
response to the emotional withdrawal and isolation of boys is a gendered one. That is, minimally,
teachers or parents may not offer emotional support and/or outreach to boys who may behave
poorly (“boys will be boys”) or who are uncommunicative, isolated, or withdrawn. That is, in fact,
how boys are conditioned to behave. This is not to suggest that parents or teachers are to blame
for the extraordinary circumstances of a school shooting. However, the complicated interplay of
how boys are expected to behave (strong, unemotional) intersecting with the fact that society is
not responsive to the emotional or psychological needs of boys, is a dangerous situation in our
current society.
Implications of the Study and Recommendations
This study has the potential to inform teachers and administrators, gender scholars, and
mental health professionals who are committed to preventing shootings. Disclosures in the writings
document isolating behaviors, use of alcohol, loss of relationships and few pro-social activities.
These are expected traits in adolescent boys and young men. The most notable finding of this
study is how greatly these young men were suffering in complete isolation, hidden in plain sight.
There are three strategies for reducing this isolation in boys including: a) incorporating the
American Psychological Guidelines for Working with Boys and Men in schools (APA, 2018), b)
de-emphasizing competition in schools, and c) offering meditation practices in school. Most
analysis on school shooters has been on an individual level. The findings of this study suggest that
global interventions, rather than individual ones, may provide a framework for assessing all boys
at risk of isolation, substance abuse, and stress related to competition and relationships.
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The first strategy is that school officials and counselors incorporate the APA guidelines on
working with boys and men in school settings to have a greater understanding and more
sophisticated interpretation of the boy’s behaviors. Past scholarship on school shootings has
emphasized individualistic traits and/or circumstances for explaining the violence. This study
suggests a more global perspective may be needed. The findings are remarkable in their
ordinariness, specifically, in the global nature of what they wrote about. The feelings or thoughts
expressed by the shooters in the sample are not necessarily unique for boys in general. Although
boys and men are given power due to their gender, as noted in this study, they also have a higher
suicides rates, greater substance abuse, relational issues, and difficulty seeking mental health help
(Levant & Richmond, 2007; O’Neil, 2015). In August 2018, the Society of the Psychological
Study of Men and Masculinity (Division 51 of the American Psychological Association) issued
guidelines to psychologists for working with boys and men.

These guidelines inform

psychologists and mental health practitioners about the potentially unique issues faced by boys
and men. Based on these guidelines, this study recommends special programs be developed for
boys on alcohol and substance abuse, dangerous risk-taking behaviors, interpersonal skills with
sexual relationships and intimacy, and the impact of perceived success and competition on male
functioning. School counselors or others engaging boys in the school environment should assume
boys are not explicitly communicating their emotional needs or life. Special attention should be
paid engaging them around their personal lives, including their relationships, drinking habits, and
home life. School counselors and others can consider universal screening questions regarding
these topics. Topics such as healthy relationships, intimate connections, and sexuality should be
considered important curriculum and encouraged.
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The second strategy is the recommendation to create a school environments with a more
egalitarian structure and less exclusive focus on the students who excel in academics and sports.
This study found that the boys in the sample felt less important than the jocks or the other students
that they perceived to be more successful in school. Emphasis on competition in schools’ results
in exclusive attention on students that who excel in sports and academics. Bad faith is a concept
defined by philosophers in which social pressures result in human beings taking on false values
that limit their own freedom (Beauvoir, 2018; Sartre, 2016). The formal and even inadvertent
ways schools reinforce traditional gender roles can be considered an act of bad faith and an element
to be addressed to prevent future school shootings.

Schools can consider such things as

highlighting alternate expressions of success for boys, such as art or music. Schools can also
consider such things as incorporating an advisory board made up of a varied group of students. An
advisory board can represent a wide variety of student interests to faculty and administrators.
Schools could also consider polling students regarding such heteronormative practices as prom
king or queen or other ways the school may reinforce divisiveness.
The third strategy is the recommendation to offer meditation as a practice to enhance
capacities for all students and improve the school climate. Schools can offer alternative ways to
enhance the capacities of their students to learn how to regulate emotions, behaviors, and coping
abilities. Meditation has been found to offer many benefits in and out of school settings, including
improved self-esteem (Benson et al., 1994) and emotional intelligence (Rosaen & Benn, 2006)
and can even improve school climate (Wisner, 2008). The boys in this study experienced negative
feelings about themselves and others and struggled to regulate their own moods and they did not
have anyone to share these experiences with, increasing their sense of isolation. Meditation can
offer a powerful, non-verbal practice to mitigate those experiences.
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The recommended global practices can incorporate overall change that address isolation of
boys’ due to their socialization process, assess their emotional needs universally, and promote nonverbal skills that can help boys regulate their own emotions.
Limitations of the Research
The directed approach to content analysis can be helpful approach to enhancing theory
about school shooters but it has limitations. Using an existing theory implies an explicit bias
towards it, suggesting that researchers are more likely to find evidence. The results of this study
are largely interpretative because it is unlikely that any shooter in the sample would write explicitly
“I am suffering from men’s gender role conflict” because it is an unconscious process for most
males. Using feminist and gender role conflict theory, coupled with the fact that almost all school
shooters are boys, illustrate how this study used gender and gender roles in the interpretations.
Additionally, researchers can emphasize supporting the theory rather than consider other
explanations, such as contextual factors (Hsieh and Shannon, 2005). Hsieh and Shannon (2005)
suggest an audit trail and process to review the predetermined concepts defined by the theory to
limit bias toward any topic. To ensure unbiased results, Hsieh and Shannon (2005) suggest having
an auditor review the operational definitions of any theory to determine the applicability of the
concepts. The author of the gender role conflict theory was used as an expert auditor who reviewed
the operational definitions of the predetermined codes to assess their applicability to the study.
Data analysis was cross referenced by this content expert to determine if the anchor samples were
categorized correctly. When a disparity or disagreement occurred regarding the coding, the
content expert determined the proper categorization of the anchor samples.
Threats to the reliability of the findings are a second limitation of the study. Patton (2002)
defines reliability as how well the findings relate to the data that is analyzed. In an effort to
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enhance reliability, the procedures and methods used as well as the how decisions about findings
were made, were well documented. Specifically, the reduction process of the data into the
predetermined categories were explicitly outlined in detail through tables (Assarroudi, et al.,
2018). These tables helped organize the passages or texts into the gender role conflict categories
and are attached (see Appendices E-K).
An additional threat or limitation to the study is credibility, which establishes that the
results or findings are credible or believable from the participants’ perspective. The fundamental
purpose of qualitative research is to understand the presenting phenomena through the participants
perspective. Methods such as member checking (that is, asking participants to expand on or clarify
what they said) is a way to address credibility (Patton, 2002). Member checking was not done in
this study because the participants were unavailable.
Transferability is another limitation of the study. The findings are only generalizable to the
sample and setting included in this study. Readers are cautioned in generalizing or transferring
the findings to other samples or even other school shooters. Description of the data collection,
analysis, and interpretation has been provided for this sample. Examination of the writings of other
school shooters is needed with other more diverse samples.

Future Research on School Shooters
This research is an exploratory qualitative examination of gender role conflict through the
words of seven youth who perpetuated a school shooting. Further study regarding the role of
masculinity in school shootings is needed and could shed additional light on adolescent boys who
commit school shootings. Additionally, the concept of intersectionality, the multidimensional
identities of boys and men, including race, class, religion, and sexual orientation/identity of school
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shooters needs to be considered in future research. Emphasis on qualitative methods that
incorporate the words of boys and men regarding their lived experience of gender role conflict and
masculine ideology is an important next step in understanding school shooters. Future research
can help mental health practitioners and educators make more comprehensive assessments and
interventions with vulnerable boys and men.
Examining the words of seven school shooters for the presence of gender role conflict and
masculine ideology offered a unique glimpse into how gender roles were related to the shootings.
The boys wrote about how gender role conflict concepts were present in their life, including
feelings of diminished worth from competition and loneliness resulting from restricted emotions.
These feelings were compounded by a diminished ability to seek comfort, forcing them to
experience powerfully distressing feelings alone. In summary, the overall findings of the study
showed how the shooters were consciously aware of how their identities as boys shaped their
experiences. They openly expressed negative views surrounding their gender role conflict and
considered their identity as young men as a source of power and also vulnerability. They also had
deep concerns about their relationships and their ability to connect with others. Finally, the school
shooters demonstrated fixed thinking regarding their future and did not believe in their adaptability
to develop beyond their current circumstances. This complex combination resulted in lethal events
that devastated communities and families and compromised the sanctity of learning environments
around the country. Boys and young men should be considered at increased risk of emotional
isolation and feelings of diminished self-worth as a direct result of their gender role socialization
process. The gender role conflict written about by the school shooters in this research should serve
as an important warning and a call to action.
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(ii) Obtains, uses, studies, analyzes, or generates identifiable private information or identifiable
biospecimens.

For your information, 45 CFR 46 in its entirety may be viewed by clicking the following hyperlink:
45 CFR 46 Human Subjects Regulations
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Note: Modifications to projects not requiring human subjects review that change the nature of the
project should be submitted to the IRB for a new determination (e.g. addition of research with
children, specimen collection, participant observation, prospective collection of data when the study
was previously retrospective in nature, and broadening the scope or nature of the research question).
Please contact the IRB to consult on whether the proposed changes need further review.

Thank you for your interest in complying with the federal regulations for the protection of human
subjects in research.
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Appendix B
Coding Guide
Code
GRC

MI
GRS
DGRS
SPC
RE
RABBM
CBWFR

GRDOS
GRDTO
GRDFO
GRROS

GRRTO
GRRFO
GRVOS
GRVTO
GRVFO

Definition
Negative consequence for self and others
Personal restrictions, devaluations, and violations that limit self or others in
their human
Masculine Ideology: primary values and standards that define, restrict and
negatively affect boys/men lives
Gender Role Schemas: perceptions of masculinity and femininity defined
by gender roles
Distorted Gender Role Schemas: exaggerated thoughts/feelings about
being a man that produce stress and anxieties
Success, power and competition; hegemonic masculinity; comparing self
to others
Restricted emotionality – restricted ability to express emotions to others
and self
Restricted Affection between boys and men; expressing thoughts and
feelings to and from others/between re: support, affection, touch
Balancing work/school with family that results in stress, health issues and
diminished self esteem
Gender role devaluation of self that emasculate and diminish
Gender role devaluation towards others that diminish and emasculate others
Gender role devaluation from others that diminish and emasculate
Gender role restriction of self: restriction of self due to restrictive gender
roles (examples include excessive control, negative criticism, and
emotional abuse)
Gender role restriction towards others
Gender role restriction from others
Gender role violation of self: harm to self due to restrictive gender roles
Gender role violation towards others
Gender role violation from others
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Appendix C
Codes Abbreviations and Definitions
Code
GRC
MI

DGRS

SPC
RE
RABBM
CBWFR

GRDOS
GRDBO
GRDOO
GRROS

GRRBO
GRROO
GRVOS
GRVBO
GRVOO

Definition
Gender Role Conflict: psychological state in which socialized gender
roles have negative consequences for the person or others
Masculinity Ideology: Primary values and standards that define, restrict
and negatively affect boys/men lives using subscales correlated with MI
and GRC and men’s problems (O’Neil, 2015, p. 20-22, see Appendix )
Distorted Gender Role Schemas: exaggerated thoughts/feelings about
being a man that produce stress and anxieties (O’Neil, 2015, p.10, see
Appendix )
Success, power, and competition: comparing self to others
Restrictive emotionality – restricted ability to express emotions to
others and self
Restricted affection between boys and men: restricted thoughts and
feelings to and from others/between re: support, affection, touch
Conflict Between Work and Family Relations: Balancing work / school
with family that results in stress, health issues, and diminished self
esteem
Gender role devaluations: of self that emasculate and diminish one’s
self esteem
Gender role devaluations from others: that diminish and emasculate
Gender Role devaluations: of others: that diminish or emasculate
Gender Role restriction of self: restriction of self due to restrictive
gender roles (examples include excessive control, negative criticism,
and emotional abuse)
Gender Role restriction by others
Gender role restriction towards others
Gender role violation of self: harm to self due to restrictive gender roles
Gender role violation by others
Gender Role violation of others
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Appendix D
Coding Instructions
Gender role conflict is defined as a psychological state in which socialized gender roles have
negative consequences on the person or others. Gender role conflict occurs when rigid, sexist, or
restrictive gender roles result in personal restrictions, devaluation, or violation of others or self
(O’Neil, et al., 1995, O’Neil, 2008).
The Gender Role Conflict Coding Instructions is used to offer guidance to the directed contact
analysis review of the writing of school shooters for the presence of gender role conflict
concepts. To complete the review, the writings of seven school shooters will be read and coded
for the presence of gender role conflict
Reviewing the Text
Coders must respond to three research questions using their professional judgment based on the
relevant information available in the included text of writings. Coders may also reference
guidance issued in An Operational Definition of Gender Role Conflict and the Gender Role
Conflict Scale https://james-oneil.uconn.edu/operational-definition-of-grc/.
Research Questions
1. Are the gender role conflict correlates, masculine ideology correlates, and distorted
gender role schemas present in the writings of school shooters?
2. Are the four patterns of gender role conflict (conflict regarding success, power, and
competition among boys and men, restrictive emotionality, restricted affection
between boys and men, and conflict between family and school) present in the
writings of school shooters?
3. Are gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations present in the writing of
school shooters?
Guidance for Coders:
Research Question 1: Coders can mark any text related to GRC and masculine ideology
correlates and distorted gender role schemas with the appropriate code
GRC Correlates being assessed for in the text:
 Negative attitudes towards help seeking
 Racial Bias
 Use of alcohol
 Relationship with Father
Masculine Ideology Correlates being assessed for in the text:
 Loneliness
 Overt hostility and aggression
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Distorted Gender role schemas for this review is defined as an exaggerated importance
or strict adherence to traditional masculine concepts of masculinity within society and
culture that make up the individual man’s ideas and perceptions of femininity and
masculinity defined by gender roles. DGRS being assessed for in the text:
 success
 achievement
 competence
 control
 power
 competition
 strength
 personal worth
 personal communication
 women’s and men’s work roles
 health care
 fatherhood
 sexuality
 intimacy
 emotionality
 homosexuality
 dependence
 vulnerability
 performance

Research Question 2: Coders can mark any text related to the four patterns of gender role
conflict with the appropriate code. Patterns of gender role conflict being assessed for in the
text:
1. Conflict regarding success, power, and competition among men: This conflict relates to
the chronic concern or preoccupation with personal achievement, having/exerting
authority over others, and comparing oneself to other men
2. Restrictive emotionality: This conflict outlines the difficulty men have expressing their
emotions to others and limits relationships and intimacy
3. Restricted affection between boys and men: This conflict relates to the strict limitations
placed on boys and men in expressing thoughts and feelings to one another, including
support and affection
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4. Conflict between school/work and family: This conflict focuses on the difficulty men
have in balancing outside responsibilities and family that can result in stress and health
problems and restrict self-esteem and development.
Research Question 3: Coders can mark any text related to Gender Role devaluations,
restrictions, and violations with the appropriate code.
Gender role devaluations, restrictions, and violations being assessed for in the text:
1. Gender role devaluations – a diminished sense of self or loss of status. This can be a
devaluation of self, from others, or towards others. Devaluations can include any remark
or communication that attempts to emasculate or diminish one’s
masculinity. Devaluations can result in emotional distress and/or interpersonal
problems.
2. Gender role restrictions - confines or expectations placed on self or others due to
stereotypical ideals. These restrictions can be attempts to control the behaviors of others
to comply with traditional masculine ideology. Men can restrict themselves or others
through words, actions, or behaviors that force rigid gender role norms. This can include
excessive control, negative criticism, and emotional abuse.
3. Gender role violations – the harm commit to themselves or others due to traditional
masculine ideology. Men can violate themselves or others, causing physical or emotional
pain. Men’s overwork that causes physical harm is an example of self-violation, while
discriminatory behavior and violent remarks towards women and homosexual men are
examples of violations towards others.
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Appendix E
Latent/Manifest Tables for Eric Hainstack
GRC Violation By others → GRVBO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

He said gays will all go to hell. That Manifest
gays are bad people. He knows I'm
gay.

Father diminishing him due to his
sexuality

Me being gay is no more worse
than him talking about other girls
butts in front of my mom.

Father diminishing him due to his
sexuality

Manifest

GRC RABBM
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

This might sound funny or stupid but I
want people to know about Brannon. He
has done a whole lot for me

Latent

Close to his friend; afraid
it sounds funny or stupid

He cleans the room and does the dishes
even. He taught me how to brush my
teeth and use dental flos (sic). He talks
to me and lets me talk to him”

Latent

Loving relationship
between men; knows
others will think its funny
or stupid

GRC → Fatherhood
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

I love my dad because he is my dad. latent
I am not really sure why. After
everything he has done to destroy
me life and what he continues to do
to this day, I should hate him. I'll be
honest I don't like him much.
That is my dad. He takes no
responsibility for his part of getting
me to this spot. All the abuse, all
the lies, taking me off the meds that

Rationale
Conflict re: relationship with his
father

latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

worked because he didn't want to
spend the money, not allowing me
to continue treatment because he
didn't want to pay, not letting me
live and go to school else where
becayse they needed a slave. He
wants to tell me that God hates
fags. That I'll go to hell and that I
should save my 6 dollars for an
attorney, never once offering to
help. I want people to know him for
who he really is and I hope and
pray you have no mercy for him.
GRC Neg Attitudes Towards Help Seeking
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

All the abuse, all the lies, taking me off
meds that worked because he didn’t
want to spend the money, not allowing
me to continue treatment because he
didn’t want to pay

Latent

Father will not seek his
treatment

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

That is my dad. He takes no
responsibility for his part of getting me
to this spot.

Latent

Conflicted relationship
with father

All the abuse, all the lies, taking me off
meds that worked because he didn’t
want to spend the money, not allowing
me to continue treatment because he
didn’t want to pay

Latent

Blames father for his not
living up to his
responsibility to take care
of him

GRC Relationship with Father
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Appendix F
Latent/Manifest Tables for Dylan Klebold
Four Gender Role Conflicts → SPC
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I see jocks having fun, friends,
women, LIVEZ.

Latent

He feels that jocks have access to
a better lives and women

no girls (friends or girlfriends)

Latent

Girls are for others/jocks

fuckin hate for jocks

Latent

Resentment for their special status
/privileges

jock who treats her like shit

Latent

Thinks jocks get away with things
he does not , special status and the
affection of girls despite their
behavior

I didn’t want to be a jock. I hated the Latent
happiness that they have — & I will
have something in innitely better.

Jocks have access to happiness he
does not

others’ achievements are
tormentations

Other people’s achievements
torment me

Latent

Four Gender Role Conflicts → RE
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

The one who I thought was my true
love, is not. Just a shell of what I
want the most . . . the meanest trick
was played on me a fake love . . .
she in reality doesn’t give a good
fuck about me . . . doesn’t even
know me . . . I have no happiness,
no ambitions, no friends, & no
LOVE!!!

Latent

Unexpressed affection for a girl
and this takes away any chance of
love or happiness, hopeless

funny how I’ve been think- ing
about her over the last few days . . .
giving myself fake realities that

latent

Unexpressed affection for a girl;
experiencing that as formal
rejection and being hated by
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

she, others MIGHT have liked me,
just a bit . . . my [bad?] I have
always been hated, by everyone &
everything, just never aware. . . .
Goodbye all the crushes I’ve ever
had, just shells . . . images, no
truths . . . BUT WHY? YES, you
can read this, why did [illegible
words].
[next to a small picture:] A dark
time, in infinite sadness, I want to
nd love.

Rationale
others.

I want happiness
& be free with my love ... if she
even exists. She probably hates me
I wonder if I’ll ever have a love . . . Latent
my love. got his, I don’t, won’t
ever get mine. Here’s all the people
I’ve loved, or at least liked (or
thought I loved) —all the same
meaning
[A list of 18 blacked-out names,
three with hearts next to them. The
third heart has an “R” inside it.]
is the newest ... the purest (for now)
... seems perfect for me ... I seem
perfect for her. I was delusional and
thought she waved at me the last
day of school. Oh well .

Feels that he will never find a
love the way his named friend
has; he belives he wont ever get
this; these feelings appear
unexpressed

I love her & she loves me.

Unexpressed feelings and hopes
despite his writing he loves her

Latent

I love you that’s all I think about
anymore . . . I know that this
humanity is almost over, that we
will be free. We have proven to fate
that we are the everything of purity
& halcyon, & that we deserve,
need, love, can’t exist without each

Belongs in intimacy
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

other. It’s hard, I think that I might
not be enough, my mind sometimes
gets stuck on its own things, I think
about human things —all I try to do
is imagine the happiness between
us. That is something we cannot
You don’t consciously know who I latent
am (please don’t skip to the back:
read the note as it was written), &
doubtedly unconsciously too. I,
who write this, love you beyond in
nince. I think about you all the
time, how this world would be a
better place if you loved me as I do
you. I know what you’re thinking:
“(some psycho wrote me this
harassing letter)” I hoped we could
have been together . . . you seem a
bit like me. Pensive, quiet, an
observer, not wanting what is o
ered here (school, life, etc.) you
almost seem lonely, like me. You
probably have a boyfriend though,
& might not have given this note
another thought. I have thought you
my true love for a long time now,
but . . . well . . . there was
hesitation. You see I can’t tell if
you think of anyone as I do you, &
if you did who that would be. Fate
put me in need of you, yet this earth
blocked that with uncertainties. I
will go away soon, but I just had to
write this to you, the one I truly
loved. Please, for my sake, don’t
tell anybody about this, as it was
only meant for you. Also, please
don’t feel any guilt about my soonto-be “absence” of this world (it is
solely my decision: no one else’s)
oh . . . the thoughts of us . . . doing
everything together, not necessarily

Expressed love to a girl never
shared.
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

However, if it was true that you
loved me as I do you ... I would nd
a way to

Latent

Unexpressed love to his interest

However, if you are who I hoped
for in my dreams & realities, then
do me a favor: leave a piece of
paper in my locker saying anything
that comes to you. Well, I guess
this is it —goodbye, & I love(d)
you.

Latent

anything, just to be together would
have been pure heaven. I guess it’s
time to tell you who I am. I was in
a class with you 1st semester, &
was blessed with being with you in
a report. I still remember your
laugh. Innocent, beautiful, pure.
This semester I still see you —
rarely. I am entranced
during 5th period, as we both have
it o . To most people, I appear . . .
well . . . almost scary, but that’s
who I appear to be as people are
afraid of what they don’t
understand. I denied who I was for
a long time. Until high school. . . .
anyway, you have noticed me a few
times, I catch every one of these
gazes with an open heart. I think
you know who I am by now

I love her to in nince. I look back
latent
on my awareness journey, see the
parts & sections of my
understanding . . . it’s almost done,
yet it is never done, I love . She is
my soulmate, my [?] all the
imaginative halcyons & pure
existences I have with her (to me)
are almost happiness . . . I just wish
I could call her. . .something blocks

Unexpressed love for girl
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

me from calling her, my human
side is putting up a wall to prevent
me from calling her, like a fear of
“its” truth. BS. I will overcome all
fears, doubts, & zombie-based
thoughts (oxymoron) . . . I will
follow our hearts to the halcyon,
loving her. I love you
so is she. The thing I have
Latent
concluded is that fate will decide
when we should be together.
decided when our existence started,
it should end the same way, with us
unknowing, in limbo. I love you .
Always have, will. The scenarios,
images, pieces of happiness still
come. they always will. I love her
she loves me. I know she is tired of
suffering as I am. It is time. It is
time. I love her the journey, the
endless journey started, it has to
end. We need to be happy to exist
truly. I see her in perfection, the
halcyons. I await endless purity. I
exist as less than nothing without
her. –O. my humanity, –O. I don’t
know if I should call her, or wait
for
to act. Yet, calling her is a state of
humanity.

Expresses his longing for her in
his writing but doesn’t know if he
should ever call or act

Always I feel the [?] happiness
here, thinking of her for brief
moments. That’s how I know the
everything is true.

Feels happy thinking of her /
unexpressed

Latent

Four Gender Role Conflicts → RABBM
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

My best friend ever: the friend who
shared, experimented, laughed, took

Latent

Grieving loss of his friend over
time, describes his first feeling of
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chances with & appreciated me more
than any friend ever did has been
ordained . . . “passed on” . . . in my
book. Ever since 7 (who I wouldn’t
mind killing) has loved him . . . that’s
the only place he’s been with her . . .
if anyone had any idea how sad I am
... I mean we were the TEAM. When
him & I first were friends, well I nally
found someone who was like me: who
appreciated me & shared very
common interests. Ever since 7th
grade, I’ve felt lonely . . . when came
around, I nally felt hap- piness
(sometimes) we did cigars, drinking,
sabotage to houses,

being happy with his friend. May
not express this or seek support
around feelings of grief due to
fearing appearing gay

. my best friend has ditched me
Latent
forever, lost in bettering himself &
having/enjoying/taking for granted his
love.

Feeling rejected “ditched” by a
best freind, suggesting he hasn’t
communicated his feelings of loss
or expereince to his freind of
anyone for support

Eric will be getting further away soon. Latent

Worried about losing his friend,
experiencing rejection

GR ROLE DEV OF SELF → GRDOS
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I wonder how/when I got so
fucked up w my mind

Latent

He refers to himself as fucked up/
flawed

me looking weird & acting shy Latent

He feels unattractive

you would hate me if you
knew who I was. I am a
criminal. I have done things
that almost nobody would
even think about condoning.

Inherently not worthy of love

Latent

GR DEV, RES, VIOL → GRDOO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

trying not to ridicule/make fun Latent
of people

Rationale
Here dylan discusses how he is trying to
make amends by not making fun of
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale
others, suggesting this is part of
behavior pattern

Humans are zombies, they
scratch for acceptance &
greed & kill themselves thru
each other. They will never
learn, or maybe they will, but
wont have the strength to
learn to be aware is not a trait,
it’s a godlike thing.

Latent

Dehumanizng others, perhaps in a way
to distance himself from others in
preparation for hurting them, despite his
conflict about not ridiculing others

Stupid gay nigger humans
think I’m “crazy.”

Latent

Homophobia / self devaluation

Dead people are the best
companions, other than
weapons. —There are more
than 99 ways to die.... & I
thought of them! —If I don’t
like them, than they should
change, or die.
—My black blood & yer
white esh.

Latent

Disregard for others

a similarity between people
and Doom26 zombies.
—Stupid people are here for
my amusement.

Latent

Put down of others, calling them stupid
maybe an effort to subordinate them as
he feels subordinated

GR ROLE DEV BY OTHERS → GRDBO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

nobody accepting me even
though I want to be accepted,
me doing badly & being
intimidated in any & all sports,
me looking weird & acting shy

Latent

Feels unaccepted and alone as a result
of his feeling as though he looks
different

I don’t know why I do wrong
with people (mainly women) —
it’s like they are set out to hate
& ignore me, I never know
what to say or do. is soo fuckin

Latent

Feels that others have decided to
alienate him predetermined, feels
unprepared to manage that
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lucky he has no idea how I
suffer.
like I’m an outcast, & everyone Latent
is conspiring against me . . .
Check it . . . (this isn’t good, but
I need to write, so here....

Feels as though others are against him,
feels isolated

GR ROLE RESTR OF SELF → GRROS)
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

my emotions are gone. So much Latent
past pain at once, my senses are
numbed. The beauty of being
numb.

Can’t feel his own emotions

99/100 chances you probably
think I’m crazy, & want to stay
as far away as possible

Feels unlovable

Latent

Can’t express who he is for fear of
being sanctioned . can’t share private
thoughts / self

I know that I am diff erent, yet I Latent
am afraid to tell the society. The
possible abandonment,
persecution is not something I
want to face, yet it is so
primitive to me. I guess being
yourself means letting people
know about inner thoughts too,
not just opinions & fashions
[illegible word in parentheses]
GR VIOL OF SELF VIOL → GRVOS
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

can get me that gun I hope, I wanna
Latent
use it on a poor SOB. I know ... his
name is vodka, dylan is his name too.
What else can I do/give

Rationale
Wants to hurt himself;
hopelessness/self-destructive

GR VIOL OF OTHERS → GRVOO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

I’ll go on my killing spree against
anyone I want. More crazy . . .
deeper in the spiral, lost highway

latent
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Rationale

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

The little zombie human fags will
know their errors, & be forever
suffering and mournful.

Manifest

Calling fags

We, the gods, will have so much fun
with NBK!! Killing enemies,
blowing up stu , killing cops!! My
wrath for January’s incident will be
godlike. Not to mention our revenge
in the commons. GAWWWD sooo
many people need to die. & now, a
fun look at the past: (science-desk
style) ((You know what I hate???
PEOPLE!! YEAA!!))

Latent

Wants to kill others to appease
wrath

dubbing & laughing at fags

Manifest

Calling fags

repeating, dwelling on the beautiful
past ( & getting drunk) with me,
everyone moves up, I always stayed.
Abandonment. This room sucks
wanna die

GRC → Alcohol/Drinking
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

(partially drunk with a
screwdriver)

Manifest

Beeerr

Manifest

Rationale

DRGS  Intimacy
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I’ll give the phony shit up in a
second want TRUE love . . . I just
want something I can never have....
True true I hate everything, why
can’t I die ... not fair. I want pure
bliss ... to be cuddling with , who I
think I love deeper than ever . . . I
was hollow, thought I was right.
Another form of the Downward

Latent

Feels that love is completely
unattainable to him, thinks he
loves deeper than most-this is not
within his grasp and will never
be; thinks he should die
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Latent

Believes love (romantic) most
valuabe thing and will complete
him

As my love will find me, she feels
Latent
as I do right now, I can feel it, we
will be inseparable. Her & I.
Whether it is or not, I think I’ll find
it (my love). We will be free, to
explore the vast wonders of the
stars. To cascade down everlong
waterfalls, & thru the warmest seas
of pure happiness . . . no limits . . .
no limits. Nothing will stop us.

Feels that happiness is contigent
upon finding a love

Latent

Feels that the love missing from
his life causes his life to be
empty; feels that he will never
find it

Spiral10 . . . deeper & deeper it
goes, to cuddle with her, to be one
w her, to love, just laying there. I
need a girl
I will have a love, someone who is
me in a way. someday . . . possibly
thru this life, maybe another, but it
will happen . . .
Love is more valuable than
anything I know. To love is to enter
a completion of oneself. I hate
those who choose to destroy a love,
who take it for granted. love is
greater than life even. As I look for
love, I feel I can’t find it. Ever. But
something tells me I will, someday.
Somewhere

I want to find a room in the great
hall & stay there w my love forever.
Sadness seems infinite, & the shell
of happiness shines around. Yet the
true despair overcomes in this
lifetime. How tragic for my [?]
dumass shithead I HATE SHIT
motherfuckin goddamn piece of
death thought and nothin FUCK
FUCK FUCK
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Appendix G
Latent/Manifest Tables for Eric Harris
Four Gender Role Constructs → SPC
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Everyone is always making fun of
me because of how I look, how
fucking weak I am and shit, well I
will get you all back, ultimate
fucking revenge here.

Latent

Feels subordinate due to weakness;
wants revenge, a chance to get
back at them, become the strong
one/ powerful

The fact that I have practically no
self-esteem, especially concerning
girls and looks and such.

Latent

Feels subordinate re; his
masculinity and ability to attract
girls

why the fuck can’t I get any? I mean, Latent
I’m nice and considerate and all that
shit, but nooooo. I think I try too
hard. But I kinda need to,

Lamenting not having prowess or
access to girls. Being nice doesn’t
reach his goal

GR ROL DEV OTHERS → GRDOO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I am higher than you people

Latent

Wants to subordinate others /
devalue them, tho he feels
subordinate

I HATE PEOPLE and they better
fucking fear me if they know what’s
good for ’em.

Latent

He feels subordinate in his status
as a boy/man and hates others for
this/wants to punish them

they deserve the hatred, otherwise I
probably wouldn’t hate them

Latent

Devalues others by saying they
deserve his derision

if you think I don’t know what I’m
talking about then you can just
“BUCK DICH” [German: bend over]4
and saugen mein hund [German: suck
my dog]! Isn’t America supposed to be
the land of the free? How come, If I’m
free, I can’t deprive
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GR ROLE DEV BY OTHERS → GRDBO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

You people could have shown more
Latent
respect, treated me better, asked for my
knowledge or guidance more, treated me
more like a senior, and maybe I
wouldn’t have been so ready to tear your
fucking heads o

Not given the respect he thinks
he deserves

Therefore people make fun of me . . .
constantly . . . therefore I get no respect
and therefore I get fucking PISSED.

Latent

Not given the respect he thinks
he deserves / makes him angry

If people would give me more
compliments all of this might still be
avoidable .

Latent

May not consider violent acts if
he was given compliments

Whatever I do people make fun of me,
and sometimes directly to my face.

Latent

Feels targeted by others,
particularly re: his looks and lack
of physical prowess

Fuckers shouldn’t have ripped on me so
much huh

Latent

hate you people for leaving me out of so Latent
many fun things.

Feels left out makes him hate

don’t let the weird looking Eric KID
come along, ooh fucking nooo.

Feels like his looks keep him
isolated

Latent

GR ROLE VIOL OF OTHERS → GRVO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

People that only know stupid facts that
Latent
aren’t important should be shot, what
fucking use are they. NATURAL
SELECTION. Kill all retards, people
with brain fuck ups, drug addicts, people
who can’t

Wants to kill those he deems
not worthy or subordinate,
despite him feeling subordinate

gure out how to use a fucking lighter.
Geeeawd! People spend millions of
dollars on sav- ing the lives of retards,
and why. I don’t buy that shit like “oh,
he’s my son, though!” so the fuck what,

Name calling subordinate ;
retards

Latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

stupid fucking dumbshit from his
possessions if he leaves them sitting in
the front seat of his fucking van out in
plain sight and in the middle of fucking
nowhere on a Frifuckingday night.5
NATURAL SELECTION

Latent

Steals from others; blames them

Fucker should be shot. Same thing with
all those rich snotty toadies at my
school. Fuckers think they are higher
than me and everyone else with all their
$ just because they were born into it?
Ich denk NEIN [German: I think not].
BTW [by the way], “sorry” is just a
word. It doesn’t mean SHIT to me.
Everyone should be put to a test, an
ULTIMATE DOOM test, see who can
survive in an environment using only
‘smarts’ and military skills. Put them in
a Doom world, no authority, no refuge,
no BS copout excuses. If you can’t gure
out the area of a triangle or what
“cation” means, you die! If you can’t
take down a demon with a chainsaw or
kill a hell prince with a shotgun, you
die! Fucking snotty rich fuckheads
[apparently a name] who rely on others
or on sympathy or $ to get them through
life should be put to this challenge. Plus
it would get rid of all the fat, retarded,
crippled, stupid, dumb, ignorant,
worthless people of this world. No one
is worthy of this planet, only me and
who ever I choose, there is just no
respect for anything higher than your
fucking boss or parent. Everyone should

Latent

Has no trouble with others
dying ; name calls others in a
violating way

he ain’t normal, kill him. Put him out of
his misery. He is only a waste of time
and money, then people say “but he is
worth the time, he is human too.” No he
isn’t, if he was then he would swallow a
bullet cause he would realize what a
fucking [illegible] he was.
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Gays. . . . well all gays, ALL gays,
should be killed. Mit keine fragen
[German: without questions]. Lesbians
are fun to watch if they are hot but still,
its not human. It’s a fucking disease.
You don’t see bulls or roosters trying
to fuck, do you? No, I didn’t think so.

Latent

Violating language “fags”

Women, you will always be under men.
It’s been seen throughout nature, males
are almost always doing the dangerous
shit while the women stay back. It’s
your animal instincts, deal with it or
commit suicide, just do it quick. That’s
all for now.

Latent

Violating language of women

“KILL MANKIND” no one should
survive.

Latent

Violating language

All you fuckers should die! DIE! What
the fuck is the point if only some people
see what I am saying, there will always
be ones who don’t, ones that are to
dumb or naïve or ignorant or just plain
retarded. If I can’t pound it into every
single persons head then it is pointless.

Latent

Violating language

If I can wipe a few cities o the map, and
even the fuckhead holding the map, then
great.

Latent

Violating language, wishes
others were dead

I think I will choose to kill and damage
Latent
as much as nature allows me to so take
that, fuck you, and eat napalm + lead!
HA! Only nature can stop me. I know I
could get shot by a cop after only killing
a single person, but hey guess the fuck
WHAT! I chose to kill that one person
so get over it! It’s MY fault! Not my
parents, not my brothers, not my friends,
not my favorite bands, not computer
games, not the media. IT is MINE! Go
shut the fuck up!

Violating language; wishes
others were dead

be shot out into space and only those
people I say should be left behind.
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

like dead hot chicks who were still
bitches, they could have been good
fucks.

Latent

Violating language;

God I want to torch and level everything
in this whole fucking area but bombs of
that size are hard to make, and plus I
would need a fuckin fully loaded A-10
to get every store on Wadsworth and all
the buildings downtown. Heh, imagine
THAT you fuckers, picture half of
Denver on re just from me and Vodka.
Napalm on sides of skyscrapers and car
garages blowing up from exploded gas
tanks. . . . oh man that would be
beautiful.

Latent

Violating language

If I could nuke the world I would,
Latent
because so far I hate you all. There are
probably around 10 people I wouldn’t
want to die, but hey, who ever said life
is fair should be shot like the others, too.

Violating/violent language

Oh well, just as long as I kill a lot of
fucking people

Latent

Violating/violent language

As of this date I have enough explosions Latent
to kill about 100 people, and then if I get
a couple bayonets, swords, axes,
whatever I’ll be able to kill at least 10
more. And that just isn’t enough!

Violating/violent language

maybe I just need to get laid. Maybe
Latent
that’ll just change some shit around.
That’s another thing, I am a fucking dog.
I have fantasies of just taking someone
and fucking them hard and strong.
Someone like where I just pick her up,
take her to my room, tear o her shirt and
pants and just eat her out and fuck her
hard. I love esh .

Wishes to rape/violate women

I want to do that too. I want to tear a
throat out with my own teeth like a pop
can. I want to gut someone with my
hand, to tear a head o and rip out the

Violating/violent language

Latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

heart and lungs from the neck, to stab
someone in the gut, shove it up to their
heart, and yank the fucking blade out of
their rib cage! I want to grab some weak
little freshman and just tear them apart
like a wolf, show them who is god.
Strangle them, squish their head, bite
their temples in the skull, rip o their jaw,
rip o their collar bones, break their arms
in half and twist them around, the lovely
sounds of bones cracking and esh
ripping, ahhh . . . so much to do and so
little chances.

GRC → Racism; Ethnocentrism
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Blacks ARE di erent. Like it or not they are. Manifest
They started out on the bottom so why not
keep em there. It took them centuries to
convince us that they are equal but they still
use their color as an excuse or they just
discriminate us because we are white. Fuck
you, we should ship yer black asses back to
Afrifuckingca were you came from. We
brought you here and we will take you back.
America = white

Racist language

If you recall your history the Nazis came up Manifest
with a “ nal solution” to the Jewish problem.
Kill them all.

Racist language

KEIN MITLEID

Racist language/Nazi
sympathizing

Latent

I am one racist mother fucker too, fuck the
Manifest
niggers and spics and chinks, unless they are
cool, but sometimes they are so fucking
retarded they deserve to be ripped on. Some
people go through life begging to be shot,
and white fucks are just the same.

Using racist language

KKK [swastika drawing] SS [American ag

Racist language/Nazi

Latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

drawing]

Rationale
sympathizing

Heh heh. I’ll have to and a spot for those.
And by the way, this Nazi report13 is
boosting my love of killing even more. Like
the early Nazi government, my brain is like
a sponge, sucking up everything that sounds
cool and leaving out all that is worthless.
That’s how Nazism was formed, and that’s
how I will be too!

Latent

Racist language/Nazi
sympathizing

yes I’m a racist and I don’t mind. Niggs and
spics bring it on to themselves, and another
thing, I am very racist towards white trash
P.O.S.’s [piece of shits]

Manifest

Racist language

I love the Nazis too . . . by the way, I
fucking can’t get enough of the swastika,
the SS, and the iron cross. Hitler and his
head boys fucked up a few times and it cost
them the war, but I love their beliefs and
who they were, what they did, and what
they wanted. I know that form of
government couldn’t have lasted long once
the human equation was brought in, but
damn it, it sure looked good.

Latent

Racist language/Nazi
sympathizing

Nazism (***found on page 16 - not sure if
meant to be longer)

Latent

Racist language/Nazi
sympathizing

weisses eisch! Dein weisses eisch erregt
mich so, Ich bin doch nur ein Gigolo!

Latent

Racist language/Nazi
sympathizing

without any fuckin Jews nding them.

Latent

Racist language/Nazi
sympathizing

MI → Overt Hostility and Aggression)
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I want to do that too. I want to tear a throat
out with my own teeth like a pop can. I
want to gut someone with my hand, to tear
a head o and rip out the heart and lungs
from the neck, to stab someone in the gut,

Latent

Violent language
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shove it up to their heart, and yank the
fucking blade out of their rib cage! I want
to grab some weak little freshman and just
tear them apart like a wolf, show them who
is god. Strangle them, squish their head,
bite their temples in the skull, rip o their
jaw, rip o their collar bones, break their
arms in half and twist them around, the
lovely sounds of bones cracking and esh
ripping, ahhh . . . so much to do and so
little chances.
Taught that ground a thing or 2. I even had Latent
the 2 clips in my pocket while talking to
Vodka’s dad about senior ditch day. God it
felt great ring o that bad boy, and hopefully
I’ll be able to get more than just 4 clips for
it. I dubbed my shotgun “Arlene” after
Arlene Sanders from the DOOM books.
She always did love the shotgun. Vodka’s
OB [?] is looking fucking awesome, all cut
down to the proper lengths. This is a bitch
trying to keep up with homework while
working on my guns, bombs, and lying.

Violent language

DGRS → Power
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

But people (ie, parents, cops, God,
teachers) telling me what to [arrow to “do,
think, say, act”] makes me not want to
fucking do it! That’s why my fucking
name is REB!!! No one is worthy of shit
unless I say they are. I feel like God and I
wish I was, having everyone being
OFFICIALLY lower than me.

Latent

Refers to god like powerswishes had power to
subordinate others

I already know that I am higher than most
anyone in the fucking welt

Latent

Wishes to have power to
subordinate others

I am fucking armed. I feel more con dent,
stronger, more God-like. I have con dence
in my ability to deceive people,
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Appendix H
Latent/Manifest Tables for Kip Kinkel
Restrictive Emotionality
Meaning Unit
Latent or Manifest
Everytime I talk to her, I have a small Manifest
amount of hope. But then she will
tear it right down. It feels like my
heart is breaking.
Oh fuck. I sound so pitiful People
would laugh at this if they read it.

Manifest

Gender Role Devaluation of self GRDOS
Meaning Unit
Latent or Manifest
The only reason I stay alive is
Latent
because of hope. Even though I am
repulsive and few people know
who I am, I still feel that things
might, maybe, just a little bit, get
better.
I am so consumed with hate all of
Latent
the time. Could I ever love anyone?
have feelings, but do I have a heart
that’s not black and full of
animosity?

GRC  Use of alcohol
Meaning Unit
Today of all days, I ask her to help
me. I was shot down. I feel like my
heart has been ripped open and
ripped apart. Right now, I’m drunk,
so I don’t know what the hell is
happening to me.
The thought of you is still racing in
my head. I am too drunk to make
sense.

Rationale
He is expressing an emotion he
feels unable to share/ restricted

knows that expressing his
feelings will result in ridicule

Rationale
although not explicitly

doubting if he is even capable of
love

Latent or Manifest
Manifest

Rationale
expressing the use of alcohol
as a way to cope with difficult
feelings of rejection

Manifest

he as big feelings and is
drinking to manage them

GRC – Neg Attitudes towards Help Seeking
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Meaning Unit
I need help. There is one person that
could help, but she won’t. I need to
find someone else.

Latent or Manifest
Manifest

is clear that no one will help me. Oh
God, I am so close to killing people. So
close.

Manifest

Please Someone, help me. All I want is
something small. Nothing big. I just
want to be happy.

Manifest

Why aren’t I normal? Help me. No one
will. I will kill every last mother
fucking one of you.

Manifest

DGRS Intimacy
Meaning Unit
Latent or Manifest
No, I don’t believe in love at first sight Latent
because love is an evil plot to make
people buy alcohol and firearms.
Whenyou love someone something it is
always taken away from you. I also
would like to add that I hate each and
every one of you. Because everything I
touch turns to shit. I think if you think
you fall in love with someone at rst
sight it might just be lust. Love at rst
sight is only in movies Where the
people in the movies are better than
you. That is why you go to a pone
[pawn] shop and buy an AR-15
because you are going to execute every
last mother fucking one of you. If[pm6]
I had a heart it would be gray.
It is easier to hate than love. Because
there is much more hate and misery in
the world than there is love and peace.
Some people say that you should love
everyone. But that is impos- sible.
Look at our history it is full of death,

latent
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Rationale
He knows he needs help and
has identified a love interest
to get it from but feels that
because she does not return
his love, he has no one else to
ask
he knows he needs help but
must feel that it can’t be
expressed to anyone (also
related to RE)
He wishes for help re: being
happy but cannot express it
(also related to RE)

he knows he needs help and
does not know how to get it
and this fills him with rage

Rationale
conflated love and hate and
violence- he suggests that it is
love and the guaranteed
subsequent rejection that
causes one to get an assault
rifle / intimacy or love feels
not just unattainable, but not
even real

again, intimacy or love is
conflated here with hate and
violence, even suggesting hate
is more accessible than love

Meaning Unit
depression, rape, wars and diseases. I
also do not believe in love at first sight.
But I do believe in hate at first sight.
Therefore love is a much harder feeling
to experience.

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I really wouldn’t know how to answer
this question because my cold black
heart has never and never will
experience true love. I can tell you one
about love. It does more harm than
good.

Latent

again, he is feeling that his is
incapable of love and
intimacy, thinking that love, o
r maybe the hope of love, is
actually harmful
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Appendix I
Latent/Manifest Tables for Elliott Rodger
Four Gender Role Constructs → SPC
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Because of my father’s acquisition of a
new girlfriend, my little mind got the
impression that my father was a man
that women found attractive, as he was
able to find a new girlfriend in such a
short period of time from divorcing my
mother. I subconsciously held him in
higher regard because of this. It is very
interesting how this phenomenon
works... that males who can easily find
female mates garner more respect from
their fellow men, even children. How
ironic is it that my father, one of those
men who could easily find a girlfriend,
has a son who would struggle all his life
to find a girlfriend.

Latent

Regarded his father more
due to status ; easily find
mates are superior

Riley would grow up to get lots of girls,
and I would grow up to be rejected by
girls.

Latent

Always competing for
girls

Jealousy and envy... those are two
feelings that would dominate my entire
life and bring me immense pain. The
feelings of jealousy I felt at nine-yearsold were frustrating, but they were
nothing compared to how I would feel
once I hit puberty and have to watch
girls choosing other boys over me

Manifest

Very aware of his
jealousy of others

I realized that there were hierarchies,
Manifest
that some people were better than others.
Of course I was subconsciously aware of
this in the past, but it was at this time of
my life – at nine years old – that I
started to give it a lot of thought and
importance.

Became Aware of
hierarchy at 9 years old ;
started to worry about it -

I started to see this at school. At school,
there were always the “cool kids” who

Cool kids had better lives

latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Life is a competition and a struggle, and
I was slowly starting to realize it.

Latent

Feeling the weight of
competition

I envied the cool kids, and I wanted to
be one of them. I was a bit frustrated at
my parents for not shaping me into one
of these kids in the past.

Latent

Not a cool kid

I then started to notice that all of the
cool kids were interested in
skateboarding. I had never even ridden
on a skateboard before, but if I wanted
to be cool, I had to become a
skateboarder.

Latent

Had to do certain things to
be considered cool

I was now a skateboarder, though not
yet good enough to reveal myself as one
to the kids at school. This was the start
of an obsession to copy everything the
supposed “cool kids” were doing.

Latent

Desperately trying to
become cool

I took a vow to mold myself into the
coolest kid I could possibly be by the
time Fifth grade began. I anticipated the
approval the other cool kids would have
of me once I reveal myself as being
similar to them, and I looked forward to
it.

Latent

Purposefully abdicating
self to copy cool kidswanted to reap rewards of
this

I considered myself to be very “cool” by
now. I had gotten better at
skateboarding, I had blonde hair, and I
dressed like a skateboarder. I felt great

latent

Looking for approval after
changing appearance

seemed to be more admirable than
everyone else. The way they looked,
dressed, and acted made them... cooler.
These “cool kids” as I called them,
included Keaton Webber, Matt Bordier,
Michael Ray, Trevor Bourget, Zalman
Katz, John Jo Glen, and a few more.
They were cool, they were popular, and
they always seemed like they were
having a good time.
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

James had become really interested in
skateboarding too, or so I believed. I
was always better at it than him though,
and I liked it that way.

Manifest

Glad to be better than his
friend

When I returned to school after the
winter break, I noticed that all the cool
kids had another interest: Hacky
sacking. It was a simple sport consisting
of kicking a bean-sack into the air as
many times as you can without it
landing on the floor. They all had hacky
sacks, and they would spend recess and
lunch kicking them with each other,
since skateboarding wasn’t allowed on
school grounds. I didn’t have a hacky
sack, and I decided that I needed to do
something about that

Latent

Changes interest to match
what others are doing

I never really became good friends with
the so-called “cool kids”. I would see
them more as competitors than friends.
During recess and lunch, I mainly
played with Philip and his little clique
which consisted of Addison Altendorf,
Kevin, and T.J Tassone.

Manifest

He formally finds himself
in competition with others

he would later go to the same middle
school as me, where he would become
an object of my extreme jealousy and
hatred. Looking back, I can’t believe I
actually played with him as a friend in
my father’s neighborhood.

Manifest

Friends became enemies,
enemies are worthy of
hatred

My life at school was starting to become
mediocre again, and I became frustrated
with my struggle to be cool. I didn’t
have a regular group of friends who I
always played with. I was like a nomad,

latent

Not meeting goal of being
cool, causing struggle and
movement between
groups

anticipation for what the cool kids
would think of me once they saw my
transformation.
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

At this point, I just chose to sit
anywhere, and I ended up sitting next to
John Jo Glen. Matt Bordier and Danny
Dayani also sat at our table. These were
kids who I regarded as cool, so I was
content with sitting with them.

Latent

Finally sitting with cool
kids

Despite my struggles to be regarded as
“cool” and my obsession with attaining
such recognition

Manifest

He is aware of his
obsession to be coolwhich he considers
superior

moving from group to group and trying
to fit in with each one, but never fully
integrating. I feared that the cool kids
didn’t regard me as one of them, and
even Philip’s clique never considered
me one of their core

... but that group was given a tent to
Manifest
sleep in. I was appalled by how drab and
uncomfortable the tents looked. I wanted
a cabin. So I went to my teacher and
asked to be transferred to a group that
was sleeping in a cabin. She placed me
in a group of some cool skateboarder
kids, including Michael, Sam, Trevor,
Matt, and Stephen. I felt a sense of pride
to be part of this group.

Considered it shaming to
be in something to be
considered poor

All of those boys probably lost their
virginity by sixteen. Damn them.

Latent

Considered himself
inferior to boys who have
lost their virginity

It was interesting to have Trevor and
Latent
Matt over. I never thought I would have
playdates with them. Matt was one of
the coolest kids in the school; he was a
skateboarder and a baseball player who
seemed to garner respect from everyone.
I envied him during Elementary School
even when we were friends, and I would
deeply envy and hate him later on in life,
when I find out how much success he
would have with girls.

His envy turned to hatred
when he saw this boy
have success with girls
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Life will become a bitter and unfair
struggle for self-worth, all because girls
will choose some boys over others.

Manifest

Fully aware of his
decreased access to girls
and this is painful to him

Bordier will go on to live a life of
pleasure. Girls will throw themselves at
him. And I will go on to be rejected and
humiliated by girls.

Manifest

Equates a happy life with
access to girls

I had been trying very hard to get better Latent
at skateboarding, but when I saw that
there were boys a lot younger than me
who could do more tricks, I realized that
I sucked. I was never good at sports or
any physical activity, and when I
discovered skateboarding, I thought that
finally here was a sport that I could
excel in and even became a professional
at. It crushed me a little inside to see that
I was a failure at skateboarding after
more than a year of practicing it. I could
never master the kickflip or heelflip. All
I could do was the ollie jump and ride
down a few ramps. I saw eight-year-old
boys at the skatepark who could do a
kickflip with ease, and it made me so
angry. Why did I fail at everything I
tried? I asked myself. My dreams of
becoming a professional skateboarder
were over. I felt so defeated.

Has distorted sense of
what being good will
bring him

There were the skateboarder kids, such
Manifest
as Vinny Maggio, Ashton Moio, Darrel,
Wes, and Alex Dib. And then there were
the boys who were popular with girls,
including Vincent, Robert Morgan, and
Oren Aks. They all seemed so confident
and aggressive. I felt so intimidated by
them, and I hated them for it. I hated
them so much, but I had to increase my
standing with them. I wanted to be
friends with them.

Clearly conflicted about
wanting to be closer
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I still felt envy towards Robert for being
able to attract the attention of all the
popular girls. What was so special about
Robert Morgan? I constantly asked
myself.

Manifest

Why robert attract girls
and not him

But the polite, kind gentleman doesn’t
Manifest
win in the real world. The girls don’t
flock to the gentlemen. They flock to the
alpha male. They flock to the boys who
appear to have the most power and
status. And it was a ruthless struggle to
reach such a height.

Alpha goals win the most
; feels unattainable and
that he has failed

My whole world had changed. The
“cool” thing to do now was to be
popular with girls. I didn’t know how to
go about doing that. Skateboarding, I
was able to do... dressing well, that was
simple... But attracting attention from
girls? How in the blazes was I going to
do that? I didn’t even understand what
was so special about it either, but
everyone seemed to place so much
importance on it. This made me even
more shy, and I became known as the
“shy new kid.”

Feels he needs to do
somehting he is not
capable of

Manifest

Once again, I used skateboarding as a
Latent
way to increase my standing, telling the
skateboarder kids that I knew how to
skateboard and that I could do some
tricks. This got them to treat me more
cordially. I even talked to Robert
Morgan a few times, who I hated and yet
subconsciously revered for being so
popular. Whenever a so-called popular
kid would say a word to me or give me a
high five, I felt immense satisfaction

Tried to use sports for
approval

All of the pretty girls had a peculiar
latent
habit of hugging boys they knew as a
form of greeting, and some of them
hugged me. I didn’t understand why, but
it felt like the best feeling ever. I was

Affection from girls is a
reward
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

but I felt bitter at the fact that I wasn’t
able to truly hang out with them like the
popular boys were doing

Manifest

Denied what popular boys
had access to ; bitter

I became vehemently obsessed with
proving to Connor and everyone else
that I wasn’t poor.

Manifest

Obsessed with showing
others he wasn’t poor and

I found his apartment to be very dingy,
but I had so much fun that I didn’t even
care

Latent

Obsessed with material as
it represents for success

one hundred-times more satisfied from
getting a hug from a pretty girl than
getting a high five from a popular boy. It
was a new experience that enraptured
every fiber of my being.

I hated Oren so much when I saw him
Manifest
with her. It made me feel so inferior...
that this girl was mean to me and yet she
liked Oren.

Explicitly feeling inferior
due to not giving

I was jealous that Jonny Noone, an
obnoxious Mexican kid, immediately
became popular with the skateboarders
because of his cocky attitude.

Latent

Feels inferior boys should
not become popular

I would start getting jealous of all the
young couples or groups of boys and
girls who go to the movies together

Manifest

Becoming aware he is not
included in these activities
other peers have access to

I was secretly jealous, even though I
insisted to everyone that I was no longer
interested in skateboarding.

Manifest

Was jealous of others
doing better at him

I would gradually develop a great envy
towards him. Another one was Lucky
Radley, the black kid I played with in
father’s neighborhood. He transferred to
Pinecrest during that very year, and he
immediately became popular with the
pretty girls of his grade. I hated him for
it.

Manifest

Hates boys who have
access to girls; something
he cannot do
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

An apartment! I had never lived in an
Manifest
apartment before, and I always thought
of apartments as being poor and lowclass. I would be embarrassed to admit it
to anyone.

Sees poor as inferior;
money equals power

and I was a bit embarrassed to show
that I lived in an apartment, so I stopped
seeing any friends

Manifest

Sees poor as inferior,
money equals power

Finally having something to brag about,
I told everyone at school the next day
that I went to the premiere because my
mother is friends with George Lucas.
The problem was that most Eighth
Graders thought of Star Wars as being a
“nerdy” interest, and they didn’t really
care. I was left frustrated and
disappointed by their reaction.

Latent

Does not see hoped for
response of being envied

I was intimidated by all the huge high
school boys, and I cried in the car for a
few minutes

Manifest

Scared of boys bigger and
strong than he

Because I failed to become good at
skateboarding, I developed a hatred for
the sport, and whenever someone called
me a skateboarder, it reminded me of
my failure and I got very angry.

Latent

Hates anything that
reminds him of failure

I felt depressed because I wanted sex,
yet I felt unworthy of it. I didn’t think I
was ever going to experience sex in
reality, and I was right.

Manifest

Felt undeserving of sex as
he knew his status among
men; not given access

I was finally interested in girls, but there
was no way I could ever get them.

Manifest

Could not access girls ;
not popular or cool
enough

The boys in my grade talked about sex a manifest
lot. Some of them even told me that they
had sex with their girlfriends. This was
the most devastating and traumatizing
thing I’ve ever heard in my life. Boys
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Loses to boys who have
sex with girls; considers
this a trauma

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

The very last day of Ninth Grade was
the worst. I was having P.E. at the gym,
and one of my obnoxious classmates
named Jesse was bragging about having
sex with his girlfriend. I defiantly told
him that I didn’t believe him, so he
played a voice recording of what
sounded like him and his girlfriend
having sex. I could hear a girl saying his
name over and over again while she
panted franticly. He grinned at me
smugly. I felt so inferior to him, and I
hated him. It was at that moment that I
was called to the office. When I got
there, my mother was waiting for me to
take me home. I cried heavily as I told
her about what happened earlier. That
was the last day I ever set foot in Crespi
Carmelite High School.

Manifest

Detailing how he fees
inferior to boys who hae
sex with girls; caused him
to leave teh school

He kept talking about how he will
become very rich from it, and I fostered
a hope that he would become rich. How
naïve I was... the movie would only
bankrupt him in the future.

Manifest

Feels money equals
success and makes one
more attractive to women

having sex at my age of Fourteen? I
couldn’t fathom it. How is it that they
were able to have such intimate and
pleasurable experiences with girls while
I could only fantasize about it?

He was tall, good looking, blondeManifest
haired, and a skateboarder; the type of
person I’ve always envied and wanted to
be.

Feels inferior

though I had to suffer the presence of
Leo and deal with my jealousy of him

Struggled with feelings
with inferiority

Manifest

I had the dreaded suspicion that he had
already had sex with her, and I tried not
to think about it. I was deeply jealous,
but for the sake of our past friendship
and the good times we had together in
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

a lower-class area. I hated telling people
that my mother lived in Canoga Park. It
was highly embarrassing for me.

Manifest

Ashamed to be perceived
as poor

I bet I was the first kid at that school
who has done such prestigious things.

Manifest

Trying to feel / be
superior

the past, I hid that envy well enough.

In the Spring, something horrible
Manifest
happened that will haunt me forever. We
met up with the Bubenheims at the
Sagebrush Cantina in Calabasas, and a
friend of Pollina’s was there with them,
named Nicole, a girl around my age. She
sat next to Leo the whole time, and by
the end of the dinner, the two of them
were making out. Twelve-year-old Leo
was making out with a girl who was
almost my age. Not only does Leo have
a better social life, but now he was
making out with girls, AT AGE
TWELVE! They made out for a long
time, and I could see them tongue kiss.
They knew I was watching with envy,
and they still did it. I bet that lucky
bastard took great satisfaction from my
envy. There I was, watching a boy four
years younger than me experience
everything I’ve longed for... to kiss a
girl... to be worthy of a girl’s attraction.
On that day, I developed a vicious
hatred for Leo that will never go away.

Inspired to hatred for boys
who have access to
physical access to

I felt like I would never have a life as
Manifest
good as theirs. I told everyone that I
wanted to commit suicide. Father,
Soumaya, Alex, and Karina talked to me
for three hours to cheer me up.

Not achieving this life
makes him want to not go
on

I sank into a major depression. My
feelings of inferiority were intensified
by the recent events with the
Bubenheims. The Bubenheims were
family friends... but now they

His sense of inferiority
causes mental health
problems

manifest
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I compared myself to other teenagers
and became very angry that they were
able to experience all of the things I’ve
desired, while I was left out of it

Manifest

Falls short in comparisons
to other kids

Where’s the justice? I thought. Why
couldn’t I have been born into that life?
I envied Max so much. His life must
have been heaven on earth. Despite my
envy of Max, I couldn’t hate him, at
least at that time.

Manifest

Envies his brother’s life

I began to have fantasies of becoming
very powerful and stopping everyone
from having sex. I wanted to take their
sex away from them, just like they took
it away from me. I saw sex as an evil
and barbaric act, all because I was
unable to have it. This was the major
turning point. My anger made me
stronger inside. This was when I formed
my ideas that sex should be outlawed. It
is the only way to make the world a fair
and just place. If I can’t have it, I will
destroy it. That’s the conclusion I came
to, right then and there.

Manifest

If he can’t have sex, no
one can.. Imagines power
as a way to resolve the
problem of no access to
sex

represented the very thing that destroyed
my whole life and took away my
happiness.

the more older I grew, the more I
Manifest
realized how important money was, and
the more obsessed I would become
about getting rich. This obsession, which
was barely taking root at the time,
sparked a long relationship the Lottery
that would only end in disappointment
and despair.

Explicitly connects money
to power adn success

While staying at the beach house, I
invited Philip and Addison over to hang
out, as they were always in Malibu
together. They came to pick me up, and
while I was in the car with them,

Difficult for him to hear
about success of his
friend/ reminds him of his
failure

latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Addison kept talking about how
successful he has been at mingling with
the popular kids at Malibu High School.
He kept talking about all of the parties
he’s been to, and all of the pretty girls he
has met. I couldn’t believe what I was
hearing.
I checked Addison’s Facebook profile
Manifest
with one of my stalking accounts, and I
saw that he went to a huge New Year’s
party at a mansion with his popular
Malibu friends. He took lots of pictures
of himself posing with various girls. I
hated him so much when I saw that. The
level of hatred I felt was unreal. He was
doing everything I wanted to do! Why
him and not me? I cursed at the world.
What was seen can never be unseen, and
I will never forget it, nor will I forgive
it.

Enraged that his friend
had access to girls and
parties and he does not..
This is a personal affront
to him

I kept thinking about Leo Bubenheim,
and how he kissed that girl Nicole at the
Sagebrush Cantina when he was only
twelve. Twelve! He was able to have an
intimate experience with a girl when he
was only twelve; and there I was at
eighteen, still a kissless virgin. My envy
of Leo became an obsession. I kept
asking my sister for information about
him, but she refused to tell me anything.
I frightfully wondered if he had lost his
virginity already, and he most likely
had. He was a popular kid, and girls
desired him. Leo was happily living his
heavenly life with the knowledge that
he’s worth something to the world,
while I had to wallow in my misery and
loneliness.

Obsessive thoughts about
the sexual experiences of
other boys and envy

Manifest

Every day I had to see this, and my envy manifest
grew and grew. I constantly glared at
them with raw hatred. What did I do
wrong that he did right? I yelled out to
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Knows that envy is
overtaking him

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Manifest

Devastated by what he
considers his diminished
status

the universe on the way home. Why
does he deserve the love of a beautiful
girl, and not me? Why do girls hate me
so? Questions and questions. All I could
do was question why I was suffering so
much injustice in life.
My struggle against a society that looks
down upon me... against the female
gender for denying me sex and love.
Addison Altendorf’s hurtful words kept
haunting me all throughout the summer.
I saw my future and I saw only more
bleak loneliness. I will never have sex. I
will never have love. Girls deem me
unworthy of it, I thought to myself over
and over again. I cried every day when I
imagined how much fun and pleasure
other teenagers were having as I
languished in despair.

She probably only smiled out of
Manifest
politeness. She would never go for me.
And what is the point to life if I can’t
have a girl of such beauty? Some men
get to have beautiful girlfriends like that,
and some don’t. I am among those who
are denied such a pleasure, and that is
why I hate life.

I had a crush on a really pretty girl, only
to find out that she had a boyfriend, and
in my psychology class there was this
group of popular kids who acted
obnoxious the whole time. One of them
was a very pretty blonde girl, and she
actually enjoyed associating with the
obnoxious boys in her clique. The
injustice! I hated them all. Everyone
treated me like I was invisible. No one
reached out to me, no one knew I
existed. I was a ghost. It was agony, but
I couldn’t drop all of my classes...
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Other men have access to
girls and he does not

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Manifest

Deep envy for those better
at sports than he

I proclaimed how I wanted to be a
millionaire, so I could live a luxurious
life and finally be able to attract the
beautiful girls I covet so much. I wished
to make up for the years of youth that I
wasted in bleak loneliness, and by doing
so I
would get revenge on everyone who
thought they were better than me, just by
becoming better than them through the
accumulation of wealth
I was also frustrated at how James was
so much physically stronger than I was,
and how he was so much more skilled at
karate than me. During sparring
sessions, the deep anger inside me that
had accumulated over a life of pain and
injustice would sometimes come out,
and I used my anger to give me an
advantage when I sparred with James
and the other students. The karate
teachers didn’t like this, and I was
criticized. I found the anger to be quite
euphoric when I used it to fight, and I
enjoyed it in a bittersweet way.

I became more enraged with each
Latent
second I had to suffer through this. The
girls treated me like I was invisible, but
they all paid attention to Julian. What
made it even worse was that Julian was
a year younger than me, and he acted
like an obnoxious prick, but the girls
liked it! The more enraged I became, the
more wine I drank. James was probably
worried about how angry I was getting,
and he tried to strike up random
conversations with me to distract me
from Julian. It was very hard to help
myself from getting up and dumping my
wine all over Julian’s stupid head.
Perhaps I would have... if the birthday
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Envious of girls paying
attention to friend; uses
wine to manage emotions

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Latent

Angry and envious that
friend is texting girls

cake wasn’t presented so early.
Everyone stood up to sing happy
birthday to Rob, and then the meal was
over. Some of the guests left, and James
and I switched to a different table. By
the time the party was over, I had
consumed eight glasses of that 1985
wine. I was underage, but no one
seemed to notice me drinking. I was
literally stumbling out of the restaurant.
He kept showing us pictures of his
supposed texting conversations with
girls. James didn’t seem to mind it, to
my outraged surprise. I, on the other
hand, could barely tolerate the insolent
little worm.

I was desperate to have the life I know I Manifest
deserve; a life of being wanted by
attractive girls, a life of sex and love.
Other men are able to have such a life...
so why not me? I deserve it! I am
magnificent, no matter how much the
world treated me otherwise. I am
destined for great things.

Explicit Envy of other
men who he thinks has
access to sex and love

other boys my age lived their happy
lives of pleasure and sex. I can never
forgive such an injustice, and it was my
bid to overcompensate for it in the
future.

Manifest

Explicitly states how he
overcompensated due to
being denied pleasure and
sex

I am an intelligent gentleman, and I
manifest
deserve the love of girls more than the
other obnoxious boys of my age, and yet
they get girls and I don’t. That is a crime
that can never be forgotten, nor can it be
forgiven. I always
wanted to exact my revenge on
humanity for forcing me to live such a
life, but I’ve also always had the hope
that if I can do things in life to make up
for all my suffering, then that in itself
would be a form of peaceful revenge.

Feels that he deserves
girls more than other boys
; comp; wants to punish
for revenge
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I was annoyed at how tall and attractive
he was, though I didn’t show it.

Latent

Competitive re: others
attractiveness

They all looked at me weirdly and said
that they had lost their virginity long
ago. I felt so inferior, as it reminded me
of how much I have missed out in life.

Manifest

Inferiority due to other
having sex and not him

They somehow knew all of the pretty
girls in the class, and it broke my heart
to watch them chat up the girls. How
could I compete with those popular
kids? I hated them so much. I’ve wanted
to be like them all my life, ever since
elementary school, but they never
accepted me. They have caused my life
to be a living hell for so long.

Manifest

Explicitly states cannot
compete with other boys
and this causes his
suffering

I saw a young couple sitting a few
tables down the row. The sight of them
enraged me to no end, especially
because it was a dark-skinned Mexican
guy dating a hot blonde white girl. I
regarded it as a great insult to my
dignity. How could an inferior Mexican
guy be able to date a white blonde girl,
while I was still suffering as a lonely
virgin? I was ashamed to be in such an
inferior position in front my father.
When I saw the two of them kissing, I
could barely contain my rage. I stood up
in anger, and I was about to walk up to
them and pour my glass of soda all over
their heads. I probably would have, if
father wasn’t there. I was seething with
envious rage, and my father was there to
watch it all. It was so humiliating. I
wasn’t the son I wanted to present to my
father. I should be the one with the hot
blonde girl, making my father proud.
Instead, my father had to watch me
suffer in a pathetic position. Life is so
cruel to me. When I said my farewell to

manifest

Explicit statement re:
inferiority of others and
rage caused by perception
he is beat by them
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

he was still the winner. He was going
home to have passionate heavenly sex
with his beautiful girlfriend, and I was
going home to my lonely room to sleep
alone in my lonely bed. I had never felt
so miserable and mistreated in my life. I
cursed the world for condemning me to
such suffering.

Manifest

World divided into
winning and losing

One day I’ll show him how superior I
am.

Manifest

Wishes to demonstrate
superiority

How could such an ugly animal have
had sexual experiences with girls, and
yet I haven’t? What was wrong with this
world? I got so angry that I went to my
room and punched the wall. They heard
me and started laughing. It was almost a
repeat of what I experienced with that
black boy named Chance in the old
apartment, except this time it was worse
because these were my housemates for
the year!

Latent

Enraged others he
considers uglier have
sexual experiences with
girls

father before he drove home, I felt
absolutely miserable. I then went back to
my room and sulked for hours

The ugly pig kept acting as if girls
Manifest
thought he was more attractive than me.
Hah! I am a beautiful, magnificent
gentleman and he is a low- class, pigfaced thug. I had enough of his cocksure
attitude, and I started to call him exactly
what he was. I tried to insult him as
much as I could, telling him how
superior I am to him, and saying that he
was low- class. He tried to attack me,
but Ryan, being the more mellow of the
two, held him back. A pity, I was itching
for a chance to hurt that obnoxious little
animal. Though I suppose it was for the
best... My life was too important to risk
doing anything rash.
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Expressing superiority

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I continued to pester her to get married
so that I can be part of an upper class
family and enjoy all the benefits that
would come with that, but she always
refused,

Manifest

Explicitly suggests

I still felt like an outcast, even though I
had a friend with me; and I still felt
inferior compared to all of those guys
who walked around with beautiful girls.

Manifest

Explicit expression of
inferiority / competition
with other boys

It was that pathetic feeling of not having
a hot girlfriend on my arm while some
other boys in the theatre did. What I
truly wanted... what I truly NEEDED,
was a girlfriend. I needed a girl’s love. I
needed to feel worthy as a male. For so
long I have felt worthless, and it’s all
girls’ fault. No girl wanted to be my
girlfriend.

Manifest

Explicit expression of less
worth because girls not
interested in him

and I spent them on $200 dollar designer Manifest
Jeans. When I wore these to school, I
saw that I was wearing better Jeans than
most other guys, and that made me have
a slightly higher sense of self-worth. I
also bought a few more shirts, and a pair
of new Hugo Boss sneakers.

Explicit expression that a
more expensive shirt
makes him more
powerful, successful

And then I saw her hunk of a boyfriend. Manifest
My entire being was filled with anguish
and despair. I could only imagine how
amazing and pleasurable that guy’s life
was. They were older than me –
probably mid-twenties – and I thought
with desperate hope that when I’m that
man’s age I would be worthy enough to
have such a girlfriend by my side, to
shop with her at that same shopping mall
in heavenly bliss. My life was a life of
starvation and yearning.

Directly experiences this
other man as superior,
causing distress

I kept feeling weak with inferiority as I
watched this tall, handsome blonde jock

Expressing his feelings of
inferiority w other men

manifest
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

constantly sit and talk with two beautiful
girls. There was no way that I couldn’t
watch it;

due to the beautiful girls
w them

The envy, rage, and feeling of inferiority Manifest
I felt almost made me explode with rage
right there at the party, but instead I
went to the bathroom and vented to
myself in the mirror of how much I hate
Vincent and wanted to kill him.

Expressing explicit
inferiority - makes him
want to kill other man

A man wearing shorts and a T-shirt
would be seen as superior to me if he
walks into a store with a beautiful girl
on his arm and I walk in all alone.

Expresses that other men
would be superior

Manifest

I was now armed. Who’s the alpha male Latent
now, bitches?

Feels more powerful now
armed

Indeed, a beautiful environment is the
darkest hell if you have to experience it
all alone, while other men get to enjoy
the company of women.

Competing with other
men for company of
women

Latent

My sister even showed me a picture of
latent
one of his ex-girlfriends, a pretty
brunette white girl. My hatred towards
him only intensified after that. I refused
to speak to him whenever he came over,
and I constantly pestered my mother to
ban him from the house, but she refused
to heed my demands. Even worse, she
constantly talked about him admiringly.
He reminded me of Leo Bubenheim, a
typical obnoxious boy who has been
able to experience a great sex life from a
young age. An enemy had now
infiltrated the household of my mother,
the one place in the whole world where
I’ve always sought refuge from
159

Becomes enemy with boy
who had attractive
girlfriend

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I saw other boys who had inferior cars
driving around with hot girls in their
passenger seats. I have a BMW and
never had any hot girl in my passenger
seat. Not once. It only made me fume
with rage. Santa Barbara was such a
beautiful town,

Manifest

Explicitly competing with
other boys and men w
cars; angry he does not
get anticipated reward

All of them must have had thoughts of
admiration towards the couple, and
thoughts of contempt towards me
because I was all alone and unwanted. I
have lived such an unnatural life, devoid
of love, sex, and pleasure. Watching
sunsets was one of the few joys I had
left, and now that too was taken from
me. How can I enjoy a sunset anymore,
knowing that other men get to enjoy
them with their beautiful girlfriends at
their side? There was no more life for
me to live.

Latent

Cannot enjoy life’s
pleasure after losing to
other boys in the
competition for girls

Then we shall see who the superior one
really is!

Latent

Continues to strive for
superiority

injustice. Things were getting too out of
hand.

Every single time I’ve seen a guy walk
Latent
around with his beautiful girlfriend, I’ve
always wanted to kill them both in the
most painful way possible. They deserve
it. They must be punished. The males
deserve to be punished for living a better
and more pleasurable life than me, and
the females deserve to be punished for
giving that pleasurable life to those
males instead of me. On the Day of
Retribution, I will finally be able to
punish them ALL.
Sex is by far the most evil concept in
existence. The fact that life itself exists
through sex just proves that life is
flawed. The act of sex gives human
160

Wishes to punish men adn
women for being denied
what other men have

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

beings a tremendous amount of pleasure.
Pleasure they don’t deserve. No one
deserves to experience so much
pleasure, especially since some humans
get to experience it while some are
denied it. When a man has sex with a
beautiful woman, he probably feels like
he is in heaven. But the world is not
supposed to be heaven. For some
humans to actually be able to feel such
heights of heavenly pleasure is selfish
and hedonistic.

Four Gender Role Constructs → RE
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Of course, I would hide the tears to
avoid embarrassment at school, but I
would feel miserable for that whole
day.

Latent

Avoided expressing sadness to
avoid shame

The thought of going to High School
sent a shiver through me. I put it in the
back of my mind to deal with later.

Latent

Did not express his emotions of
fear; did not elicit support

Four Gender Role Constructs → RABBM
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

at the age of nine my jealous nature
sprung to the surface. During
playdates with James, sometimes he
would have other friends over as well,
and I would feel very jealous and
upset when he paid more attention to
them. Feeling left out, I would find a
quiet corner and start crying.

Latent

Relationships with boys were
restricted by his sense of
competition with them

I got a bit jealous, however, when
Philip and Jeffrey seemed to respect
and pay more attention to James than
they did to me. When we were playing
on my Nintendo 64 and I was
competing against James, they rooted
for James, which really upset me.

Latent

Wishes for his friends to pick
him

I thought such a thing was very lame Latent
and girly, but we used them to fuel our
imagination and have mock battles and
wars with each other. It was our secret
hobby that we told no one about.

Group of boys collectively
hides their activity due to being
girly

I began to get a bit depressed over the Latent
fact that the good times I had with my
main group of friends was fading
away. I started to walk to Planet Cyber
alone just to reminisce such times.
Sometimes I would stay there for
hours into the night. I never thought I
would get bored of the highly
entertaining games there, but after
playing them so much on my own, I
was surprised that I was getting a bit
bored. Good times always come to an
end, and I always had a hard time
accepting this fact.

He struggled with loss of his
friends and experienced this as
personal rejection / causes
depression

I had so many good times with my
friends there. And to move out of it at
the very time that I stopped seeing

Saddened and depressed due
loss of male friends

Latent
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Latent

Would not ride with father on
motorcycle - embarrassed

those friends... it was quite emotional.
I cried on our last day there.

He kept insisting that he take me on
the motorcycle whenever we went out,
instead of going in the car. This would
be too embarrassing for me, and I
adamantly refused to ever go on the
motorcycle.

Once I had calmed down, the two of
Latent
us had a long conversation in his
room, and I ended up crying in front of
him as I explained how hopeless I felt
about life. Soon after that, I left his
house, never to return there again. He
will never invite me over after that
incident, and our friendship will
slowly fade to dust.

Feels his relationship with this
boy ruined after expressing his
emotions

James still played WoW, and the two
latent
of us played together online for a few
days, but he treated me very coldly the
whole time. I could tell that the kind of
friendship we had for so many years
no longer existed. That last incident in
the Palisades stabbed our friendship
deeply, and it was in the process of
bleeding away. At the time, I felt
offended by his attitude towards me,
so I called him out on it. This sparked
a long argument between us that
resulted in James refusing to talk to
me online anymore. A few days after
that, I deactivated my account again.

Distressed by end of
relationship with his friend/
causes him to deactivate his
video game account

The one person who has been my
friend through all of my hardship
didn’t even want to speak to me during
Thanksgiving. I tried to ask him why
he was overreacting about an
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

argument we had two months
previously, but he just glared at me
coldly and told me to “keep my
proximity”. I was highly offended.
It was the ultimate betrayal. I thought
he was the one friend I had in the
whole world who truly understood me,
who truly understood my views and
the reasons why I thought the way I
did about the world. I confided
everything to him, because I thought
we were on the same page. To be
betrayed in such a manner wounded
me deeply, though I never admitted it
to anyone.
James was no longer my friend. It
would have been extremely awkward
to be there while James is there,
knowing that the two of us, who used
to be old friends since first grade,
would be avoiding each other. It
would be a foul and bitter experience,
and I had already gone through enough
anguish in the last few months.
worthy of being discussed with James
Ellis, if only he were still my friend.

GR ROLE DEV OF SELF → GRDOS
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I was still quite the outcast, as I always
will be.

Latent

Considers himself an outcast

I had been trying very hard to get better
at skateboarding, but when I saw that
there were boys a lot younger than me
who could do more tricks, I realized that
I sucked. I was never good at sports or
any physical activity, and when I

latent

Puts self down due to not
excelling at skateboarding;
calls himself a total failure
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I always felt like a loser compared to
them, and I hated them for it

Latent

Competing with others and
calls himself a loser

I was always short and physically
weak...

Latent

Physically weak; a put down
about his own appearance

Taft High School would eat me alive
and spit me out.

Latent

Lacks confidence he can
manage new things

I didn’t give any thought to how nerdy I
looked. I was too withdrawn, like a
turtle tucked into his shell. I was still in
the process of going through puberty at
the time, so I still looked and sounded
like a ten-year-old. Such a persona
attracted zero attention from girls, of
course, but it did attract bullies like
moths to a flame.

Latent

Finds himself not masculine
enough

I was a complete dork, stuck in my own
little world.

Latent

Self name calls

My lonely life as a social outcast
resumed.

Latent

Self name calls

discovered skateboarding, I thought that
finally here was a sport that I could
excel in and even became a professional
at. It crushed me a little inside to see that
I was a failure at skateboarding after
more than a year of practicing it. I could
never master the kickflip or heelflip. All
I could do was the ollie jump and ride
down a few ramps. I saw eight-year-old
boys at the skatepark who could do a
kickflip with ease, and it made me so
angry. Why did I fail at everything I
tried? I asked myself. My dreams of
becoming a professional skateboarder
were over. I felt so defeated.
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

The way Addison treated me made me
realize what the world thinks of me. If I
was one of those popular kids, Addison
would have treated me with deference
and respect, but I wasn’t. I was a
complete loser in his eyes, and everyone
else’s

Latent

Considers himself a loser and
less deserving than popular
kids

I was still in the same position I had
always been: Lonely, unwanted, and
miserable.

Latent

Self name calls

Deep down, I’ve always known that I
had no talents, and I’ve always tried not
to think about it

Latent

Self name calls

It made me feel so inferior.

Latent

Self name calls

I hated how everyone else seemed to
have no anxiety at all. I was like a
cripple compared to them.

Latent

Self name calls

I was scared that she might view me as
nothing but an inferior insect who’s
presence ruins her atmosphere.

Latent

Feels like an inferior insect

Everyone must have thought I was a
complete loser.

Latent

Thinks others see him as a
loser

I still felt like an outcast, even though I
had a friend with me; and I still felt
inferior compared to all of those guys
who walked around with beautiful girls.

Latent

Considers himself inferior

There was nothing about me that they
could be proud of. I felt ashamed of
having to face them the way I was.

Latent

Inherently ashamed of
himself

Turning 21 as a kissless virgin was
indeed a dark day. How pathetic it was,
to be 21 and still a virgin while kids
were having sex at the age of 14?

Latent

Self name calls

an unwanted outcast like myself would
rot in loneliness

Latent

Self name calls
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The sight of that filled me with rage. I
always felt as if white girls thought less
of me because I was half-Asian

Latent

Self shame over internalized
racism

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I thought all of the cool kids were
obnoxious jerks, but I tried as best as I
could to hide my disgust and appear
“cool” to them. They were obnoxious
jerks, and yet somehow it was these
boys who all of the girls flocked to.

Latent

Disgusted by others

GR DEV RES VIOL → GRDOO

He was very ugly too, and it annoyed me Latent
that he carried himself around as if he
wasn’t a freckled, chubby-faced
imbecile.

Devalues this boys
appearance

mainly because he was ugly

Latent

Devalues this boys
appearance

I thought he was very cool, but a bit
stupid.

Latent

Devalues boy by calling him
stupid

She was a total bitch anyway, and her
attitude would only get worse. She is a
true representative of everything I hate
about women.

Latent

Devalues by calling her
names , even internally

I was always depressed and bored for
the few hours a day I had to spend there,
and I disliked all of the degenerate, lowclass students there. They repulsed me.

Latent

Devalues others by name
calling

I supposed he didn’t have a very high

Latent

Name calls others
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Latent

Gets back at friends for
social disappointments
through video games

sex drive, or he was just a generally
weak person.
I repeatedly took pleasure in killing
James’s, Steve’s, and Mark’s characters
as they tried to level up, as a petty form
of revenge for them leaving me out of
their group meetings years ago

GR ROLE DEV BY OTHERS → GRDBO)
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

he would always push me around and act
tough

Latent

Bullied by otheres

But I couldn’t back out of this once my
mother invited Connor. He came over
and all went well, we played a few video
games for a couple of hours. But after
that playdate, he would always rip on me
for living in a “poor” house. He would
also tell other kids at Pinecrest about it

Latent

Devalued by friend

I became known as the “weird kid” at
Pinecrest, and people started to make fun
of me, but I didn’t care.

Latent

Put down by others for
being weird

I did care was when a group of popular
Seventh Grade girls started teasing me,
which hurt a lot. One of these girls was
Monette Moio, a pretty blonde girl who
was Ashton’s younger sister. She must
have thought I was an ultimate loser.

Latent

Teased by others

As middle school approached its ultimate
end, I was having a miserable time there.
I was extremely unpopular, widely
disliked, and viewed as the weirdest kid
in the school. I had to act weird in order

latent

Teased by others
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Rationale

to gain attention. I was tired of being the
invisible shy kid. Infamy is better than
total obscurity.
The teasing I received was bittersweet. It
felt horrible to be teased and bullied... it
caused me a lot of pain and anger... but at
the same time I got a kick out of getting
so much attention. It felt good to be
confident enough to pick fights with the
popular skateboarder kids. It was either
that, or continue to be ignored by
everyone like I was in Sixth and Seventh
Grade. I never knew how to gain positive
attention, only negative.
The way I was treated by girls at this
Latent
time, especially by that evil bitch
Monette Moio, sparked an intense fear of
girls. The funny part of this is that I had a
secret crush on Monette. She was the first
girl I ever had a crush on, and I never
admitted it to anyone. To be teased and
ridiculed by the girl I had a crush on
wounded me deeply.

Teased by others

the cruelty of girls in high school

Latent

Girls were cruel to him

My life at Crespi got even worse. Alfred
and Brice apparently told everyone how
weird I was at Pinecrest, and people in
my own grade started to tease me. They
found out that I didn’t like being called a
skateboarder, and it was true.

Latent

Teased by others

It got to a point where I had to wait in a
quiet corner for the hallways to clear
before I could walk to class. I also took
long routes around the school to avoid
bullies.

Latent

Had to physically avoid
bullies

I looked exactly like the outcast I was. I
was still wearing plain polo shirts and
khaki pants at the time, covered with a
blue zip up hoodie and a black baseball
cap. It was a torturous experience, and

latent

Ridiculed by others
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Latent

Put down by his friend

the pain I felt from it never went away.
All I wanted was to fit in with those
popular kids who lived such pleasurable
lives, but instead I was ridiculed and
reviled by them. They made me feel so
inferior and undesirable. I will never
forget that experience. It was burned into
my memory.
Addison said something to me that was
so offensive it will haunt me forever, and
it rang true: “No girl in this whole world
will ever want to fuck you.”

I was a bit dismayed that they didn’t pay Latent
any attention to me. They didn’t even
look at me. I was sure I had an attractive
appearance that day, but those girls didn’t
seem to notice it. Perhaps I was deluding
myself.

Ignored by others ; he felt
devalued

hoping against hope that a girl would
come up and talk to me. Why wouldn’t
they? I looked good enough, didn’t I? Or
did I not look good enough? Such
thoughts flew through my head in frantic
waves. For dinner, I always walked over
to the healthy restaurant called
Silvergreen’s. There were always hot
girls there, but none of them deigned to
even look at me. On every one of those
nights, I walked home alone, with my
head down in defeat.

Latent

Interprets being ignored
by girls as a direct put
down of his appearance

They have always treated me like scum.

Latent

Feels that others treat him
badly

GR ROLE RES OF SELF → GRROS
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I pretended to be interested just so
that I wouldn’t appear uncool.

Latent

Restricted authentic interest to
be cool / accepted by others

I didn’t know how to act around
girls, I didn’t know what was cool

Latent

Restricts how acts in front of
girls / doesnt know what to do
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

anymore, I had no friends there. I
simply didn’t know what to do. I felt
like I was walking into a snowstorm
without a coat.

act

My whole world had changed. The
Latent
“cool” thing to do now was to be
popular with girls. I didn’t know
how to go about doing that.
Skateboarding, I was able to do...
dressing well, that was simple... But
attracting attention from girls? How
in the blazes was I going to do that?
I didn’t even understand what was
so special about it either, but
everyone seemed to place so much
importance on it. This made me even
more shy, and I became known as
the “shy new kid.”

Doesnt know how to act
around girls / withdraws

As middle school approached its
ultimate end, I was having a
miserable time there. I was
extremely unpopular, widely
disliked, and viewed as the weirdest
kid in the school. I had to act weird
in order to gain attention. I was tired
of being the invisible shy kid.
Infamy is better than total obscurity.
The teasing I received was
bittersweet. It felt horrible to be
teased and bullied... it caused me a
lot of pain and anger... but at the
same time I got a kick out of getting
so much attention. It felt good to be
confident enough to pick fights with
the popular skateboarder kids. It was
either that, or continue to be ignored
by everyone like I was in Sixth and
Seventh Grade. I never knew how to
gain positive attention, only
negative.

latent

Acted unauthentically for
attention/ restricts expression
of self

I was so scared of girls at that time
that I kept my distance from

Latent

Restricted contact to certain
people due to fear
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My fear of girls made me keep my
distance from Pollina.

Latent

Restricted contact to certain
people due to fear

I told no one about this. In fact, I
didn’t talk to my parents at all about
my sexual development. I felt too
guilty and embarrassed about it.
Whenever they probed me, I lied to
them, telling them that I had no sex
drive. My mother once caught me
looking at pictures of girls online,
and I franticly had to convince her
that I stumbled on those pictures by
accident.

Latent

Restricted himself out of
shame and embarassment

My personality became even more
rigid, and I started to dress in very
conservative attire.

Latent

Forces himself to be rigid

I wanted to talk to her, but I just
couldn’t. I felt too insecure. I was
afraid she would think of me as a
creep, as all other girls did. To my
fury, another guy came in and struck
up a conversation with her. They
started talking comfortably, and he
even made her laugh! I had to watch
it all, and it broke my heart.

Latent

Did not talk to girl for fear/
restricted his experiences

I wished I could have said
something to her. She would have
made the perfect girlfriend for me,
but she was probably already
attracted to that other guy who
sweet-talked her in the waiting
room.

Latent

Keeps self from talking to girl

Alessandra and Isabella.

GR ROLE REST BY OTHERS → GRRBO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest
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Rationale

but I hated the girl’s even more, because Latent
they were the ones who chose those men
instead of me. It was their choice. They
are the ones who deprived me of love
and sex.

Interpreted girls’ rejection as
they are keeping him from
something/ restricting him

Women deemed me unworthy of having
them, and so they deprived me of an
enjoyable youth, while giving their love
and sex to other boys. In all of those
years I suffered a life of sexual
starvation and unfulfilled desires. I will
never get those years back. My life has
been wasted, all because women hate
me so much.

Latent

Interpreted girls’ rejection as
they are keeping him from
something/ restricting him

It fueled me with rage, as it always had.
I should be one of those guys, but no
blonde girls gave me that chance.

Latent

Interpreted girls’ rejection as
they are keeping him from
something/ restricting him

GR ROLE VIOL of self → GRVO)
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

The plan was to destroy the entirety of Isla Latent
Vista, and kill every single person in it, or
at least kill as many popular young people
I could before the police arrive and I’d
have to kill myself.

Rationale

Wants to destroy popular
people and then himself

GR ROLE VIOL OF OTHERS → GRVOO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

The two of them were kissing
latent
passionately. The boy looked like an
obnoxious punk; he was tall and wore
baggy pants. The girl was a pretty
blonde! They looked like they were in the
throes of passionate sexual attraction to
each other, rubbing their bodies together
and tongue kissing in front of everyone. I
173

Rationale
Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Latent

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity

Obnoxious drunk boys were chatting up
Latent
pretty girls, and I wondered with great
panic if they would be having sex
together in the night. I often fantasized
about barging into their rooms while they
had sex and slashing them to death with
my knife.

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity

The ugly pig kept acting as if girls
latent
thought he was more attractive than me.
Hah! I am a beautiful, magnificent
gentleman and he is a low- class, pigfaced thug. I had enough of his cocksure
attitude, and I started to call him exactly
what he was. I tried to insult him as much
as I could, telling him how superior I am
to him, and saying that he was low- class.

Insulting others/ wants to
hurt men who less
attractive than him

was absolutely livid with envious hatred.
When they left the store I followed them
to their car and splashed my coffee all
over them. The boy yelled at me and I
quickly ran away in fear. I was panicking
as I got into my car and drove off,
shaking with rage-fueled excitement. I
drove all the way to the Vons at the
Fairview Plaza and spent three hours in
my car trying to contain my tumultuous
emotions. I had never struck back at my
enemies before, and I felt a small sense
of spiteful gratification for doing so. I
hated them so much
I wanted to do horrible things to that
couple. I wanted to inflict pain on all
young couples. It was around this point
in my life that I realized I was capable of
doing such things. I would happily do
such things. I was capable of killing
them, and I wanted to. I wanted to kill
them slowly, to strip the skins off their
flesh. They deserve it. The males deserve
it for taking the females away from me,
and the females deserve it for choosing
those males instead of me.
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He tried to attack me, but Ryan, being the
more mellow of the two, held him back.
A pity, I was itching for a chance to hurt
that obnoxious little animal. Though I
suppose it was for the best... My life was
too important to risk doing anything rash.
Every time they went out they kept
Latent
yelling to me how they’re going to sleep
with hot girls that night. I knew they
were just lying to make me jealous. They
always made fun of me for being a
virgin. At night, they frequently made
noise to wake me up. I was literally being
bullied, and it was truly horrific. I wanted
to kill them both, but of course I was
smart enough not to go through with that
desire. All I could do was remember
every single insult, so I can get revenge
in a more efficient way in the future. That
is who I am. I don’t act stupidly or
rashly. I remember every insult, and I
wait until the time is right to strike. When
that time comes, I will crush all of my
enemies in the most devastating and
catastrophic way possible, and the results
will be beautiful.

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them

The envy, rage, and feeling of inferiority
I felt almost made me explode with rage
right there at the party, but instead I went
to the bathroom and vented to myself in
the mirror of how much I hate Vincent
and wanted to kill him.

Latent

Enraged at others for
making him inferior/
wants to kill him

In a rage, I made a U-turn, pulled up to
their bus stop and splashed my Starbucks
latte all over them. I felt a feeling a
spiteful satisfaction as I saw it stain their
jeans.

latent

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ attacks them
to punish them

The rage was so intense that I couldn’t
take it. I was insulted too much. I
couldn’t leave them without getting some
form of revenge, so I drove to the nearby
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K-mart, bought a super-soaker, filled it
up with orange juice that I bought at the
same store, and drove back to the park.
They were still there, having the time of
their lives, and I wanted to ruin it for
them. I wanted to ruin their fun just like
they ruined mine, as they would never
accept me among them. I screamed at
them
with rage as I sprayed them with my
super soaker. When the boys started to
yell and chase after me, I quickly got into
my car and drove away. I was giddy with
ecstatic, hate-fueled excitement. I wished
I could spray boiling oil at the foul
beasts. They deserved to die horrible,
painful deaths just for the crime of
enjoying a better life than me.
I will never have sex, never have love,
Latent
never have children. I will never be a
creator, but I could be a destroyer. Life
had been cruel to me. The human species
had rejected me all my life, despite the
fact that I am the ideal, magnificent
gentleman. Life itself is twisted and
disgusting, I mused. Humans are brutal
animals. If I cannot thrive among them,
then I will destroy them all. I didn’t want
things to turn out this way. I wanted a
happy, healthy life of love and sex. But if
I’m unable to have such a life, then I will
have no choice but to exact revenge on
the society that denied it to me.

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them

A dark, hate-fueled rage overcame my
latent
entire being, and I tried to push as many
of them as I could from the 10-foot ledge.
My main target was the girls. I wanted to
punish them for talking to the obnoxious
boys instead of me. It was one of the
most foolish and rash things I ever did,
and I almost risked everything in doing
it, but I was so drunk with rage that I

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them
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They called me names like “faggot” and
“pussy”, typical things those types of
scumbags would say. A whole group of
the obnoxious brutes came up and
dragged me onto their driveway, pushing
and hitting me. I wanted to fight and kill
them all. I managed to throw one punch
toward the main attacker, but that only
caused them to beat me even more.

Latent

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them

The plan was to destroy the entirety of
Isla Vista, and kill every single person in
it, or at least kill as many popular young
people I could before the police arrive
and I’d have to kill myself.

Latent

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them

This act of deadly vengeance against the
people who have wronged me is my sole
purpose on this world. I needed as much
time as possible in order to plan it
efficiently.

Latent

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them

didn’t care. I failed to push any of them
from the ledge, and the boys started to
push me, which resulted in me being the
one to fall onto the street. When I landed,
I felt a snap in my ankle, followed by a
stinging pain. I slowly got up and found
that I couldn’t even walk. I had to
stumble, and stumble I did. I tried to get
away from there as fast as I could.

I saw more young couples walking
latent
around, and I had the desire to run them
over with the Mercedes as a sweet act of
revenge. I already planned to use the
Mercedes SUV as one of my weapons on
the Day of Retribution, since Isla Vista
on weekend nights was always filled with
my enemies walking right in the middle
of the road. They would be easy targets.

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them

I told him about all of my newfound
philosophical views regarding women,
and how I believe they are mentally

Interprets rejection of
women as their deficiency
that deserves to be

Latent
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flawed and need to be contained.

punished

Girls will love him. He will become one Latent
of my enemies.
That was the day that I decided I would
have to kill him on the Day of
Retribution. I will not allow the boy to
surpass me at everything, to live the life
I’ve always wanted. It’s not fair that he
has the chance to
have a pleasurable life while I’ve been
denied it. It will be a hard thing to do,
because I had really bonded with my
little brother in the last year, and he
respected and looked up to me. But I
would have to do it. If I can’t live a
pleasurable life, then neither will he! I
will not let him put my legacy to shame.
In order to kill Jazz, I would have to kill
Soumaya too, but that will be easy. All I
would need to do is think about all of the
hurtful things she had said to me in that
past as I plunge my knife into her neck.
But what if father is in the house to stop
me? Would I have to kill him too? That
would be too much. I remember, when I
was a child, I had dreams about my father
dying, and I woke up crying to my
mother, in which she would comfort me
and tell me that it was just a dream. How
could my life have resorted to the point
where I am the one to kill my own
father? I felt sick to my stomach.

Interprets success other
boys have (in this case his
brother) as a violation
against his masculinity

I had been rejected, insulted, humiliated,
cast out, bullied, starved, tortured, and
ridiculed for far too long. Humanity is a
cruel and brutal species, and the only
thing I could do to even the score was to
return that cruelty one-thousand fold.
Women’s rejection of me is a declaration
of war, and if it’s war they want, then
war they shall have. It will be a war that
will result in their complete and utter

Interprets rejection of
women as their deficiency
that deserves to be
punished

latent
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Latent

Interprets rejection of
women as their deficiency
that deserves to be
punished

annihilation. I will deliver a blow to my
enemies that will be so catastrophic it
will redefine the very essence of human
nature.
I will be a god, punishing women and all
of humanity for their depravity. I will
finely deliver to them all of the pain and
suffering they’ve dealt to me for so long.

I will attack the very girls who represent Manifest
everything I hate in the female gender:
The hottest sorority of UCSB. After
doing a lot of extensive research within
the last year, I found out that the sorority
with the most beautiful girls is Alpha Phi
Sorority. I know exactly where their
house is, and I’ve sat outside it in my car
to stalk them many times. Alpha Phi
sorority is full of hot, beautiful blonde
girls; the kind of girls I’ve always desired
but was never able to have because they
all look down on me. They are all
spoiled, heartless, wicked bitches. They
think they are superior to me, and if I
ever tried to ask one on a date, they
would reject me cruelly. I will sneak into
their house at around 9:00 p.m. on the
Day of Retribution, just before all of the
partying starts, and slaughter every single
one of them with my guns and knives. If
I have time, I will set their whole house
on fire. Then we shall see who the
superior one really is!

Interprets rejection of
women as their deficiency
that deserves to be
punished

I titled one of the videos I uploaded
“Why do girls hate me so much?” in
which I ask the entire population of
women the question I’ve wanted to ask
them for so many years. Why do they
hate me so much? Why have they never
fancied me? Why do they give their love
and sex to other men, but not me, even
though I deserve them more? In the
video, I show that I am the perfect,

Interprets rejection of
women as their deficiency
that deserves to be
punished

latent
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magnificent gentleman, worthy of having
a beautiful girlfriend, making the world
see how unreasonable it is that I’ve had
to struggle all my life to get a girlfriend.
It is my attempt to reason with the female
gender, to ask them why they have
mistreated me. I was hoping I would get
some sort of answer from girls. In fact, a
small part of me was even hoping that a
girl would see the video and contact me
to give me a chance to go on a date. That
alone would have prevented the Day of
Retribution, if one girl had just given me
one chance. But no...
Every single time I’ve seen a guy walk
Manifest
around with his beautiful girlfriend, I’ve
always wanted to kill them both in the
most painful way possible. They deserve
it. They must be punished. The males
deserve to be punished for living a better
and more pleasurable life than me, and
the females deserve to be punished for
giving that pleasurable life to those males
instead of me. On the Day of Retribution,
I will finally be able to punish them ALL.

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them

The ultimate evil behind sexuality is the
human female. They are the main
instigators of sex. They control which
men get it and which men don’t. Women
are flawed creatures, and my
mistreatment at their hands has made me
realize this sad truth. There is something
very twisted and wrong with the way
their brains are wired. They think like
beasts, and in truth, they are beasts.
Women are incapable of having morals
or thinking rationally. They are
completely controlled by their depraved
emotions and vile sexual impulses.
Because of this, the men who do get to
experience the pleasures of sex and the
privilege of breeding are the men who

Interprets rejection of
women as their deficiency
that deserves to be
punished

manifest
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women are sexually attracted to... the
stupid, degenerate, obnoxious men. I
have observed this all my life. The most
beautiful of women choose to mate with
the most brutal of men, instead of
magnificent gentlemen like myself.
Women should not have the right to
choose who to mate and breed with. That
decision should be made for them by
rational men of intelligence. If women
continue to have rights, they will only
hinder the advancement of the human
race by breeding with degenerate men
and creating stupid, degenerate offspring.
This will cause humanity to become even
more depraved with each generation.
Women have more power in human
society than they deserve, all because of
sex. There is no creature more evil and
depraved than the human female.
Women are like a plague. They don’t
Latent
deserve to have any rights. Their
wickedness must be contained in order
prevent future generations from falling to
degeneracy. Women are vicious, evil,
barbaric animals, and they need to be
treated as such.
In fully realizing these truths about the
world, I have created the ultimate and
perfect ideology of how a fair and pure
world would work. In an ideal world,
sexuality would not exist. It must be
outlawed. In a world without sex,
humanity will be pure and civilized. Men
will grow up healthily, without having to
worry about such a barbaric act. All men
will grow up fair and equal, because no
man will be able to experience the
pleasures of sex while others are denied
it. The human race will evolve to an
entirely new level of civilization,
completely devoid of all the impurity and
degeneracy that exists today.
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Interprets rejection of
women as their deficiency
that deserves to be
punished

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

In order to completely abolish sex,
women themselves would have to be
abolished. All women must be
quarantined like the plague they are, so
that they can be used in a manner that
actually benefits a civilized society. In
order carry this out, there must exist a
new and powerful type of government,
under the control of one divine ruler,
such as myself. The ruler that establishes
this new order would have complete
control over every aspect of society, in
order to direct it towards a good and pure
place. At the disposal of this government,
there needs to be a highly trained army of
fanatically loyal troops, in order to
enforce such revolutionary laws.
The first strike against women will be to
quarantine all of them in concentration
camps. At these camps, the vast majority
of the female population will be
deliberately starved to death. That would
be an efficient and fitting way to kill
them all off. I would take great pleasure
and satisfaction in condemning every
single woman on earth to starve to death.
I would have an enormous tower built
just for myself, where I can oversee the
entire concentration camp and gleefully
watch them all die. If I can’t have them,
no one will, I’d imagine thinking to
myself as I oversee this. Women
represent everything that is unfair with
this world, and in order to make the
world a fair place, they must all be
eradicated.
A few women would be spared, however,
for the sake of reproduction. These
women would be kept and bred in secret
labs. There, they will be artificially
inseminated with sperm samples in order
to produce offspring. Their depraved
nature will slowly be bred out of them in
time.
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Rationale

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Future generations of men would be
oblivious to these remaining women’s
existence, and that is for the best. If a
man grows up without knowing of the
existence of women, there will be no
desire for sex. Sexuality will completely
cease to exist. Love will cease to exist.
There will no longer be any imprint of
such concepts in the human psyche. It is
the only way to purify the world.
All I ever wanted was to love women,
Manifest
and in turn to be loved by them back.
Their behavior towards me has only
earned my hatred, and rightfully so! I am
the true victim in all of this. I am the
good guy. Humanity struck at me first by
condemning me to experience so much
suffering. I didn’t ask for this. I didn’t
want this. I didn’t start this war... I
wasn’t the one who struck first... But I
will finish it by striking back. I will
punish everyone. And it will be beautiful.
Finally, at long last, I can show the world
my true worth.

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity/ wants to
punish them

GR ROLE VIOL BY OTHERS → GRVBO)
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I accidently bumped into a pretty girl the
same age as me, and she got very angry.
She cursed at me and pushed me,
embarrassing me in front of my friends. I
didn’t know who this girl was... She was
only at Pinecrest for summer camp... But
she was very pretty, and she was taller
than me. I immediately froze up and went
into a state of shock. One of my friends
asked me if I was ok, and I didn’t answer.
I remained very quiet for the rest of the
day. I couldn’t believe what had
happened. Cruel treatment from women is

latent

Interprets rejection by
women as a violation
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I saw an older teenager watching
pornography. I saw in detail a video of a
man having sex with a hot girl. The video
showed him stick his penis inside a girl’s
vagina. I didn’t know anything about sex
at the time. I barely even knew what sex
was. I was slowly
starting to develop sexual feelings for hot
girls, but I didn’t know what to do with
them. To see this video really traumatized
me.

Latent

Experiences any exposure
to sex as a violation

On the very first week, I had my first
experience of true bullying, not just the
teasing I had at Pinecrest. Some horrible
Twelfth Graders saw me as a target
because I looked like a ten year old and I
was physically weak. They threw food at
me during lunchtime and after school. It
enraged me, but I was too scared to do
anything about it. What kind of horrible,
depraved people would poke fun at a boy
younger than them who has just entered
high school? I thought to myself.

Latent

Violated because he was
physically weak

The whole school started calling me it just
to anger me, along with other insulting
names. They teased me because I was
scared of girls, calling me names like
“faggot”. People also liked to steal my
belongings and run away in an attempt to
get me to chase after them. And I did

manifest

Feels Violated/bullied for
status among men; felt
targeted because he is
weak

ten times worse than from men. It made
me feel like an insignificant, unworthy
little mouse. I felt so small and vulnerable.
I couldn’t believe that this girl was so
horrible to me, and I thought that it was
because she viewed me as a loser. That
was the first experience of female cruelty
I endured, and it traumatized me to no
end. It made me even more nervous
around girls, and I would be extremely
weary and cautious of them from that
point on.

184

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

chase after them in a furious rage, but I
was so little and weak that they thought it
was comical. I hated everyone at that
school so much.
After being bullied so much in Eighth and manifest
Ninth Grade, I became more shy and timid
than I ever was in my life. I felt very
small, weak, and above all, worthless. I
cried by myself at school every day.

Feels Violated/bullied for
status among men; felt
targeted because he is
weak

The first week of Taft was living hell. I
was bullied several times, even though I
didn’t know anyone there. After being so
used to wearing a polo shirt with khaki
pants as a school uniform at private
schools,

Latent

Feels Violated/bullied for
status among men; felt
targeted because he is
weak

I was completely and utterly alone. No
Latent
one knew me or extended a hand to help
me. I was an innocent, scared little boy
trapped in a jungle full of malicious
predators, and I was shown no mercy.
Some boys randomly pushed me against
the lockers as they walked past me in the
hall. One boy who was tall and had blonde
hair called me a “loser”, right in front of
his girlfriends

Feels Violated/bullied for
status among men; felt
targeted because he is
weak

a group of four young thugs drove by me
latent
in a pick-up truck and proceeded to throw
eggs at me, laughing while they did it.
They seemed intoxicated, and they missed
me. I picked up one of the shells and
threw it right back into their car. I was no
longer a weak little kid who would take a
hit without fighting back. I was stronger
now. They got out of their car and tried to
attack me, and they would have beaten me
bloody if I didn’t pull out my trusty
pocket knife, which I usually carried when
I walked alone by myself. Thankfully, the
thugs backed away and drove off. Perhaps
it was the knife, or the look of extreme
hatred in my eyes. I quickly ran home,

Feels Violated/bullied for
status among men; felt
targeted because he is
weak

185

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

terrified. It was an unsuccessful and
misfortunate night.
but all of the beautiful girls I saw
Latent
intimidated me too much. One time, as I
was walking across the huge bridge that
connected the two campuses, I passed by a
girl I thought was pretty and said “Hi” as
we neared each other. She kept on
walking and didn’t even have the grace to
respond to me. How dare she! That foul
bitch. I felt so humiliated that I went to
one of the school bathrooms, locked
myself in a toilet stall, and cried for an
hour.

Interprets rejection by
women as a violation

A tall, blonde, jock-type guy walked into
one of the restaurants, and at his side was
one of the sexiest girls I had ever seen.
She too was tall and blonde. They were
both taller than me, and they kissed each
other passionately. They made me feel so
inferior and worthless and small. I glared
at them with intense hatred as I sat by
myself in my lonely misery. I could never
have a girl like that. The sight was burned
into my memory, and it caused a scar that
will haunt me forever. When they walked
away, I followed them in my car for a few
minutes, and when they entered a less
inhabited area I opened my window and
splashed my iced tea all over them. It was
all I could do at the time, but at least it
was something. At least I made some
effort to fight back against the injustice. I
felt sick with hatred that night. The hatred
boiled inside me with burning vitriol.

Interprets affection
between men and women
as a direct violation of his
masculinity

Latent

Every time they went out they kept yelling latent
to me how they’re going to sleep with hot
girls that night. I knew they were just
lying to make me jealous. They always
made fun of me for being a virgin. At
night, they frequently made noise to wake
me up. I was literally being bullied, and it
186

Feels Violated/bullied for
status among men; never
having had sex

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Having to walk through SBCC with all of
those beautiful girls strutting around in
their revealing shorts, showing off their
sexy legs... It is torture, because I know
that they would all reject me. (**** ??
Next to it)

Latent

Experiences rejection by
girls not having sex with
him as a violation

Women deemed me unworthy of having
them, and so they deprived me of an
enjoyable youth, while giving their love
and sex to other boys. In all of those years
I suffered a life of sexual starvation and
unfulfilled desires. I will never get those
years back. My life has been wasted, all
because women hate me so much.

Latent

Experiences rejection by
girls not having sex with
him as a violation

The Day of Retribution is mainly my war
against women for rejecting me and
depriving me of sex and love.

Latent

Experiences rejection by
girls not having sex with
him as a violation

was truly horrific. I wanted to kill them
both, but of course I was smart enough not
to go through with that desire. All I could
do was remember every single insult, so I
can get revenge in a more efficient way in
the future. That is who I am. I don’t act
stupidly or rashly. I remember every
insult, and I wait until the time is right to
strike. When that time comes, I will crush
all of my enemies in the most devastating
and catastrophic way possible, and the
results will be beautiful.

They called me names like “faggot” and
latent
“pussy”, typical things those types of
scumbags would say. A whole group of
the obnoxious brutes came up and dragged
me onto their driveway, pushing and
hitting me. I wanted to fight and kill them
all. I managed to throw one punch toward
the main attacker, but that only caused
them to beat me even more. I fell to the
ground where they started kicking me and
punching me in the face. Eventually, some
other people from the street broke up the
187

Feels Violated/bullied for
status among men; never
having had sex

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Latent

Feels Violated/bullied for
status among men;

fight. I managed to have the strength to
stand up and stagger away.
It was the first time in my life that I had
been truly beaten up physically to the
point where my face was bruised up. I had
suffered a lot of bullying in my life, but
most of it wasn’t physical. I had never
been beaten and humiliated that badly.
Everyone in Isla Vista saw what
happened, and it was truly horrific.
I thought about the bullying I received at
Taft, and in a way my experience there
was quite similar to what had just
happened to me on that fateful night in
Isla Vista. I was bullied by thugs, and the
girls adored the bullies instead of me.
Indeed, a very similar scenario.

In truth, there is nothing men like Dale
Latent
can really do to help me attract girls and
lose my virginity. They can’t mind-control
girls to be attracted to me. It’s all girls’
fault for not having any sexual attraction
towards me. My brief friendship with
Dale would, however, spark a few more
interesting email conversations where I
confide to him about how cruel I think
women are by nature. He would only be
amused by this. Of course he would be
amused. Women were never cruel to him.
They gave him sex and love all his life.

Interprets rejection by
women as a violation

I had been rejected, insulted, humiliated,
cast out, bullied, starved, tortured, and
ridiculed for far too long. Humanity is a
cruel and brutal species, and the only
thing I could do to even the score was to
return that cruelty one-thousand fold.
Women’s rejection of me is a declaration
of war, and if it’s war they want, then war
they shall have. It will be a war that will
result in their complete and utter
annihilation. I will deliver a blow to my
enemies that will be so catastrophic it will

Interprets rejection by
women as a violation

latent

188

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

redefine the very essence of human
nature.
I titled one of the videos I uploaded “Why Latent
do girls hate me so much?” in which I ask
the entire population of women the
question I’ve wanted to ask them for so
many years. Why do they hate me so
much? Why have they never fancied me?
Why do they give their love and sex to
other men, but not me, even though I
deserve them more? In the video, I show
that I am the perfect, magnificent
gentleman, worthy of having a beautiful
girlfriend, making the world see how
unreasonable it is that I’ve had to struggle
all my life to get a girlfriend. It is my
attempt to reason with the female gender,
to ask them why they have mistreated me.
I was hoping I would get some sort of
answer from girls. In fact, a small part of
me was even hoping that a girl would see
the video and contact me to give me a
chance to go on a date. That alone would
have prevented the Day of Retribution, if
one girl had just given me one chance. But
no...

Interprets rejection by
women as a violation

All I ever wanted was to love women, and
in turn to be loved by them back. Their
behavior towards me has only earned my
hatred, and rightfully so! I am the true
victim in all of this. I am the good guy.
Humanity struck at me first by
condemning me to experience so much
suffering. I didn’t ask for this. I didn’t
want this. I didn’t start this war... I wasn’t
the one who struck first... But I will finish
it by striking back. I will punish everyone.
And it will be beautiful. Finally, at long
last, I can show the world my true worth.

Interprets rejection by
women as a violation

latent

GRC CORRELATE → Negative Attitudes about Women
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

my suffering on this world has been at the
hands of humanity, particularly women.

Latent

Blames women for his
suffering

all because the females of the human
species were incapable of seeing the value
in me.

Latent

Blames women for his
suffering

I hated the girls even more than the bullies Manifest
because of this. The sheer cruelty of the
world around me was so intense that I will
never recover from the mental scars. Any
experience I ever had before never
traumatized me as much as this.

Explicit negative attitude
towards women

Females truly have something mentally
Manifest
wrong with them. Their minds are flawed,
and at this point in my life I was
beginning to see it. The more I explored
my college town of Isla Vista, the more
ridiculousness I witnessed. All of the hot,
beautiful girls walked around with
obnoxious, tough jock-type men who
partied all the time and acted crazy. They
should be going for intelligent gentlemen
such as myself. Women are sexually
attracted to the wrong type of man. This is
a major flaw in the very foundation of
humanity. It is completely and utterly
wrong, in every sense of the word. As
these truths fully dawned on me, I became
deeply disturbed by them. Deeply
disturbed, offended, and traumatized

Explicit negative attitude
towards women

My teenage years were completely denied
to me by the cruelness of women

Latent

Blames women for his
unhappiness

It was that pathetic feeling of not having a Latent
hot girlfriend on my arm while some other
boys in the theatre did. What I truly
wanted... what I truly NEEDED, was a
girlfriend. I needed a girl’s love. I needed
to feel worthy as a male. For so long I
have felt worthless, and it’s all girls’ fault.
No girl wanted to be my girlfriend.

Blames women for his
unhappiness

but I hated the girl’s even more, because

Explicit negative attitude

maninfest
190

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

they were the ones who chose those men
instead of me. It was their choice. They
are the ones who deprived me of love and
sex.

towards women

I concluded that women are flawed. There Manifest
is something mentally wrong with the way
their brains are wired, as if they haven’t
evolved from animal-like thinking. They
are incapable of reason or thinking
rationally. They are like animals,
completely controlled by their primal,
depraved emotions and impulses. That is
why they are attracted to barbaric, wild,
beast-like men. They are beasts
themselves. Beasts should not be able to
have any rights in a civilized society. If
their wickedness is not contained, the
whole of humanity will be held back from
advancement to a more civilized state.
Women should not have the right to
choose who to mate with. That choice
should be made for them by civilized men
of intelligence. If women had the freedom
to choose which men to mate with, like
they do today, they would breed with
stupid, degenerate men, which would only
produce stupid, degenerate offspring. This
in turn would hinder the advancement of
humanity. Not only hinder it, but devolve
humanity completely. Women are like a
plague that must be quarantined

Explicit negative attitude
towards women

confirmed many of the theories I had
about how wicked and degenerate women
really are

Manifest

Explicit negative attitude
towards women

The website PUAHate is very depressing.
It shows just how bleak and cruel the
world is due of the evilness of women. I
tried to show it to my parents, to give
them some sort dose of reality as to why I
am so miserable. They never understood
why I am so miserable. They have always
had the delusion that everything is going

manifest

Explicit negative attitude
towards women
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

The Day of Retribution is mainly my war
against women for rejecting me and
depriving me of sex and love.

Latent

Blames women for his
suffering

She was a popular, spoiled USC girl who
partied with her hot, beautiful blondehaired clique of friends. All of them
looked like absolute cunts, and my hatred
for them all grew from each picture I saw
on her profile. They were the kind of
beautiful, popular people who lived
pleasurable lives and would look down on
me as inferior scum, never accepting me
as one of them. They were my enemies.

Manifest

Explicit negative attitude
towards women

I told him about all of my newfound
aphilosophical views regarding women,
and how I believe they are mentally
flawed and need to be contained.

Manifest

Explicit negative attitude
towards women

Women are like a plague. They don’t
deserve to have any rights. Their
wickedness must be contained in order
prevent future generations from falling to
degeneracy. Women are vicious, evil,
barbaric animals, and they need to be
treated as such.

manifest

Explicit negative attitude
towards women/wants to
abolish women altogether

well for me, especially my father. When I
sent the link of PUAHate.com to my
parents, none of them even bothered to
look at the posts on there.

In order to completely abolish sex, women
themselves would have to be abolished.
All women must be quarantined like the
plague they are, so that they can be used
in a manner that actually benefits a
civilized society. In order carry this out,
there must exist a new and powerful type
of government, under the control of one
divine ruler, such as myself. The ruler that
establishes this new order would have
complete control over every aspect of
society, in order to direct it towards a
192

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

good and pure place. At the disposal of
this government, there needs to be a
highly trained army of fanatically loyal
troops, in order to enforce such
revolutionary laws.
The first strike against women will be to
quarantine all of them in concentration
camps. At these camps, the vast majority
of the female population will be
deliberately starved to death. That would
be an efficient and fitting way to kill them
all off. I would take great pleasure and
satisfaction in condemning every single
woman on earth to starve to death. I
would have an enormous tower built just
for myself, where I can oversee the entire
concentration camp and gleefully watch
them all die. If I can’t have them, no one
will, I’d imagine thinking to myself as I
oversee this. Women represent everything
that is unfair with this world, and in order
to make the world a fair place, they must
all be eradicated.
A few women would be spared, however,
for the sake of reproduction. These
women would be kept and bred in secret
labs. There, they will be artificially
inseminated with sperm samples in order
to produce offspring. Their depraved
nature will slowly be bred out of them in
time. Future generations of men would be
oblivious to these remaining women’s
existence, and that is for the best. If a man
grows up without knowing of the
existence of women, there will be no
desire for sex. Sexuality will completely
cease to exist. Love will cease to exist.
There will no longer be any imprint of
such concepts in the human psyche. It is
the only way to purify the world.
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Rationale

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

My eight-year-old self had no inkling of
the pain and misery girls would cause me
once puberty would inevitably arrive and
my sexual desires for girls would
develop. Sexual desires that would be
mercilessly spurned. Some of the boys in
my class would grow up to be embraced
by girls, while I would grow up to be
rejected by them.

Latent

Blames girls for his
suffering

My life stayed stagnant and miserable,
and my hatred towards everyone,
especially women, for depriving me of a
happy life only grew stronger

Latent

Blames girls for his
suffering

MI Loneliness
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

This was the point when my social life manifest
ended completely. I would never have a
satisfying social life ever again. It was
the beginning of a very lonely period of
my life, in which my only social
interactions would be online through
video games, with the sole exception
being my friendship with James. The
ability to play video games with people
online temporarily filled in the social
void. I got caught up in it, and I was too
young and naïve to realize the severity
of how far I had fallen. I was too scared
to accept it. This loss of a social life,
coupled with the advent of puberty,
caused me to die a little inside. It was
too much for me to handle, and I
stopped caring about my life and my
future. I even stopped caring about
what people thought of me. I hid
myself away in the online World of
Warcraft, a place where I felt
comfortable and secure.
194

Rationale
Purposefully isolating self in
video games

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

James would be my only friend
throughout the next depressing and
lonely period of my life. My friendship
with James helped me cope with the
loneliness. The very few fun times we
would have were like a light in the
darkness for me.

Manifest

Expresses loneliness

I was so immersed in the game that I no Latent
longer cared about what people thought
of me. I only saw school as something
that took time away from WoW. I
became very bored at school, mainly
due to the fact that I was still the
invisible quiet kid. To alleviate this
boredom, I started to act weird and
annoying to people just to gain
attention.

Acting to attract attention /
feels invisible

I planned to spend the whole time on
WoW, leveling up my character and
forgetting about my horrible school
life.

Latent

Isolating behaviors

I didn’t want to give any thought to it.
That is why I immersed myself entirely
into my online games like World of
Warcraft. I felt safe there.

Latent

Isolating behaviors

withdrew further into the World of
latent
Warcraft, neglecting my homework and
spending all of my free time playing it.

Isolating behaviors

These recent events cause me to
withdraw even further away from the
world. I drowned all of my misery in
my online games. World of Warcraft
was the only thing I had left to live for.
My grades at Crespi dropped
dramatically. I just didn’t care
anymore. I hated that school. I didn’t
think about my future. The only thing I
gave any serious thought to was my
WoW character.

Latent

Isolating behaviors

All I wanted to do was hide away from

Latent

Isolating behaviors

195

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

After school, every day, I fully
indulged myself in my addiction to
WoW. My only social interaction was
with my online friends and with James,
who would occasionally come over to
my house to play WoW with me.

Latent

Isolating behaviors

I was too absorbed in my game to care
about anything else.

Latent

Isolating behaviors

As summer’s end drew closer, I
became more and more depressed. My
life had gotten so lonely, and playing
WoW barely made up for it.

Latent

Depressed and lonely

in that lonely and depressing stage of
my life, there was no one really to tell,
and I barely cared about what people
thought of me anyway

Latent

Depressed and lonely

The only way I could deal with it was
to continue to drown all of my troubles
with my online games.

Latent

Isolating behaviors

the cruel world by playing my online
games, and Independence High School
gave me the perfect opportunity to do
just that.

My time at Pierce College became
manifest
more miserable each day I went there. I
despised having to take the bus. It was
embarrassing and stressful, and it
sucked all of the pride out of me. And
for what? To go to one class where I
didn’t talk to anyone? There was no
point in it anymore. I couldn’t stand the
feeling of loneliness

Expressing loneliness

I was so frustrated with my lonely
status at the college that I refused to
even drive up there in the last few
weeks. I left my home in the mornings,

Manifest

Expressing loneliness

the feeling of being a lonely, unwanted
outcast.

Manifest

Expressing loneliness
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I was suffering from my loneliness, and Manifest
my utter realization that I had no hope
of ever having a happy life. I told them
that they must be ashamed of me, that I
was a 21 year old3 virgin who is unable
to get a girlfriend or making any
friends whatsoever. I was not the son
any parent would want. My tantrum to
my parents on the phone deeply
disturbed them, and they arranged for
me to see my psychiatrist, Dr. Charles
Sophy, when I return home for the
winter break.

Expressing loneliness and
depression

I spent almost all of my time in my
room, brooding.

Spent most time alone

Latent

The worst part of this whole ordeal was latent
not getting beaten up, oh no. It was the
fact that no one showed any concern.
There was only one group who helped
me to the end of Del Playa, but after
that they abandoned me. Not one girl
offered to help me as I stumbled home
with a broken leg, beaten and bloody. If
girls had been attracted to me, they
would have offered to walk me to my
room and take care of me. They would
have even offered to sleep with me to
make me feel better. But no, not one
girl showed an ounce of concern for
me. They didn’t care. No one cared
about me. I was all alone.

Feels disconnected / not
cared for by others

MI → loneliness)
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

These recent events cause me to withdraw
even further away from the world. I
drowned all of my misery in my online
games. World of Warcraft was the only
thing I had left to live for. My grades at
Crespi dropped dramatically. I just didn’t
care anymore. I hated that school. I didn’t

Latent

Isolating behaviors
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

think about my future. The only thing I gave
any serious thought to was my WoW
character.
I felt like I would never have a life as good
Latent
as theirs. I told everyone that I wanted to
commit suicide. Father, Soumaya, Alex, and
Karina talked to me for three hours to cheer
me up.

Self destruction

I sank into a major depression. My feelings
of inferiority were intensified by the recent
events with the Bubenheims. The
Bubenheims were family friends... but now
they represented the very thing that
destroyed my whole life and took away my
happiness.

Expresses loneliness and
depression

Latent

GRC CORRELATE → Alcohol
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I had a very hard time socializing with
manifest
people, so I ended up drinking too much
alcohol. Before Philip drove me home, I
vomited outside Addison’s apartment, in
front of his mother and everyone else. It was
highly embarrassing and I put a lot of effort
to block it from my mind afterwards.

Use of alcohol

I became more enraged with each second I
manifest
had to suffer through this. The girls treated
me like I was invisible, but they all paid
attention to Julian. What made it even worse
was that Julian was a year younger than me,
and he acted like an obnoxious prick, but the
girls liked it! The more enraged I became,
the more wine I drank. James was probably
worried about how angry I was getting, and
he tried to strike up random conversations
with me to distract me from Julian. It was
very hard to help myself from getting up
and dumping my wine all over Julian’s
stupid head. Perhaps I would have... if the
birthday cake wasn’t presented so early.

Use of alcohol
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Everyone stood up to sing happy birthday to
Rob, and then the meal was over. Some of
the guests left, and James and I switched to
a different table. By the time the party was
over, I had consumed eight glasses of that
1985 wine. I was underage, but no one
seemed to notice me drinking. I was literally
stumbling out of the restaurant.
Daniel was twenty three years old, so I
manifest
asked him to purchase some alcohol for me,
a bottle of vodka in particular. In that
college town, everyone went out with at
least a little alcohol in their system. I wasn’t
an alcoholic, but drinking alcohol always
helped me with being more confident and
sociable. On weekend nights, I took a few
shots from my vodka bottle and set out on
walks around the town, desperately hoping
that I would stumble across some
opportunity to make friends. I often ended
up sitting alone at some café, hoping girls
would talk to me before I sobered up. No
girl ever did. I then went back home to lie in
my bed alone.

Use of alcohol

They offered me a few beers, which I gladly
accepted. I ended up getting so drunk that I
completely blacked out. I stumbled back to
my apartment and vomited on the floor, just
like I did on that embarrassing night at
Addison Altendorf’s birthday party. The
next morning, I didn’t even remember that I
vomited.

manifest

Use of alcohol

she let me have a bottle of wine, and I truly
drank my fill

manifest

Use of alcohol

I got a bit drunk on that day, as it was the
manifest
only thing I could do to pass the time. I tried
to relax and forget about all of the pain I had
experienced in Santa Barbara.

Use of alcohol

I drank some of my mother’s delicious wine
until I was too buzzed to think about how

Use of alcohol

manifest
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Rationale

much fun everyone else my age was having
on that night.
A dark, hate-fueled rage overcame my entire manifest
being, and I tried to push as many of them
as I could from the 10-foot ledge. My main
target was the girls. I wanted to punish them
for talking to the obnoxious boys instead of
me. It was one of the most foolish and rash
things I ever did, and I almost risked
everything in doing it, but I was so drunk
with rage that I didn’t care. I failed to push
any of them from the ledge, and the boys
started to push me, which resulted in me
being the one to fall onto the street. When I
landed, I felt a snap in my ankle, followed
by a stinging pain. I slowly got up and
found that I couldn’t even walk. I had to
stumble, and stumble I did. I tried to get
away from there as fast as I could.

Use of alcohol

Being fully sober, all of my anxiety came
back

Latent

Uses drinking to treat
anxiety

After my therapy session, I got drunk in my
mother’s hot tub, trying not to think about
all of the fun and sex that other young
people were having that night.

manifest

Use of alcohol

My mother told me that I can have one
bottle of wine from her pantry while she
was away, and on New Year’s Eve I chose
to open the best one in the lot, a fine vintage
that I slowly sipped throughout the night as
I stayed at my mother’s house, all alone. I
knew that other young popular people were
having the time of their lives that night,
partying the night away. As I sipped my
wine alone, in the moonlit darkness of my
mother’s backyard, I assured myself that
soon I will have my revenge on all of those
young popular people. Soon...

manifest

Use of alcohol
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GRC → Racial Group Marginalization / Ethnocentrism
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

How could an inferior, ugly black boy be
able to get a white girl and not me?

manifest

Use of racist language

I saw a young couple sitting a few tables
manifest
down the row. The sight of them enraged me
to no end, especially because it was a darkskinned Mexican guy dating a hot blonde
white girl. I regarded it as a great insult to
my dignity. How could an inferior Mexican
guy be able to date a white blonde girl, while
I was still suffering as a lonely virgin? I was
ashamed to be in such an inferior position in
front my father. When I saw the two of them
kissing, I could barely contain my rage. I
stood up in anger, and I was about to walk up
to them and pour my glass of soda all over
their heads. I probably would have, if father
wasn’t there. I was seething with envious
rage, and my father was there to watch it all.
It was so humiliating. I wasn’t the son I
wanted to present to my father. I should be
the one with the hot blonde girl, making my
father proud. Instead, my father had to watch
me suffer in a pathetic position. Life is so
cruel to me. When I said my farewell to
father before he drove home, I felt absolutely
miserable. I then went back to my room and
sulked for hours.

Use of racist language

to my dismay they were of Hispanic race
MI → Overt Hostility and Aggression
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I wanted to do horrible things to that
couple. I wanted to inflict pain on all
young couples. It was around this point
in my life that I realized I was capable of
doing such things. I would happily do
such things. I was capable of killing
them, and I wanted to. I wanted to kill
them slowly, to strip the skins off their
flesh. They deserve it. The males deserve

Manifest

Expressing aggressive
thoughts / wishing to hurt
others

201

it for taking the females away from me,
and the females deserve it for choosing
those males instead of me.
Ever since I was seventeen, I often
fantasized about becoming powerful and
inflicting suffering upon everyone who
has wronged me in the past, but I never
thought I would actually do it

Latent

Wishing for power by
hurting others

DGRS → Power
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Because of my father’s acquisition of a
new girlfriend, my little mind got the
impression that my father was a man
that women found attractive, as he was
able to find a new girlfriend in such a
short period of time from divorcing my
mother. I subconsciously held him in
higher regard because of this. It is very
interesting how this phenomenon
works... that males who can easily find
female mates garner more respect from
their fellow men, even children. How
ironic is it that my father, one of those
men who could easily find a girlfriend,
has a son who would struggle all his life
to find a girlfriend.

latent

Associates power with men
who attract women

The chances that I will ever rise to
Manifest
power and right the wrongs of the world
were extremely slim. I had absolutely no
idea or plan of how to acquire any sort
of power. It was naïve of me to think
that I could one day become a dictator.
The only thing I could do was fantasize
about it.

Explicit reference to rising to
power / wishes to be a dictator

The house should be MY house before
hers! This caused any respect I still had
for my father to fade away completely.
It was such a betrayal, to put his second
wife before his eldest son. What kind of
father would do that? The bitch must be
really good to him in bed, I figured.

Feels father is less powerful
for siding with his wife

Latent
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

What a weak man.
I proclaimed how I wanted to be a
Latent
millionaire, so I could live a luxurious
life and finally be able to attract the
beautiful girls I covet so much. I wished
to make up for the years of youth that I
wasted in bleak loneliness, and by doing
so I would get revenge on everyone who
thought they were better than me, just
by becoming better than them through
the accumulation of wealth

Equates power with being a
millionaire and they only way
to attract beautiful women

DGRS → Success
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Before summer came, my father’s
Latent
spontaneous career as a commercial
Director took off once again, and he
became very successful. At this point, he
was probably the most successful he’s
ever been. With this success, he decided
to move to a bigger and better house.
After doing some searching, we moved to
a house in an upscale area of West Hills,
near Woodland Hills. I loved this house
at first sight. It had five bedrooms, which
was more than enough space for our
family along with Uncle Dan who was
still staying with us. It also had a huge
swimming pool with a spa, a large grass
field to play in, a basketball court, and a
nice view of the Valley. I was a Valley
kid again.

Associates success with
bigger house

It didn’t have a pool, but it had a sloping
backyard almost three-times as large as
our current one. The house had six
bedrooms, and I took an intense liking to
one particular bedroom that had its own
bathroom and a personal balcony. My
father showed extreme enthusiasm about
possibly buying this house, and I became

Associates success with
bigger house

Latent
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

obsessed with getting that particular
bedroom as my own room. When I
brought it up with father and Soumaya,
they said that the room would most likely
be Georgia’s because it was closer to the
master bedroom. They said that I would
get a bedroom downstairs, one without
my own bathroom or balcony. I was
furious, and I threw a huge crying
tantrum.Soon enough, father went ahead
with the decision to buy this house. I
made a big deal about the possibility of
not getting that lovely bedroom I wanted,
and I kept sulking to father and Soumaya
about it. When they finally moved and
the first week of father’s at this new
house started, I was very anxious. But
then, as we entered, father and Soumaya
surprised me and revealed that they
decided to give me the room I wanted. I
was so happy! I danced and leaped with
joy all over the house, and then I went to
my new balcony and looked out at the
beautiful view of Woodland Hills for an
hour.
I wanted to dress in the clothes that all
Latent
the cool skateboarders were wearing. My
mother took me to Val Surf once again,
this time to shop for new shirts. I picked
out a few that had the logos of skateboard
companies on them. Later that day I put
on one of my new shirts, and I was
thrilled to start going around in it. I felt
cool. *****

Wants to wear clothes “cool
kids are wearing”

I had been trying very hard to get better
at skateboarding, but when I saw that
there were boys a lot younger than me
who could do more tricks, I realized that
I sucked. I was never good at sports or
any physical activity, and when I
discovered skateboarding, I thought that

Feels like a failure when
others are better than him

Latent
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Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Latent

Believes money and wealth
only way to happiness and
success

finally here was a sport that I could excel
in and even became a professional at. It
crushed me a little inside to see that I was
a failure at skateboarding after more than
a year of practicing it. I could never
master the kickflip or heelflip. All I could
do was the ollie jump and ride down a
few ramps. I saw eight-year-old boys at
the skatepark who could do a kickflip
with ease, and it made me so angry. Why
did I fail at everything I tried? I asked
myself. My dreams of becoming a
professional skateboarder were over. I
felt so defeated.
I hated the girls even more than the
bullies because of this. The sheer cruelty
of the world around me was so intense
that I will never recover from the mental
scars. Any experience I ever had before
never traumatized me as much as this.
the more older I grew, the more I
realized how important money was, and
the more obsessed I would become about
getting rich. This obsession, which was
barely taking root at the time, sparked a
long relationship the Lottery that would
only end in disappointment and despair.

The problem was that most of the jobs
Latent
that were available to me at the time were
jobs I considered to be beneath me.

Worries about appearing
“less than”

My mother wanted me to get a simple
retail job, and the thought of myself
doing that was mortifying. It would be
completely against my character. I am an
intellectual who is destined for greatness.
I would never perform a low-class
service job.

Latent

Worries about appearing less
than; has ideas of grandiosity

When I found out about this, I started to
harbor the hope that my mother will get
married to this man, and I will be part of

Latent

Wishes to be a part of
wealthy family for increased
status ; effort to feel better
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

a rich family. That will definitely be a
way out of my miserable and
insignificant life. Money would solve
everything. I started to frequently ask my
mother to seek marriage with this man, or
any wealthy man for that matter. She
always adamantly refused, and demanded
that I stopped talking about it
Being rich will definitely make me
attractive enough to have a beautiful
girlfriend. It was not impossible, and
working towards it would give me
something to live for. I mulled it over in
my mind for a while.

Rationale
about himself

Latent

Feels that wealth is a way to
access beautiful women

I didn’t want to wait until I was forty
Latent
years old to lose my virginity! The
thought of spending the next twenty
years working hard every day for a
chance to make a million or two filled me
with revulsion. By the time I’d become a
millionaire from doing that, I wouldn’t
even be able to get hot young girls
because I’d be too old. I decided that
writing was not my path to salvation, and
I abandoned the idea completely. Of
course, I would become tantalized with
the idea a few more times in the future,
but that would be due to the desperate,
false hope that I often create for myself.

Feels he needs instant wealth
for access to the young hot
women he wishes for

I started a day of working at this new job. Latent
It was located in an office building that
was connected to an Airport in Los
Angeles. To my horror and humiliation,
the job turned out to be a menial
custodial job, and I had to clean offices
and even the bathrooms. There was no
way I would ever degrade myself to such
a level. I felt like utter shit from even
considering working at such a place. I
only worked for a few hours while I
thought about how to handle this foul
situation... and on the next day I called to

Feels himself above menial
jobs, ideas of grandiosity
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Rationale

I proclaimed how I wanted to be a
millionaire, so I could live a luxurious
life and finally be able to attract the
beautiful girls I covet so much. I wished
to make up for the years of youth that I
wasted in bleak loneliness, and by doing
so I would get revenge on everyone who
thought they were better than me, just by
becoming better than them through the
accumulation of wealth

Latent

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

This is when I realized that wealth was
the only way I could lose my virginity,
the only way I could have the beautiful
girlfriend I know I deserve.

Latent

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

If only my damnable mother had married
into wealth instead of being selfish. If
only my failure of a father had made
better decisions with his directing career
instead wasting his money on that stupid
documentary.

Latent

Blames parents for
diminished access to weath

I hated and envied all of those kids for
being born into wealth, while I had to
struggle to find a way to claim wealth for
myself. I had to be ruthless, and do
whatever it takes to attain such wealth.
After all, it was my only hope of ever
being worthy of getting a girlfriend and
living the life of gratification that I
desire.

Latent

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

I started to picture a whole new, perfect
Latent
life for myself after I won. I imagined
buying a beautiful, opulent mansion with
an extravagant view, and acquiring a
collection of supercars which I would use
specifically to attract beautiful girls into
my life. I planned to go back to college

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

announce that I was quitting. That was
the second and last “job” I would ever
have. I only worked there for less than a
day.
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Rationale

Latent

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

It was meant for me. It was fate, destiny. Latent
I took out my tickets, of which I had
purchased fifty, and sifted through them
to find the one that matched the winning
numbers. I felt dizzy and ecstatic as I did
it, feeling so certain that my victory will
be confirmed. When I reached the end of
my stack of tickets, I didn’t find any that
matched. For the first few moments, I
couldn’t even believe what was
happening. I looked through all of my
tickets again and again and again, and
still, nothing. I didn’t win. I sat very quiet
and still in my desk chair for a long time,
all of the emotion swept out of me. I
didn’t react with rage or anguish. I just
sat there, cold and dead, mentally trying
to contemplate what I had just done. I
had driven all the way to Arizona just to
buy lottery tickets, because I was so
desperate for a happy life in which girls
would be attracted to me; I was so certain

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

once I had bolstered myself with all this
wealth, and lord myself over all the other
students there, finally fulfilling my dream
of being the coolest and most popular kid
at school. As I sat meditating in my
room, I imagined the ecstasy I would feel
as scores of beautiful girls look at me
with admiration as I drive up to college
in a Lamborghini. Such an experience
would make up for everything. I had to
win this jackpot.
There had to be a way for me to become
wealthy. I continued to see it was the
only way I would ever have a beautiful
girlfriend and lose my virginity. My
ultimate dream was to experience the
pleasures of love and sex with girls once
I become rich enough to be worthy of
them, and then I would settle down
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Rationale

I would win, building up all that hope,
only to have it shattered right before me
at just that moment.
I will never have sex, never have love,
Latent
never have children. I will never be a
creator, but I could be a destroyer. Life
had been cruel to me. The human species
had rejected me all my life, despite the
fact that I am the ideal, magnificent
gentleman. Life itself is twisted and
disgusting, I mused. Humans are brutal
animals. If I cannot thrive among them,
then I will destroy them all. I didn’t want
things to turn out this way. I wanted a
happy, healthy life of love and sex. But if
I’m unable to have such a life, then I will
have no choice but to exact revenge on
the society that denied it to me.

Sees himself as the ideal;
powerful enough to destroy

It was meant for me. It was fate, destiny.
I took out my tickets, of which I had
purchased fifty, and sifted through them
to find the one that matched the winning
numbers. I felt dizzy and ecstatic as I did
it, feeling so certain that my victory will
be confirmed. When I reached the end of
my stack of tickets, I didn’t find any that
matched. For the first few moments, I
couldn’t even believe what was
happening. I looked through all of my
tickets again and again and again, and
still, nothing. I didn’t win.
I sat very quiet and still in my desk chair
for a long time, all of the emotion swept
out of me. I didn’t react with rage or
anguish. I just sat there, cold and dead,
mentally trying to contemplate what I
had just done. I had driven all the way to
Arizona just to buy lottery tickets,
because I was so desperate for a happy
life in which girls would be attracted to
me; I was so certain I would win,
building up all that hope, only to have it

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

Latent
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Rationale

shattered right before me at just that
moment.
The one thing that persuaded me to go
Latent
was the fact that my mother planned to
have us travel on Virgin Atlantic Upper
Class, the highest form of travel the
airline offers. I hadn’t traveled First Class
for a long time, and I just couldn’t refuse
such an offer. I have always had a
penchant for luxury, opulence, and
prestige; and traveling on Virgin Atlantic
Upper Class would give me that
experience, if only for a short time. After
all of the anguish I had been through, I
figured I needed a sense of respite by
going on this luxurious vacation.

Believes wealth brings him
more power

This prompted me to drive to Arizona
again, in another desperate attempt to
become instantly wealthy so that I could
attract beautiful girls and live the life I
want. After all of the rejection and
mistreatment I’ve experienced at the
hands of women, I knew that becoming
wealthy was the only way I could
become worthy of them, and so my
obsession with becoming wealthy at a
young age came back in full force for the
first few months of 2013.

Latent

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

There was no way I could ever attract a
Latent
girl without becoming extremely
wealthy, and all of my prospects of
becoming wealthy at a young age seemed
impossible now.

Believes wealth is only way
to access beautiful women

Joining a family of great wealth would
have truly saved my life.

Believes wealth would breing
him more power

Latent

DGRS → Sexuality
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Rationale

My eight-year-old self had no inkling of the
Latent
pain and misery girls would cause me once
puberty would inevitably arrive and my
sexual desires for girls would develop.
Sexual desires that would be mercilessly
spurned. Some of the boys in my class would
grow up to be embraced by girls, while I
would grow up to be rejected by them.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

Not getting any sex is what will shape the
very foundation of my miserable youth. This
was a very dark day.

Latent

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

I never had the experience of going to a party Latent
with other teenagers, I never had my first
kiss, I never held hands with a girl, I never
lost my virginity. In the past, I felt so inferior
and weak from all of the bullying that I just
accepted my lonely life and dealt with it by
playing WoW, but at this point I started to
question why I was condemned to suffer
such misery.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

One day I found some posts on the internet
Latent
about teenagers having sex, and I was once
again reminded of the life I had been denied.
I felt that no girl would ever want to have sex
with me... And I developed extreme feelings
of envy, hatred, and anger towards anyone
who has a sex life. I saw them as the enemy.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

I began to have fantasies of becoming very
powerful and stopping everyone from having
sex. I wanted to take their sex away from
them, just like they took it away from me. I
saw sex as an evil and barbaric act, all
because I was unable to have it. This was the
major turning point. My anger made me
stronger inside. This was when I formed my
ideas that sex should be outlawed. It is the
only way to make the world a fair and just
place. If I can’t have it, I will destroy it.
That’s the conclusion I came to, right then
and there.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

Latent
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I treaded through the area with my head
Latent
down, all alone, in a state of complete
despair about my life. I looked around me
and saw lots of young couples holding hands
and groups of good looking teenage boys and
girls walking together and having fun on
their Saturday night out. I saw all of those
teenagers enjoying their pleasurable lives
together, while I was all alone. They were
enjoying everything I couldn’t have. I was
filled with intense anguish, and I quickly ran
all the way back to father’s house with tears
pouring down my cheeks. Once I got home I
had a breakdown and cried for hours and
hours into the night.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

At father’s house, we watched the movie
Latent
Alpha Dog after dinner one night. This
movie depicts a lot of teenagers and young
people partying and having sex with
beautiful girls, living the life that I’ve desired
for so long. The main character is a fifteen
year old kid who has sex with two hot girls
in a swimming pool. I was so envious that I
delighted in his death at the end. I remember
thinking that I would rather live his life than
mine, even though he died. He had sex and I
didn’t. The movie deeply affected me
emotionally, and I would think about it for
some time afterwards.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

to my extreme rage, I sometimes saw young
couples strolling through the store.
Sometimes they would even sit on the
reading chairs, kissing and fondling each
other. Whenever I saw this, I got so
overcome by envy and heartbreak that I went
to the bathroom to cry. The occasional
couples didn’t stop me from going there,
however, because it was the most beneficial
thing for me to do at that moment.

Latent

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

It was all fueled by my wish to punish
Latent
everyone who is sexually active, because I
concluded that it wasn’t fair that other people

Feels not having sex
ruined his life
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were able to experience sex while I have
been denied it all my life. I started to have
the desire to create a world where no one is
allowed to have sex or relationships. I again
saw that as the perfect, fair world.
Reproduction can be accomplished without
sex, through artificial insemination. Sex is
evil, as it gives too much pleasure to those
who don’t deserve it.
I kept thinking about Leo Bubenheim, and
Latent
how he kissed that girl Nicole at the
Sagebrush Cantina when he was only twelve.
Twelve! He was able to have an intimate
experience with a girl when he was only
twelve; and there I was at eighteen, still a
kissless virgin. My envy of Leo became an
obsession. I kept asking my sister for
information about him, but she refused to tell
me anything. I frightfully wondered if he had
lost his virginity already, and he most likely
had. He was a popular kid, and girls desired
him. Leo was happily living his heavenly life
with the knowledge that he’s worth
something to the world, while I had to
wallow in my misery and loneliness.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

I already felt that no girl in the world wanted
to fuck me. I was a kissless virgin after all.
That was the sole reason why I was suffering

Latent

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

My struggle against a society that looks
Latent
down upon me... against the female gender
for denying me sex and love. Addison
Altendorf’s hurtful words kept haunting me
all throughout the summer. I saw my future
and I saw only more bleak loneliness. I will
never have sex. I will never have love. Girls
deem me unworthy of it, I thought to myself
over and over again. I cried every day when I
imagined how much fun and pleasure other
teenagers were having as I languished in
despair.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

He was my comrade in virginity,

Feels not having sex

Latent
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for he too didn’t get any attention from girls,
and I’m sure he suffered from it, but not as
much as I did. I was very perplexed as to
why he didn’t feel any anger towards girls
for denying him sex. He should be just as
angry as I am.

ruined his life

I would never let what happened to me
Latent
happen to a son of mine, if I had a son...
though from the way things have been going,
I’ll never have a chance to have a son,
because girls don’t want to have sex me. I
would make such a better father than my
own father.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

the people I hate and envy so much for
having sexual lives, were now playing the
same game as me. There was no point
anymore. I realized what a terrible mistake I
made to turn my back on the world again.
The world is brutal, and I need to fight for
my place in it. My life was at a crucial
turning point, and I couldn’t waste any more
precious time.

I heard a boy and a girl having sex in the
Latent
apartment above me. Just knowing that other
young men get to enjoy the pleasures of sex
while I get none of it has always filled me
with envious rage, as well as bitter hatred
towards the world; but to actually hear them
doing it? That was even more traumatizing. I
was prepared for this, however. I had done a
lot of research about college life in the town
of Isla Vista, and I knew that students had a
lot of sex there. I had an inkling of a
suspicion that I would eventually hear or
even see people doing such things if I lived
in that environment. Hell, the reason I moved
there was because it was a sexually active
place. I myself wanted to be sexually active.
But when I heard that couple above me
having sex, I couldn’t help feeling vile and
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Feels not having sex
ruined his life

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Latent

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

Every time I tried to go out and meet a girl, I Latent
ended up walking home alone in anger. On
one of these nights, I crossed paths with a
boy who was walking with two pretty girls. I
got so envious that I cursed at them, and then
I followed them for a few minutes. They just
laughed at me, and one of the girls kissed the
boy on the lips. I’m assuming she was his
girlfriend. That was one of the worst
experiences of torture from girls that I’ve had
to endure, and it will be a scar in my memory
forever, to remind me that girls think I’m
unworthy compared to other boys. I ran
home with tears pouring down my cheeks,
hoping that my horrible housemates wouldn’t
be there to witness my shame.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

Instead of finally getting a chance to live a
life of sex and love like other young people
did, I only experienced worse rejection and
humiliation than I had ever experienced
before. This was unbelievable and
unforgivable. If humanity continued to insult
me with such cruelty, then there really was
no hope for happiness in my life.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

miserable about it. I tried to calm myself
down and convince myself that soon I will

i dreaded how horrible it would be to
continue suffering my miserable, lonely,
celibate life in such a beautiful city where
everyone else experienced the pleasures of
sex and love. That would be the darkest hell.
And that was exactly what was in store for
me.
The only way I could make up for it was if I
could have an extraordinary sex life in my
twenties.

Latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

If only I had a beautiful girlfriend to
Latent
experience such an event with! I would have
even dressed up in a costume with her. It
would have been so blissful and euphoric, to
walk around in all of that excitement with a
beautiful girl on my arm, to attend every
single party because anyone would admit a
beautiful girl into it, to make passionate love
to her in my room at the end of the night, to
snuggle next to her sexy warm body as we
drift off to sleep together. THAT is the life I
should have lived. So many other guys are
able to experience that, and just thinking
about if filled me with extreme agony. Life is
not fair.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

I was doomed to a life of lonely virginity.

Latent

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

Latent

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

women’s rejection of me was a declaration of Latent
war. They insulted me by deeming me
inferior of their love and sex. They hate me,
and I will return that hatred one-thousand
fold. I will inflict suffering on everyone in

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

All I had ever wanted was to love women,
but their behavior has only earned my hatred.
I want to have sex with them, and make them
feel good, but they would be disgusted at the
prospect. They have no sexual attraction
towards me. It is such an injustice, and I
vehemently questioned why things had to be
this way. Why do women behave like
vicious, stupid, cruel animals who take
delight in my suffering and starvation? Why
do they have a perverted sexual attraction for
the most brutish of men instead of gentlemen
of intelligence?
It was the day that I decided to go out in Isla
Vista in an attempt to lose my virginity
before I turned 22. That was the only thing
that could have saved me. I was giving the
female gender one last chance to provide me
with the pleasures I deserved from them.
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Isla Vista, just like they have made me
suffer. In the past, I have always been at their
mercy, and I was given none. On the Day of
Retribution, everyone will be at my mercy,
and in turn I will show them no mercy at all.
My Retribution will be so devastating that it
will shake the very foundations of the world.
Sex is by far the most evil concept in
Latent
existence. The fact that life itself exists
through sex just proves that life is flawed.
The act of sex gives human beings a
tremendous amount of pleasure. Pleasure
they don’t deserve. No one deserves to
experience so much pleasure, especially
since some humans get to experience it while
some are denied it. When a man has sex with
a beautiful woman, he probably feels like he
is in heaven. But the world is not supposed to
be heaven. For some humans to actually be
able to feel such heights of heavenly pleasure
is selfish and hedonistic.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

All I ever wanted was to love women, and in
turn to be loved by them back. Their
behavior towards me has only earned my
hatred, and rightfully so! I am the true victim
in all of this. I am the good guy. Humanity
struck at me first by condemning me to
experience so much suffering. I didn’t ask
for this. I didn’t want this. I didn’t start this
war... I wasn’t the one who struck first... But
I will finish it by striking back. I will punish
everyone. And it will be beautiful. Finally, at
long last, I can show the world my true
worth.

Feels not having sex
ruined his life

Latent

DGRS → Intimacy
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Going through puberty utterly doomed my
existence. It condemned me to live a life of

Latent

Felt doomed by pressure to
have heterosexual
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

suffering and unfulfilled desires
My whole world twisted even deeper into
darkness and despair as my depressing life
continued on. My hatred for people who
have sex festered inside me like a plague. I
frequently went on walks around town to
brood over how hopeless and unfair
everything was. It was better than being
stuck in my room all the time. When I saw
young couples walking around at the mall,
my anger and hatred intensified greatly. It
was the worst torture ever to see them
making out and being intimate. My life, if
you can call it a life, was living hell.

Rationale
relationship

Latent

Was tortured by witnessing
intimacy of other couples

I had the hope that I could make it there;
Latent
that I could make friends, meet some girls,
and eventually find a pretty girl to be my
girlfriend. I pictured her in my mind all the
time; her cascading blonde hair, her
beautiful face, her sensual body...
Everything. I imagined us walking hand in
hand through the college, looking at the
magnificent view of the mountains in the
distance as the sun sets behind them. That
would be heaven. That was what I wanted
in life. Every single hate-fueled ideal,
world-view, and philosophy I created in the
past was a result of not being able to do
that.

Felt his life could only be
improved by a
girlfriend/intimate
relationship

The breaking point was when I saw good
looking couples walking along the area
where I dreamed of walking with a
girlfriend. To watch another boy
experience it, with a beautiful girl who
should be mine, was a living hell. I
constantly asked myself what I did wrong
in life, to be unable to have a beautiful
girlfriend.

Latent

Was tortured by seeing
other boys with girls he
wished to be around

My struggle against a society that looks
down upon me... against the female gender
for denying me sex and love. Addison

Latent

Was distressed by not being
able to have a girlfriend
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Altendorf’s hurtful words kept haunting me
all throughout the summer. I saw my future
and I saw only more bleak loneliness. I will
never have sex. I will never have love.
Girls deem me unworthy of it, I thought to
myself over and over again. I cried every
day when I imagined how much fun and
pleasure other teenagers were having as I
languished in despair.
It was so... romantic. I kept walking and
Latent
walking with no destination in mind. The
romance of it all filled me with despair and
longing. I wanted a girlfriend to experience
that moment with me, but no girl
wanted to be my girlfriend. The only thing
I could do was imagine how heavenly it
would be to have a beautiful girl by my
side. It is such a shameful tragedy.
I ended up walking for two hours, and at
the end of it I was crying to myself because
I felt so sad.

Thinks his life is ruined
because of not having an
intimate heterosexual
relationship

I can only imagine how heavenly it would
be to walk with a beautiful girlfriend down
that street. My life would be complete if I
get to do that. It would be the epitome of
gratifying perfection. To have a beautiful
blonde girl by my side, to feel her hand
clasping my own as we walk everywhere
together, to feel her love! That is what I
want in life. Instead, I had to watch other
men experience my idea of heaven while I
rot in bitter loneliness.

Latent

Feels that having a
girlfriend will solve his
problems and feelings of
inadequacy

I tried to convince myself that she was
attracted to me, in an effort to feel better
about myself. Whether she was attracted to
me or not is a question I will never know
the answer to.

Latent

Was desperate for a girl to
find him attractive

Every time I tried to go out and meet a girl, Latent
I ended up walking home alone in anger.
On one of these nights, I crossed paths with
a boy who was walking with two pretty
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Became enraged when he
could not form intimate
relationships with girls

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

girls. I got so envious that I cursed at them,
and then I followed them for a few
minutes. They just laughed at me, and one
of the girls kissed the boy on the lips. I’m
assuming she was his girlfriend. That was
one of the worst experiences of torture
from girls that I’ve had to endure, and it
will be a scar in my memory forever, to
remind me that girls think I’m unworthy
compared to other boys. I ran home with
tears pouring down my cheeks, hoping that
my horrible housemates wouldn’t be there
to witness my shame.
Instead of finally getting a chance to live a Latent
life of sex and love like other young people
did, I only experienced worse rejection and
humiliation than I had ever experienced
before. This was unbelievable and
unforgivable. If humanity continued to
insult me with such cruelty, then there
really was no hope for happiness in my
life.

Feels that he was denied
intimacy

It was that pathetic feeling of not having a Latent
hot girlfriend on my arm while some other
boys in the theatre did. What I truly
wanted... what I truly NEEDED, was a
girlfriend. I needed a girl’s love. I needed
to feel worthy as a male. For so long I have
felt worthless, and it’s all girls’ fault. No
girl wanted to be my girlfriend.

Obsessively wished for
intimacy with a woman

If only I had a beautiful girlfriend to
Latent
experience such an event with! I would
have even dressed up in a costume with
her. It would have been so blissful and
euphoric, to walk around in all of that
excitement with a beautiful girl on my arm,
to attend every single party because anyone
would admit a beautiful girl into it, to make
passionate love to her in my room at the
end of the night, to snuggle next to her
sexy warm body as we drift off to sleep
together. THAT is the life I should have

Had obsessive longings for
a girlfriend
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I was doomed to a life of lonely virginity.

Latent

Felt that not having an
intimate relationship ruined
his life

women’s rejection of me was a declaration
of war. They insulted me by deeming me
inferior of their love and sex. They hate
me, and I will return that hatred onethousand fold. I will inflict suffering on
everyone in Isla Vista, just like they have
made me suffer. In the past, I have always
been at their mercy, and I was given none.
On the Day of Retribution, everyone will
be at my mercy, and in turn I will show
them no mercy at all. My Retribution will
be so devastating that it will shake the very
foundations of the world.

Latent

Blamed women for their
rejection of him and hated
them in return

I thought about what an enjoyable life I
could have had, if only girls were attracted
to me.

Latent

Feels that intimacy would
solve his problems

lived. So many other guys are able to
experience that, and just thinking about if
filled me with extreme agony. Life is not
fair.

All of them must have had thoughts of
Latent
admiration towards the couple, and
thoughts of contempt towards me because I
was all alone and unwanted. I have lived
such an unnatural life, devoid of love, sex,
and pleasure. Watching sunsets was one of
the few joys I had left, and now that too
was taken from me. How can I enjoy a
sunset anymore, knowing that other men
get to enjoy them with their beautiful
girlfriends at their side? There was no more
life for me to live.

Cannot enjoy life without a
girl to share it with

All I ever wanted was to love women, and
in turn to be loved by them back. Their
behavior towards me has only earned my
hatred, and rightfully so! I am the true
victim in all of this. I am the good guy.

feels lack of intimacy is
justification for his anger
and violent act

Latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Humanity struck at me first by condemning
me to experience so much suffering. I
didn’t ask for this. I didn’t want this. I
didn’t start this war... I wasn’t the one who
struck first... But I will finish it by striking
back. I will punish everyone. And it will be
beautiful. Finally, at long last, I can show
the world my true worth.

DGRS → Fatherhood
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

She of course wanted to see me, her eldest
grandson, but I wasn’t on speaking terms
with my father and Soumaya. I was very
resentful of my father for the way he
treated me during that last incident, and I
will never forgive him for it. My father
effectively abandoned me at one of my
most crucial points in my life. Though in
fact, he was never really present in my life
to abandon me in the first place. When I
think about it, he was always absent from
my life. When my whole world took a
downward spiral into darkness after I hit
puberty, he never made any effort to save
me. He just didn’t care

Latent

Feels abandoned by his
father

I would never let what happened to me
happen to a son of mine, if I had a son...
though from the way things have been
going, I’ll never have a chance to have a
son, because girls don’t want to have sex
me. I would make such a better father than
my own father.

Latent

Feels abandoned by his
father ; feels denied the
opportunity to be a father

I was never going to get a girlfriend.
Because girls are repulsed by me, I was
never going to have children and pass on
my genes.

Latent

Feels denied the
opportunity to be a father

I will never have sex, never have love,

Latent

Feels denied the
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

never have children.

Rationale
opportunity to be a father
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Appendix J
Latent/Manifest Tables for Kimveer Gill
Four Gender Role Constructs → SPC
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I'm so sick of hearing about jocks and
preps making life hard for the goths and
others who look different, or are different

Latent

Jocks

How come no one ever talkes about those
MOTHER FUCKING JOCKS AND
PREPS who's fault it is.

Latent

Why they get a pass

Why does society applaude jocks? I don't
understand. They are the worse kind of
people on earth. And the preps are no
better, they think they're better than
others............but they're not.

Latent

Higher status of jocks

And all of society applaudes the jocks and
preps. As if we are all supposed to be like
them.

Latent

Higher status of jocks

Most of the fucking men on this earth don't
deserve the women they have

Latent

Four Gender Role Constructs → RE
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I would'a at least told her I liked her.
Maybe hung out with her a bit after school,
would'a been fun.

Latent

Dont feel like he can tell her

I was thinking of Barbara Borelli
yesterday. I saw her in a dream. She was
just standing their smiling at me. She
looked like a princess. All in white clothes,
and she was just smiling, the most beautiful
smile, but didn't say anything, and i just
looked at her, i tryed to look at her ears to
see how many piercings she had by now,
but couldn't see anything other than her
face. There was a bright white light shining
from all over, around her body, from the
ground up, from the sky down, all over, a
super bright white light. I couldn't stop
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

looking in her eyes, it almost felt like if i
stopped gazing into her eyes, that i would
die. For a second i thought she was trying
to tell me something, I wanted to run up to
her and hold her, and touch her, to see if
she was real, cuz' this dream felt different
than others i've had. But i couldn't move. I
wanted to look down to see if there was
something holding my feet and keeping me
from moving, but i couldn't take my eyes
off her.
I wonder what happened to her? She was a Latent
girl that went to my high school. We hardly
ever spoke, we were in like two different
groups of friends, so our paths rarely
crossed. She always looks so preoccupied
with stuff. I liked her, guess I should have
told her or something, just to let her know
and stuff, not that anything would have
happened, but it would'a been nice.

Didnt tell her his feelings ; he
regrets it

GR DEV of others → GRDOO
Meaning unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Fuck the world and everything in it

Latent

Devalues the world and
everything in it

Italy won the world cup of soccer today.
Latent
What a fucking stupid game. All sports are
stupid. The fucking humans keep playing
their fucking idiotic childish games. You
will pay.
All the fucking waps are jumping up and
down like the little monkeys they are. HA
HA HA HA HA HA. Fucking animals.

Latent

FUCK THE WORLD. You're all animals.
I can see through you. When I look in
your eyes I can see your thoughts. You're
nothing at all. Just animals. Always
thinking about sticking your dicks in a
hole. FUCKING ANIMALS.

Latent
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Meaning unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

You fuckers are pathetic. It's the police's
Latent
fault for not doing anything when people
conplain (oops, my mistake, the cops are
corrupt sons of whores, so it's not like they
can do anything about it.)
FUCK THE POLICE
It's society's fault for acting like it's
normal for people to be assholes to each
other. Society disgusts me. It's everyone's
fault for being so apathetic towards
fucking

Latent

I tryed to get the American government to
give you your reparations cheques for
slavery (whitie's actting like slavery never
even happened!!). But no one listens. No
one cares. You guys have to stand up and
take what's rightfully yours. Use your god
given Niggah powers. Use it. You can do
it!!

Latent

GR ROLE DEV by others → GRDBO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

If people were making your life a living
hell wouldn't you be hurt emotionally.

Latent

Feeling like others are hurting
him

I'm tired of hearing about goth and emo
people being picked on, just because of
the way they look or dress. It's not right
It's not fair

Latent

Feels like making fun by others
due to being a goth

GR ROLE VIO OF OTHERS → GRVOO
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

What's with all the bitches? It's almost
Latent
as though there was some sort of bitch
convention somewhere, and 85% of the
women went and all agreed to be bitches
forever. The other 15% were spared. But
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Rationale
Blaming women for their own
mistreatment, even suggesting
they have special powers

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

having all these bitches in one room
gave them a great power. A power not
yet seen in this world. It's a special
attack move of theirs. It transforms them
into super bitches. It's so powerful, that
they can only remain in that state for a
short period of time, then they go back
to being ordinary bitches.
What's with all the assholes? It's like
Latent
they invited all the men to a huge arena,
where all the sports were playing,
Soccer, baseball, basketball(for our
negro friends), hockey, and others. 85%
of the men showed up. And they must
have all made a pact to be assholes, and
fucktards for the rest of their lives. The
other 15% who didn't show up were
spared. These creatures were also given
a super power of thir own. They are able
to transform into motherfuckers,
backstabbers, two-faced liars for short
times, thus, just like the women, it's a
powerful ability, so won't last for too
long, as it wears of, they turn back into
the ordinary assholes that they were.

Thinks all men who are good at
sports made agreement to act
badly towards others;
“fucktards”

MI → Loneliness and Separation
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

I am locked in an invisible cage within
my head. There is no chance of escape.

Latent

Feeling alone

I hate the deceivers I hate betrayers I
hate religious zealots I hate everything

Latent

Feels betrayed, deceived; hates
everything as a result

I must be the only person in the world
that thinks the world is FUCKED UP.

Latent

Feels isolated and alone

And it was deserted, every street, it
looked like everyone had died. Cuz'
there wasn't a person anywhere.
Another reason i liked it

Latent

Feels safer being alone
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GRC correlate → Alcohol Use)
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

drinking JD's whiskey

Manifest

Drinking Jack and coke

Manifest

Drank all night last night

Manifest

Whiskeyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

Manifest

Jack Daniels Whiskey, straight, with
ice of course - September 12, 2006,
05:44:am Have I mentioned that i like
to drink?

Manifest

Whiskey in the morning

Manifest

Rationale

GRC correlate → Negative Attitudes towards Women
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

They make you fall in love with
them......Then they run away

Latent

Women manipulative; out to hurt
you

why do these women like to be talked
to like this, and treated like this?

Latent

Blaming women for their own
mistreatment

all the girls are acting like whores,
sorry, let me rephrase that...all the girls
are whores.

Latent

Interpreting sexual dancing as
whores/ all women are whores

GRC correlate → Racism
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

This skinny niggah cracks me up

Manifest

Openly blatant racist
langauge

Hip hop isn't music, it's just animals
Manifest
jumping up and down, like monkeys. Why
don't the men respect the women, why are
the men always calling the women
"bitches" and "hos"?, but more
importantly, why do these women like to
be talked to like this, and treated like this?

Openly blatant racist
langauge

.Heil Heil Heil

Reference to Nazi germany/

Latent
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale
a symbol for white
supremacy

Animals...just animals.

Manifest

Blatantly racist language

Does this mean that they understand that
they are in fact inferior niggahs? They
should stop, and be more gentlemanly and
civilized.

Manifest

Blatantly racist

Their men have an iron will. They are
brave, courageous, fearless, and
determined. This makes the Aryan men
the greatest warriors of all time.
Their women are godesses. They are
beautiful, intelligent, kind, caring, and
elegant. This makes the Aryan women
godesses on this earth.

Latent

Suggesting whites/ aryans are
superior
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Appendix K
Latent/Manifest Tables for Gang Lu
Gender Role Constructs → SPC
Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

inevitably some jealous enemies there

Latent

He competes with other;
considers them enemies

My favorite movies include “No Way
Out,” “Die Hard,” “Indiana Jones,” and
Clint Eastwood’s movies where a single
cowboy fights against a group of
incorporated bad guys who pick on little
guys at their will or cover up each
other’s ass.

latent

Endorses concept of little guy
fighting against bullies;
suggesting he feels powerless
and subordinate

He told me one day “you are in charge
latent
of the code and no one else knows the
code” . . . since we are the only group to
own the 2-D code right now. But as a
honest human being and based upon the
ndings in the execution of the code, I
arrived at some conclusions different
from his original expectation. As a
result, he became so mad that he refused
to let me graduate in time for a precious
job opportunity and is withholding my
thesis result from being published in
JGR where he serves as the chief-editor.
When he couldn’t nd any more excuses
to prevent me from graduation, he failed
intentionally to notify me as it should be
that I am supposed by tradition to give a
10-15 minutes talk on my thesis defense
before the committee members ask me
questions. In fact he told me of it until
one minute before my defense started. I
was taken by surprise and I had to make
up a talk instantly and presented it on
blackboard instead of on transparency
projector. As the result, my thesis was
not passed by the committee after my
defense and I was exposed brutally to
both personal humiliation and emotional
anguish . . .
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Feels persecuted by the people
in his university and he may
find this shaming and enraging
- hes humiliated

Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

Since he is new in the department, he is latent
eager to build his own territory . . . He
heard that Shan Linhua is a good
student, he then convinced Goertz to
have him gradu- ated sooner than most
of the others which of course caused
wide-spread outrage among the rest of
the students. Shan, however, missed the
deadline for graduation paperwork, then
Smith went to Dwight R. Nicholson,
Chairman of the department for personal
favor which enables Shan to graduate
despite the missing of the graduate
college deadline. Trying to justify his
act, Smith criticizes me with his eyes
closed from the facts that my way of
studying the cross- eld chargeseparation electric eld is completely
wrong. At that time, everyone in the
group was criticizing my study for a
whole semester until I am eventually
proven correct.

Continues to be enraged by
what he considers to be being
slighted by the university and
people he considers less than
given praise

Dwight R. Nicholson . . . gave his
Latent
student . . . an extinguished graduate
fellowship even he is not quali ed
according the graduate college
requirement. Nicholson also gave . . . an
engineering undergraduate without even
a Bachelor degree a 1/2 time graduate
research assistantship in physics. What a
outrage! He committed fraud (unethical
conduct) in the departmental nomination
to the “D.C. Spriesterbach Dissertation
Award” o ered by the graduate college
here which was led by me in a series of
complaints to Dr. Rudolph Schultz,
Acting Dean of the Graduate College;
Dr. Leslie Sims, Dean of the Graduate
College; Peter Nathan, Vice President
for Academic A airs; Dr. Anne Cleary,
Associated Vice President for Academic
A airs; Dr. Hunter Rawlings III,
President since June 1991. The response

Feels he is not given proper
recognition and others less
worthy are getting it;
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Meaning Unit

Latent or Manifest

Rationale

This was an honor for the whole family.

latent

He is writing about brining
honor to his whole family,
suggesting his perceived loss
of power will be a loss

exalted, rich people, and compared with
them I am poor as a church mouse

latent

Achievement and money
linked

from various uni- versity o cials is,
however, disappointed. Up to now, my
complaints are still under primary
investigation by university o cials. I
believe they are just trying to
coordinates their words to cover this up.
Immediately after Dr. Dwight Nicholson
nominated Dr. Goertz for some kind of
teach/research award from the university
and Dr. Cleary called Dr. Goertz, Dr.
Goertz came to me saying “if you
continue, it will back re.” What a downright attempt to cover-up. The whole
scene looks pretty like the famous story
of “The Count of Monte Cristo” by Alex
Dumas. Since then I have sworn to
myself that I would revenge at any cost,
sooner or later.

But, to get back to what I was saying
latent
earlier, if I had at the outset studied
medicine, I could not possibly have
come to the U.S. to study for a degree
and earn American currency. Our
parents did not have the economic
resources to send me to the U.S. for
advanced study. Some people at this
school who are in the applied sciences,
their parents are for the most part highlevel intellectuals who have studied
abroad. Their families have foreign
currency, which they can use to enable
their children to take the TOEFL and the
GREs, and to defray their tuition and
living expenses. Or they have relatives
living abroad who can lend them money.
That today I have come to this pass can
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justly be said to be partly the fault of our
parents. I truly believe the saying, “In
life be a paragon among men, and in
death be a hero among the shades.” I
take personal responsibility for all that I
have done.
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